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DETERMINATION OF IMPORTANCE EVALUATION
FOR SUBSURFACE EXPLORATORY STUDIES FACILITY
1.0

PURPOSE

This analysis is a Determination of Importance Evaluation (DIE) for the Subsurface
Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF), encompassing the Topopah Spring (TS) Loop from Station
0+00m at the North Portal to breakthrough at the South Portal (approximately 78+60m). This
evaluation applies both to the construction and operation of these excavations. A more
detailed description of these items is provided in Section 6.0. Testing activities are covered
by separate evaluations and are not within the scope of this evaluation.
The objectives of this DIE are to determine whether the Subsurface ESF Topopah Spring
Loop and associated excavations, including activities associated with their construction and
operation, potentially impact site characterization testing or the waste isolation capabilities of
the site. Controls needed to limit any potential impacts are identified.
The following statements represent a summary of previous revisions of this DIE:
Revision I of this DIE covers changes made as a result of revisions to input
documents and clarification of the requirements and their bases.
Revision 2 of this DIE incorporates changes made as a result of the Interdisciplinary
Review of Revision 01 of General Specification Section 01501. These changes
include: clarification of water balance, diesel fuel, and TBM excavation plan
requirements and bases.
Revision 3 is a limited scope revision to clarify the water use requirement by
eliminating as a QA control the requirement to recover the water from the Swellex
rock bolts. Additionally, the revision also addresses the limited use of pneumatic
drills, clarifies the definition of the transition zone, and updates the references.
Revision 4 of this DIE incorporates changes made as a result of revisions to the input
documents (which included a test interference evaluation of the surface conveyor and
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drill and blast activities associated with design package 2C). Changes in the DE
include: clarification of water tracer concentration, diesel use reporting, and drill-andblast records requirements. Two new requirements were added regarding testing and
construction schedules to minimize the potential of impact to site characterization
activities. Exploratory Studies Facility Design Requirements (ESFDR) references were
also updated.
Highlights of the current revision (rev 5) of this DIE include: reformatting due to revision 01
of NLP-2-0, including waste isolation impacts and test interferences impact evaluations in the
DIE, eliminating QA classification sections from the DIE [classification analyses are now
performed as separate discrete evaluations for each Configuration Item (CI), see references
14.13-14.17], revising the scope to include Topopah Spring (TS) Loop (including associated
support areas and the Starter Tunnel), deleting classification related requirements (covered in
separate evaluations), clarifying DIE requirements, and updating the ESFDR references. With
the approval of this DIE, the following documents can be superseded:
Determinationof Importance Evaluationfor ESF Starter Tunnel Drill-and-Blast
Section, BABOOOOOO-01717-2200-00003-07, Revision 07, January 14, 1994.
Determination of Importance Evaluationfor Subsurface Power Substation,
BABFAAOOO-01717-2200-00166, Revision 00, June 2, 1995.
Test Interference Evaluation (TIE) for the Construction of the North Ramp of the
Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) CRWMSIM&O Design Package 2C,
BABFA000-01717-2200-00001 Rev 07, January 25, 1995.
Test Interference Evaluation Specific to Considerationof Planned Use of Tracer,
Fluids, and Materials and PlannedStarter Tunnel Tests in Conjunction with JP 92-20
Construction of the North Ramp Starter Tunnel, LV.SC.BWD.3/93-075, March 24,
1993.
Addendum to the Test Interference Evaluation on the use of Cement Grout in Placing
Rockbolts in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) North Ramp Starter Tunnel,
LV.SC.STN.4/93-114, April 23, 1993.
Second Addendum to the Test Interference Evaluation on the Use of Cement Grout in
Placing Rockbolts in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) North Ramp Starter
Tunnel, LV.SC.BWD.6/93-157, June 15, 1993.
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The following documents are no longer used as design inputs to DIEs. They are used as
references to other DIEs or as input to Job Packages (iPs), Test Planning Packages (TPPs),
etc, not covered by this DIE.
Test Interference Evaluationfor the North Ramp Alcove #1 Construction and
Associated Testing in the Exploratory Studies Facility, BABEADOOO-01717-220000061 Rev 02, December 22, 1993.
Waste Isolation Evaluation, Tracers, Fluids and Materialsfor Exploratory Studies
Facility (ESF) Phase IA Construction, BABOOOOOO-01717-2200-00062 Rev 03,
January 10, 1994.
Waste Isolation Evaluation, Construction Waterfor Package 2C Excavation of the
ESF North Ramp, BABEOOOOO-01717-2200-00008 Rev 04, January 26, 1995.
Waste Isolation Evaluation, Tracers, Fluids, and Materials and Excavation Methods
for Use in the Package 2C Exploratory Studies Facility Construction, BABEOOOOO01717-2200-00007 Rev 04, January 26, 1995.
Waste Isolation Evaluation, Exploratory Studies Facility Surface Systems for Water
Conveyance and Disposal, BABBDOOOO-01717-2200-00001 Rev 00, December 31,
1993.
2.0

QUALITY ASSURANCE

This evaluation is prepared using the implementing line procedure NLP-2-0 Revision 01. This
DIE is quality affecting because it establishes the applicability of the QA program to site
activities associated with the Topopah Spring Loop. This analysis discusses 1) activities
associated with permanent items which have been classified QA-1, QA-2, and QA-5, and 2)
temporary items or activities which are subject to QA control (temporary items are not
assigned specific classification numbers).
3.0

METHODOLOGY

This evaluation was performed in accordance with Attachment IV of NLP-2-0,
"Determination of Importance Evaluations." This is a Category III DIE since it addresses
field activities that are potentially significant with respect to their effects on Q-List items
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and/or site characterization data and does not have an applicable category III DIE or
analogous precedent. The DIE is prepared by 1) reviewing the best available design
information related to subsurface construction, operation, and maintenance activities
associated with the Topopah Spring Loop (Ref 14.9), 2) evaluating the potential of these
items and activities to affect the Q-List items and site characterization testing, and 3)
establishing controls where necessary to minimize to the extent practical potential impacts on
Q-List items and site characterization activities. Reviews of the implementing documents will
ensure that the basis for the evaluation (i.e., best available design information) adequately
bounds the scope of the evaluation as well as verification that any applicable requirements are
properly translated.
4.0

ASSUMPTIONS
4.1

In order to establish a conservative basis, it is assumed that a postulated
complete tunnel collapse will bound other postulated seismically-induced or
deterministically assumed collapses.

4.2

In establishing the boundaries for the DIE, it is assumed that construction and
other activities associated with TBM operation, utilities installation, and support
for TBM operation for construction of the Topopah Spring Loop will be done
in accordance with the ESF Design specifications, drawings, and design
analyses, which implement applicable requirements of the ESFDR.

4.3

The tracers, fluids and materials (TFM) to be used in the Topopah Spring Loop
will be those for which Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) have been
provided and reviewed (Attachment II). TFMs that have not yet been reviewed
will be evaluated in accordance with the project TFM procedure (YAP-2.8Q).
It is assumed that the MSDS-recommended procedures will be followed for
use, storage, handling, ventilation, spills and leaks, and safety. This
assumption establishes boundaries for the DIE with respect to TFMs and is
based on the ESFDR, TFM Management Plan, and YAP-2.8Q.

4.4

Based on the TFM procedure (YAP-2.8Q), it is assumed that water used for
fire suppression and control will be treated as a significant spill.

4.5

Testing support elements (i.e., cable runs, standard power, lighting, compressed
air, ventilation, communications, IDCS connection, etc.) critical to the conduct
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of specific tests will be addressed in Test Planning Packages (TPPs) developed
for those tests. The TPPs will also address access needed to support the testing
operations as soon as practicable after testing equipment is installed, or testing
space is constructed. This assumption further clarifies the scope of the DIE (as
stated in section I and throughout the evaluation) with respect to testing
activities.
5.0

COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

No analytical computer programs have been used directly in the preparation of this document.
However, computer programs have been used in some of the referenced documents which
form the basis for some of the results presented in this document. Detailed discussions of
these computer calculations, including their treatment under the Quality Assurance Program,
are given in the referenced documents.
6.0

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The scope of this evaluation includes several configuration items within the ESF
(BABOOOOOO) identifier (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1 ESF Configuration Items Evaluated
Configuration
Item

DIE
Sect

Configuration Item Description

QA Classification

BABOOOOOO

6.16.19

Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF)

QA-1, -2, -5, None

BABDCAOOO

6.7

Mapping Gantry

Temporary

BABEOOOOO

6.1-65

Subsurface Excavations

QA- , -2, -5, None

BABEAOOOO

6.1-6.4

Underground Openings

QA-2

BABEAAOOO

6.1

Portals (Starter Tunnel only)

QA-2

BABEADOOO

6.2

Main Access Openings

QA-2

BABEAEOOO

63

Operalions Support Areas (formerly CIs
BABECOOOO & BABECAOOO)

QA: None
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Configuration
Item

DIE
Sect

Configuration Item Description

QA Classification

BABEAFOOO

6A

Test Support Areas (formerly CIs BABEDOOOO &
BABEDA000)

QA: None

BABEEOOOO

6.5

l ___________

Linings and Ground Support (formerly CI
._____
BABEABOOO)

QA-1, -5, None
l

BABFOOOOO

6.6,
6.86.19

Subsurface Support Systems

Temporary

BABFAOOOO

6.106.19

Subsurface Utilities

Temporary

BABFAAOOO

6.10

Subsurface Power

Temporary

BABFABOOO

6.11

Subsurface Communications

Temporary

BABPACOOO

6.12

Subsurface Ligbting

Temporary

BABFADOOO

6.13

Subsurface Ventilation

Temporary

BABFAEOOO

6.14

Subsurface Water

Temporary

BABFAFOCO

6.15

Subsurface Waste Water

Temporary

BABFAGOOO

6.16

Subsurface Compressed Air

Temporary

BABFAHOOO

6.17

Subsurface Fire Protection

Temporary

BABFAIOOO

6.18

Subsurface Sanitary Facilities

Temporary

BABFAKOOO

6.19

Subsurface Furnishings (formerly CI BABEACOOO)

Temporary

BABFBOOOO

6.6

Machinery & Equipment

Temporary

BABFBAOOO

6.6

25-Foot TBM

Temporary

BABFCBOOO

6.8

Subsurface Conveyor

Temporary

BABFCCOOO

6.9

Materials & Personnel Handling

Temporary

6.1

STARTER TUNNEL (CI: BABEAAOOO)

The Starter Tunnel is included in configuration item BABEAAOOO. Since the construction of
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the Starter Tunnel is completed, operation and maintenance activities are evaluated in this
DIE to support the bored 7.62 meter Topopah Spring Loop. The drill-and-blast section of the
Starter Tunnel proceeds from the headwall, approximately 200 feet into the mountain. The
first 10 meters (33 feet) of this section of tunnel is sloped at 2% away from the tunnel
(towards the portal entrance) to minimize the potential of flooding water entering the
subsurface ESF.
The drill-and-blast section of the Starter Tunnel provides a path for TBM emplacement, and
provides a conduit for utilities and services.
6.2

MAIN ACCESS OPENINGS (CI: BABEADOOO)

Topopah Spring Loop work involves the bored excavation, a 7.62-meter circular tunnel from
Station 00+60 (meters) to approximately Station 78+60m. Activities evaluated include:
construction, operation, and maintenance of the Topopah Spring Loop and operation of
equipment (including the TBM) and vehicles in and around them.
The Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) launch chamber face, where boring began, is
approximately 0.4 meters above the excavated floor of the Starter Tunnel. TBM excavation
proceeds from Station 00+60 to Station 00+90, at an elevation of approximately 1120 meters,
at approximately 0% slope. From Station 00+90 to approximately Station 28+05m, TBM
excavation transitions at an approximate 2% negative slope. From approximately Station
21+90, a horizontal curve (ending in a southerly direction) is to be bored until Station 28+05,
on the TS Main Drift, is reached. A waste-water sump may be excavated at Station 28+05 m
(at an approximate elevation of 1065 m). A North Ramp Extension stub drift may be bored
or constructed using controlled drilling-and-blasting methods (to provide an area to assemble
and launch a TBM), the location of which has not yet been determined. The TS Loop will
proceed south through the TS Main Drift along the east edge of the primary emplacement
areas (elevation -1065m), then eastward where it will terminate at the South Portal at
approximately Station 78+60m (elevation -1160m). The ESF North Ramp and Main Drift
will provide access to the repository, should it be constructed. Any construction effects will
be incorporated into the design of the repository.
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6.3

OPERATION SUPPORT AREAS (Cl: BABEAE000)

The excavation of operation support areas will be by the drill-and-blast method or by
mechanical excavators, with mucking by a diesel-powered front end loader discharging into
conventional muck cars. Controlled drilling and blasting techniques are used to preserve the
integrity of rock outside the excavated areas.
Operation Support Areas include refuge chambers, equipment alcoves, and other excavations
to support construction and ESF operations along the Topopah Spring Loop.
Refuge chamber alcoves are to be excavated approximately every 2100 meters. The purpose
of these alcoves is to provide personnel protection in the event of a fire subsurface. Refuge
chambers may be colocated with test support areas.
An alcove may be excavated at 2805 m, which will house a sump, sump storage tank, and
waste-water removal pumps.
6.4

TEST SUPPORT AREAS (CI: BABEAFOOO)

The excavation of test support areas will be by the drill-and-blast method or by mechanical
excavators, with mucking by a diesel-powered front end loader discharging into conventional
muck cars. Controlled drilling and blasting techniques are to be used to preserve the integrity
of rock outside the excavated areas. Actual test support locations, layout, and dimensions
will be field determined after the faults/contacts to be tested have been identified in the ESF
excavation, and geologic information is assessed. Compressed air, water, waste water, electric
power, ventilation, integrated data collection system (IDCS), and telephone communications
will be provided to all test alcoves.
North Ramp Testing Alcove # 1 is nominally 140 feet down the length of the Starter Tunnel
drill-and-blast section and currently extends to a length of -75 feet. Three -100-foot
boreholes are drilled at the face of the Test Alcove for radial borehole testing. Radial
borehole drilling and subsequent testing are not evaluated in this DIE, but are evaluated in
separate evaluations supporting the associated Test Planning Package(s).
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Four test support areas (Alcoves 2-5) are planned to be excavated during construction of the
North Ramp: one test support area near the Bow Ridge Fault (currently under construction), at
least one test support area near the Drill Hole Wash Fault, one test support area within the
Tiva Canyon member (at the TCw-PTn contact), and one test support area just at the bottom
of the Pah Canyon member (at the PTn-TSwl contact). Excavation of alcoves is to occur
after the TBM and its trailing gear have traveled beyond the alcove locations. The TCw-PTn
and PTn-TSwl test support areas are to be used for radial borehole testing in which core
holes are generally drilled parallel to the contact. The general configuration of the test
support areas (with the exception of the Drill Hole Wash Fault alcoves) includes a width
range of approximately 4 to 6 m and a length range of approximately 6 to 45 m beyond the
ramp wall. The Bow Ridge Fault Test Support Area will be located off the north rib east of
the Bow Ridge Fault (at approximately 185 m), and will be the location of hydrological
testing, hydrochemistry testing, and in-situ seal testing. The location of the TCw-PTn Test
Support Area will be field determined off the north rib at approximately 800 m, and will be
the location of radial borehole testing, hydrochemistry testing, and in-situ seals testing. The
location of the PTn-TSwl Test Support Area will be field determined off the north rib at
approximately 1060 m, and will be the location of radial borehole testing.
Two test support areas will be constructed on the TS Main Drift to investigate the Ghost
Dance fault. Tests expected to be performed in these areas are similar to testing performed
in alcoves 2-5.
There are no test support areas planned for South Ramp, but the option exists for up to three
additional alcoves to be constructed, depending on local geologic conditions. Additional test
support areas could also be excavated as directed by the ESF Test Coordination Office
(TCO).
The final configuration of the test support areas will be dependent on the geologic conditions
encountered and the extent that construction effects, due to grout or water usage, have
penetrated the Topopah Spring Loop tunnel walls. Testing in the test support areas is
expected to be similar to the tests performed and planned in North Ramp Alcove #1 (in the
starter tunnel), namely: construction monitoring tests, MPBX tests, single-point load cells,
mapping and sampling, hydrochemistry radial borehole tests, and other scientific tests.
During test support area construction, as well as during construction of the Topopah Spring
Loop, a jackleg or equivalent may be used to drill short (approximately 1 to 2 m [3 to 6 ft])
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boreholes as alcove/ramp construction progresses, for periodic gas sampling for
hydrochemistry analyses.
The need for additional alcoves may be identified during construction to examine other major
faults encountered, or to support hydrologic testing of faults or fractures (should perched
water be encountered). The major fault test site will be selected at locations where the
following conditions (Ref 14.30) exist (listed in descending order of priority):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

identification of water flow in the fault or fault zone
large open fault trace
high density of fractures
large aperture fractures
proximity to the proposed repository
fracture mineral coatings
observed changes in rock moisture content over relatively short distances, and
temperature gradient.

When a major fault has been identified for testing, an angled geothermal drillhole may first
be drilled across the fault from the tunnel rib to assess the hydrologic properties of the fault.
6.5

GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS (CI: BABEEOOOO)

Topopah Spring Loop ground support configurations are dependent on the geotechnical
properties of ground encountered. Different types of ground support will be used based on
the conditions encountered during excavation. Ground support may include mechanical
groutable rock bolts, Super Swellex rockbolts, standard split sets, welded wire fabric (mesh),
shotcrete, concrete, steel sets, channel units, steel lagging, etc.
In the case of the Williams-type rockbolts installed as a mechanical rockbolt with subsequent
grouting, bolts are tensioned upon installation. The strain produced by the pre-tensioning
process is not the critical characteristic; rather, the bonding of the rockbolt, after grouting, to
the surrounding rock is critical. Pre-tensioning of the Williams-type rockbolts is performed
only for immediate effects, including personnel safety, minimization of the potential for
dilation or deleterious rock movement, and seismic criteria. The long-term functions of the
rockbolts are met by the grout. No credit is taken for tension once the rockbolt is grouted.
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With the grout, the rockbolt becomes a passive anchor.
In the event that ground conditions are encountered during excavation which are determined
to be incapable of supporting TBM operation (such as may be the case in the area of faults),
the option of chemical grouting to stabilize the ground is being considered as a contingency.
This may involve drilling holes from the surface, or from within the tunnel, and injecting
grout materials (involving such mixtures as sodium silicate and sodium aluminate, or cement
grout with sodium silicate or aluminum silicate as a set control agent) into a zone in front of
the TBM. Less extensive chemical grouting procedures include using cementitious grout to
fill voids created by caving and/or running ground in the crown and walls of the tunnel and
tunnel grouting with packers to stabilize fractured and weak rock and control water inflows if
perched water is encountered.
Rock bolt holes in the Topopah Spring Loop will normally be drilled by electro-hydraulic
actuated rock drills. Two such drills are located on the TBM tail shield, two on the
Drill/Cleanup Platform (located at the rear of the Mapping Platform), and one will be located
on the Rail Drill Jumbo. The flushing system for all the drills is an air/mist type capable of

air and/or water operation; no flushing medium passes through the oiling system. The rock
drills are capable of drilling boreholes, and will have an integral bolting unit capable of
installing Williams, Super Swellex, Standard Swellex Split Sets, grouted rebar, or Swellex
pins. A man basket is supplied with the Rail Drill Jumbo. Rock drill assembly operating
fluids include lubricating oils, hydraulic fluids, grease, and similar products. Note that
pneumatic drills may be necessary to install rock bolts to address personnel safety concerns
where access with the electro-hydraulic drills is restricted.
6.6

25-Foot TBM (CI: BABFBAOOO)

The TBM consists primarily of a cutting head, continuous grippers, and trailing gear. A flat
cutterhead design with wrap around buckets continuing radially into the face area is used to
enhance picking up muck on a decline. All cutters utilize wedge-type mounting and can be

changed from inside the cutterhead structure. The TBM will utilize two sets of grippers so
that gripping is always maintained. The TBM is capable of backward movement by reversing
the gripping cycle; this reversal would require removal of steel sets, if installed.
The TBM conveyor system consists of a forward conveyor and a trailing conveyor. The
forward conveyor protrudes through the cutterhead support and receives muck through a chute
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as the cutterhead buckets unload. The unloading point for the buckets is at the approximate
centerline of the TBM. The high capacity of the TBM conveyor minimizes the chance of
muck spillage. Both conveyors are provided with belt speed indicators and are interlocked
with the cutterhead so that the belts must be running before the cutterhead can rotate.
A TBM ventilation system is provided. Air is pulled from the TBM cutterhead through a
dust scrubber, and from the tail shield area. Air is discharged directly into the main discharge
duct.
The control console is completely electric with no fluid connections. A data acquisition and
recording system records TBM operating parameters, error messages, volume excavated, etc.
(information may be periodically downloaded and removed to ensure that reports are current
and operating methods can be modified as needed). Tunnel line, grade, and TBM roll are
monitored by the ZED-26 Guidance System. The position of the TBM is calculated by
measuring its position relative to a laser beam that is positioned (using A/E approved
surveying procedures) parallel to design alignment and grade.
TBM emergency systems include emergency stop switch stations (located at the operators
control console, inside the forward shield at the point of access to the cutterhead, and on the
backup at the two conveyor dump points) and a pull cord located along the length of the
trailing gantry. A dry chemical fire suppression system mounted to the TBM at the hydraulic
unit and at the lubrication unit; hand-held, A:B:C fire extinguishers mounted at accessible
locations throughout the TBM and backup system. The TBM also includes a battery operated
emergency lighting system and a monitoring and shutdown system for tunnel gas.
The cutterhead drive seal system consists of an inner and outer seal assembly. Each assembly
consists of three lip-type face seals, a replaceable and reversible sealing surface and a
labyrinth opening to the seal cavity. The inner-most seal has the lip facing inward to contain
oil. The cavity between the middle and inner seal is connected to a gravity source of oil, but
no oil flow is induced. The middle and outer seals have the lips facing outward to inhibit the
ingress of fines. Between the outer and middle seal, grease is injected and flows outward
through the labyrinth to inhibit the ingress of fines. This arrangement provides lubrication for
the middle and outer seal. Flushing of the cavity with water to purge the main seals of
grease inhibits any ingress of foreign material which is discharged with the purging water
without loss of grease.
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Two water systems are mounted on the TBM:
1)

a closed loop system for the main drive motor and speed reducer cooling
jackets. This system consists of a water pump and forced air cooling radiator
mounted in the backup unit. Water is pumped in a continuous loop through the
heat exchanger to the main motors and reducers, then to a collection tank. In
the event of water loss, a float switch in the tank will shut off the pump and
alert the operator of the fault.

2)

an open spray system to be selectively used for dust suppression. This system
consists of sprayers in the cutterhead muck pickup area which spray into the
chute where the cutterhead muck buckets dump muck onto the TBM conveyor,
and at the two conveyor transfer points. Flapper switches above the conveyor
belt ensure that the water spray system cannot be turned on unless muck is
moving along the belt. The system is operated from the TBM console. The
system also includes a manual, lockable valve to be used to replenish water in
the closed loop system, should this be required. If water is needed for rock
bolts or coring, this can be routed by flexible line from the hard water pipe in
the gantry.

The oil lubrication system is a closed loop system designed to provide a constant flow of
lubricating oil to the main bearing, bull gear, and drive pinions. The system is contained
within the cutterhead support. The distribution block meters oil to the delivery points, which
are all contained within the sealed main bearing cavity. Return oil flows to the bottom of the
cavity where it is fed into the sump tank for filtering and redistribution. System flow is
monitored by flow meter.
The grease lubrication system is set to begin pumping when cutterhead rotation is initiated, to
prevent grease from being purged needlessly. A manual override switch allows for boosting
grease supply to the seals during maintenance.
Speed reducers are lubricated by means of a non-recirculating sump, which is self-contained
within each individual reducer. The oil is retained by shaft seals at the input and output ends
and by O-ring seals at bolted joints.
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The TBM friction joints are lubricated by two centralized, automatic greasing systems, each
equipped with a pump which draws from a reservoir. The systems distribute grease to the
various wear points by means of distribution manifolds.
The hydraulic components for the thrust, steering, gripper, roof support and ring beam erector
circuits, as well as the hydraulic oil tank for these circuits are located inside of the TBM
shields. The pumps for all circuits are located below the tank in order to provide a
pressurized inlet for the pumps. The TBM has three main hydraulic systems: 1) thrust and
gripper system, 2) erector and auxiliary systems, and 3) conveyor drive circuit.
A two-way telephone system includes phone stations at the operators control console, the
conveyor dump stations, and inside the forward shield at the access area to the cutterhead.
The trailing decks are supported by nine flatbed cars located between TBM trailing gear cars
3 and 4. A drill/cleaning platform is located on the second flatbed car. A rolling mapping
gantry capable of moving along a portion of the trailing deck is also provided. The gantry
supports a camera rail to allow unobstructed photography of the tunnel for an arc of 250
degrees. Electric drive is used to move the mapping gantry independent of trailing gear
motion. A supplemental ground support platform is located on the ninth flatbed car.
6.7

MAPPING GANTRY (CI: BABDCAOOO)

The Traveling Mapping Gantry is located over the trailing floor conveyor system between
trailing gear cars 3 and 4 (between the Drill/Cleaning Platform and the Supplemental Ground
Support Platform), has a nominal travel length of approximately 46 m (150 ft), and moves
independently of the TBM for the purpose of unobstructed geologic mapping and
photographing of the Topopah Spring Loop tunnel wall over a minimum 250 degree arc.
Rails supporting the mapping gantry run parallel to those supporting the trailing floor within
four (4) inches. Wheels are equipped with air- or electric-powered brakes and a backup
emergency braking system. Gantry direct drive is provided by electric motors. Horizontal
jacks are employed, when necessary, to keep the mapping gantry in a fixed position over the
moving trailing floor. Jacks are air- or mechanically-operated, will contact the tunnel walls,
and will not lift the gantry off its rails. The gantry can move vertically up to three (3) inches.
Wheels are equipped with sealed bearings to prevent hydrocarbon spills. Four movable 500watt quartz lamps, and four (4) fluorescent lighting fixtures are mounted on the mapping
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gantry. A phone communication system links the mapping gantry to the TBM operator.
6.8

SUBSURFACE CONVEYOR (Cl: BABFCBOOO)

During initial Topopah Spring Loop excavation, mucking is performed using diesel-powered
or electric (battery) locomotives and conventional muck cars. When the conveyor system is
installed, water spray for dust control will be utilized at transfer points. In addition to sprays
used for the TBM conveyor (at the TBM face and at the TBM conveyor transfer), dust
control sprays will be included at the point at which the TBM conveyor transfers muck onto
the main conveyor (on the TBM trailing gear), the conveyor booster drive transfers, and at the
Transfer Tower. Dust control spray at each conveyor transfer point will be approximately
two thirds l/s (10 gpm). Each spray header will include an interlocked solenoid shutoff valve
to prevent water usage when the conveyor is not running or when the conveyor is running
with no muck on the belt. In addition, each spray header will include a hand control valve
for flow regulation, a separate manual shutoff valve, a pressure indicating meter, and local
flow meter to show the amount of water being used.
The subsurface belt conveyor system will utilize a belt to convey muck from the TBM and
other associated excavation operations to a surface belt conveyor system. Major conveyor
components include the remote discharge section, the main drive section, booster drives, the
belt storage and take-up unit, the advancing tailpiece section (which includes a hopper for
transferring muck onto the main conveyor and a manipulator frame which interfaces with the
TBM trailing gear), the intermediate loading section (which includes a loading hopper for
transferring muck onto the main conveyor from any intermediate location), straight and
curved conveyor segments, fire resistant conveyor belting, the belt splice platform, the belt
storage unit, the conveyor control system, the dust control and suppression system, conveyor
fire protection system, and miscellaneous equipment. The subsurface conveyor system will
employ operating fluids such as lubricating oils, hydraulic fluids, grease, and dust suppression
water, which can become potential contaminants if released onto the rock mass. Conveyor
system components containing fluids of concern are equipped with leak prevention features.
The conveyor belt inside the tunnel will be supported at a distance of approximately 3 meters
above the bottom of the excavation. The conveyor control system will provide signals for
drive fault, high/low belt speed shutdown, belt side travel limit switch indication, emergency
stop switch indication damaged belt switch indication, plugged chute switch indication, belt
speed, dust suppression water spray operation, etc.
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This evaluation only covers the Subsurface Conveyor system up to the headwall (station
0+00m). Refer to the applicable Surface ESF DIE for discussions on the surface portions of
the subsurface conveyor.
6.9

MATERIALS & PERSONNEL HANDLING (CI: BABFCCOOO)

Locomotives are to be used to haul muck, personnel, supplies, and invert segments, as well as
to power a crane. The locomotives will be capable of operating on grades of + 3 percent.
Either diesel or electric locomotives will be used.
If electric trolley locomotives are used, electrical bonding between the rails will be provided.
A trolley wire will be located above the center of the two outside tracks, and will be guarded
along its full length.
Plans call for the use of a number of different types of diesel-powered equipment in the ESF.
These include, but are not limited to, the following:
*

locomotives for rail transportation of muck, materials, and personnel,

*

front-end loaders or LHDs, used in testing and support alcove construction, and

*

jumbo drills used for drilling blast and rockbolt holes.

The amount of diesel fuel that will be underground at any one time will be limited to the
capacity of the fuel tanks on the equipment. No underground storage tanks are planned.
Muck haulage in cars is required during TBM operation until the conveyor system can be
installed in the initial portion of the North Ramp. Muck haulage cars are moved by means of
diesel or battery electric locomotives and are dumped on the east side of the North Portal Pad
for extension of the North Portal Pad or transported to the Muck Storage Area.
Precast, steel reinforced concrete invert segments are lowered into place between the TBM
and the first trailing gear car as the TBM advances. Backer rod seals are installed between
the inverts and along the edges of the inverts to inhibit leakage of fluids to the ground
underneath. The invert segments provide a rail bed and roadway for ESF construction. Rails,
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inserts, California Switches, turnouts for TBM trailing gear and haulage will also be installed.
Turnouts will be designed to minimize derailments. Additional rail components include joint
bars, track bolts, and rail bonding. Some tunnel inverts may be made with inspection holes.
Alternatively, placement of the reinforcing steel within the precast invert segments has been
designed so as to provide locations within the precast invert segments where inspection (as
well as other testing use) holes can be drilled through a particular invert segment as required
by the Test Coordination Office and/or affected Principal Investigators. Lifting eyes will be
embedded in the inverts to facilitate removal. The invert segments are designed to support
steel sets, where needed. The invert segments are designed to be removable.
"Rolling stock" refers to the rail cars needed for the transportation of personnel, materials and
supplies. Transportation in the TS Loop will be accomplished using diesel or battery electric
locomotives and rolling stock. A "fail safe" air brake system will be used for the entire rail
car system. The rolling stock for supplies, materials and personnel transportation consists of
several types of rail cars:
*

supply/utility cars used for hauling ground support elements, explosives, water
tanks, cable reels, etc.,

*

invert segment cars designed to carry two invert segments each;

*

a fan line car to haul ventilation ducts,

*

the scissor lift ventilation car is a flat car retrofitted with an electric hydraulic
scissor lift for removal and installation of ventilation ducts, fans, etc.,

*

the scissor lift platform car is a flat car retrofitted with an electric hydraulic
scissor lift and working platform to be used by personnel for utility
maintenance and crown access,

*

personnel cars,

*

the maintenance/lube car is a flat car retrofitted to transport a 2200-1 (500-gal)
waste oil tank with an air vacuum pump, an 800-1 (200-gal) lube oil tank with
an air vacuum pump, two 133-1 (33-gal) grease barrels with an air vacuum
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pump, a 2200-1 (500 gal) hydraulic oil tank with an air vacuum pump, and four
hose reels (mounted on the car),

6.10

*

the vacuum car is be a flat car with a dedicated sealed muck car into which
most of the vacuumed waste will be collected (the vacuum will be used to
clean up around the TBM and conveyor, and to remove possible fluid spills),

*

a rail mounted jumbo, which contains an electric/hydraulic drill and a boommounted two-man basket,

*

an equipment car used to transport heavy and/or bulky equipment and supplies,
and

*

a crane car utilizing an electric crane with telescoping boom for lifting
supplies, etc.

SUBSURFACE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (CI: BABFAA000)

The subsurface power system is to provide power for communications, lighting, underground
testing, ventilation, wastewater removal, fire protection, muck handling, sanitation and safety
monitoring, compressed air, transportation, tunnel boring systems, and maintenance of
equipment. The major loads include the TBM, trolley system, conveyor drive motors,
ventilation duct fan motors, conveyor hydraulic pump motors, waste water pump motors, 480V lighting panels, 208/120-V power panels, 480- and 120-V receptacles, and battery chargers.
An alternate 12.47-kV feeder for subsurface power centers will have sufficient capacity
(without the TBM operating) to supply power for ventilation required for personnel
protection, and operation of an electric trolley system. A cable tray system will be installed.
A separate 12.47-kV feeder will supply power to the TBM and mobile subsurface power
center.
Subsurface main switchgear will be fed from the surface 12.47-kV switchgear. The
subsurface main switchgear at the North Portal will consist of two normally separated bus
systems which are tied only when one of the surface 12.47-kV feeders fails. Normally, tunnel
power center will be looped fed from the 12.47 main bus "A". The last tunnel power center
will be connected to the TBM feeder to provide an alternate source of 12.47-kV in case the
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primary source fails. The surface 12.47-kV supply system is supplied by a 69-kV line,
connected line to the Nevada Test Site Canyon Substation. Standby generators are evaluated
in the applicable surface DIE.
Underground feeders over 1000 volts are to have a ground check circuit to continuously
monitor the grounding circuit to ensure continuity. Protective measures will be provided in
the electrical system to prevent damage to the equipment or personnel injury in case of
failures. Electrical equipment designs will support the testing program, as required by
ESFDR Section 3.2.1.5.
The subsurface grounding system (including grid, connections, bonding, etc.) is completely
separate from the surface grounding system to ensure that no lightning potential or other
voltage surge will travel into the tunnel system. Ground rods are embedded in holes filled
with conductivity enhancing "GEM" type hydraulic carbon cement. The grid size will be 10
x 30 m, meshed at approximately 3-m squares, and located 0.5 m below the surface. The
subsurface grounding grid, as well as lightning protection, are evaluated in the applicable
Surface ESF DIE.
6.11

SUBSURFACE COMMUNICATIONS (CI: BABFABOOO)

The communication system consists of those systems, subsystems, and components necessary
to provide both telephone and radio communication for surface and subsurface areas of the
ESF. These systems include telephone and radio communication system; the public address
system, and the communication center.
The telephone and radio communication systems will be integrated into the Nevada Test Site
system. In the subsurface area, the communication system will be designed and constructed
to permit phased construction and modular replacement of components. Characterization data
will not be transmitted over the telephone. All electrical power wiring in the subsurface
telephone system will be kept physically separated from data and communication service to
prevent induced interference. The telephone and radio communications systems will be
designed such that no detectable electromagnetic signals are induced into the Integrated Data
Collection System data acquisition system, any associated sensors, or other sensitive test
equipment.
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The public address inductive systems in accesses/stations will be restrictive to prevent "stray
currents" from initiating premature detonation when blasting.

The communication center and its equipment will be installed in the Switchgear Building at
the North Portal Pad.
Refer to the applicable surface DIE for discussions of these CIs beyond the portal headwail
(0+00m).
6.12

SUBSURFACE LIGHTING SYSTEM (CI: BABFAC000)

Metal Halide fixtures are to be used for main tunnel lighting, and fluorescent fixtures are to
be used in test alcoves, and shop areas. Emergency light fixtures will utilize sealed,
rechargeable lead-acid or nickel-cadmium battery units rated for 90 minutes; areas for
emergency lighting include operation areas, test areas, refuge areas, ramp station areas, and
the path of egress. General tunnel lighting fixtures are to be mounted at approximate 15-m
intervals, and tunnel emergency lighting fixtures are to be mounted at approximate 45-m
intervals.
6.13

SUBSURFACE VENTILATION SYSTEM (CI: BABFAD000)

The ventilation distribution system consists of systems, subsystems, and components that
allows fresh air (conditioned if required) to be supplied to, and exhaust air to be removed
from, the underground areas to meet the needs of underground construction and site
characterization testing. The ventilation distribution system distributes air supplied by the
ventilation system from the surface. Even without any additional air treatment, it is
anticipated that the ventilation system will remove most of the particulates and diesel exhaust
from the tunnel, and that movement of the ventilation air will assist in the removal of water.
The ventilation distribution system, in concert with the wastewater handling system and the
muck conveyance system, is anticipated to remove much of the construction water used in the
tunnel.
The general layout of the ventilation system consists of duct extending from the North Portal
entrance to the TBM trailing gear, with vaneaxial fans in series along the tunnel, operating in
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the exhaust mode (fresh air being induced into the Topopah Spring Loop through the tunnel
and exhausting out through the duct). The main exhaust ventilation duct is to be 1.7 m (66
in) in diameter, and suspended from the tunnel crown by hangers. The design air flow will
be -52,000 1/s (110,000 cfm), which will support construction ventilation for one 7.6-m
diameter TBM, construction ventilation for one alcove, maintenance of ventilation of
completed alcoves behind the TBM, support the use of diesel equipment up to 800 bhp, and
100 subsurface personnel distributed throughout ESF working areas.

6.14

SUBSURFACE WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (CI: BABFAEOOO)

The Topopah Spring Loop water supply line will consist of carbon steel pipe, with isolation
valves provided at intervals along the tunnel. A booster pump will be installed on the TS
Main Drift. A portion of the water supply line will be heat traced and insulated. A flow
meter (equipped with a totalizer) will be installed in the line. All of this water will be traced
prior to entering the tunnel. The interface between the subsurface/surface wastewater systems
is at Station 0+OOm. Refer to the applicable Surface DIE for an evaluation of the Surface
Wastewater System.
A water tracer injection system is provided to tag any water used within the underground
system. The initial water tracer injection system will consist of two tanks of water into which
tracer material (lithium bromide) will be mixed. The automatic system that will be installed
on the pad consists of a skid-mounted tracer tank and pump (injection) system. A nonportable system may eventually be provided as well.
6.15

SUBSURFACE WASTEWATER SYSTEM (CI: BABFAFOOO)

This system is to be used for the control, handling, treatment and transfer of wastewater and
ground water to the Surface Wastewater Handling System. The interface point for purposes
of this DIE is at the portal headwall (0+OOm); see the applicable surface DIE for the
evaluation of this system beyond this point. This system will handle all credible inflows,
including inflow from fault penetrations and water line breakage, and will be provided with a
backup power supply. During the construction phase, water in the tunnel will flow to the
excavation face due to the slope of the ramp until the TBM reaches the lowest point of the
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tunnel at 2800 m. During this phase, an electric motor driven submersible pump will be used
to pump water from the face into a portable sump. Two pumps will be available for
redundancy. A portable, skid mounted sump is located on one of the rolling stock platform
cars, with a capacity of approximately 4 m3 .
A wastewater sump may be constructed after the TBM advances past 2800 m, on the TS
Main Drift level. The sump would be constructed at 2800 m, with a minimum capacity of
approximately 10 rn3 (2700 gallons), and would be lined with concrete and a water sealant
coating to prevent exfiltration. The sump would be sized to handle the worst case water
inflow, which would result from a water supply pipe break, as well as any construction water
that might be collected during excavation. Three pumps will be provided along with a liquid
sump storage tank with an approximate capacity of 14 m3 (3700 gal). Level switches will be
provided for automatic control of the pumps.
Fluids recovered during construction operations are to be disposed of in such a way as to
avoid the potential for performance impacts in accordance with 10 CFR 60.15(c)(1). The
wastewater removal system will provide for measurement as required. Wastewater may be
comprised of drilling water, rock cleaning water for mapping, fire protection water, main
supply water, dust control water, and groundwater.
6.16

SUBSURFACE COMPRESSED AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (CI: BABFAG000)

Subsurface compressed air will be required for rock cleaning, shotcreting, core drilling,
cleaning out rock cuttings from rock bolt holes, hand tools, site characterization testing in
alcoves, and for the refuge chambers. Compressed air will be provided to the North Portal
entrance at 8.6 bar.. (125 psig), from a system of compressors, receivers, and associated
piping located on a pad at the North Portal. A steel pipe will be used to deliver compressed
air in the tunnel at 8.6 bar., (125 psig), and a design flow rate of approximately 1133 Vs
(2400 cfm). The low point of the Compressed Air System, at 2800 meters, will drain any
contaminants into the wastewater sump. (Refer to the applicable Surface ESF DIE for an
evaluation of the Surface Compressed Air System.) 0
Compressed air temperature is planned to be at approximately 700 F when introduced into the
underground distribution system. Accessory components to the compressed air system will
include a surface-mounted filtration and condensate collection system. Relatively clean air,
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with approximately 85% of any contained oils removed, will be produced from ordinary
compressed air by using coalescing filters to remove oil. This relatively clean air will then be
introduced into the underground compressed air distribution system.
The installed compressed air will be used for the following subsurface activities:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

rock cleaning (from mapping platform),
removal of drilling cuttings from rockbolt installation,
shotcreting,
core drilling,
hand tool use,
refuge areas,
testing.

If needed, a portable tracer injection system can be added to the tunnel compressed air system
for a specific use, such as core drilling. The portable setup consists of a chemical tracer
injection system/air treatment system for compressed air usage in test-related drilling and in
support of site characterization experiments (inflation of packers, etc.). The compressed air
will also be treated to remove almost all remaining oils and to provide a maximum particulate
size of no more than 3 microns. It is anticipated that this air treatment will be incorporated
with air tracer injection into a portable skid unit which can be utilized where needed for
testing construction, and testing.
For convenience, the above system may be augmented with a compressor, forming a totally
stand-alone system that can be used in alcove testing. The skid-mounted air treatment/tracer
injection unit will be used to treat compressed air supplied to the Topopah Spring Loop for
general construction, as required for testing construction and testing. The requirements use
the portable compressed air system will be addressed in the applicable test planning package.
The system is evaluated in this DIE based on its use underground.
6.17

SUBSURFACE FIRE DETECTION & PROTECTION SYSTEMS (CI: BABFAHOOO)

The primary fire protection system to be installed in the Topopah Spring Loop will consist of
a multipurpose dry chemical system, capable of both manual and automatic activation. Fire
suppression systems are installed at the head, tail, drive and take-up pulleys of the conveyor,
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on the TBM (at the hydraulic storage tank and the lubricating oil tank), on the maintenance
rail car, on mobile, diesel driven equipment, on diesel driven locomotives, on the diesel
driven crane locomotive, and on electric locomotives. Portable fire extinguishers are to be
installed at the head, tail, drive and take-up pulleys of the conveyor, at locations along the
tunnel, on the TBM, on the maintenance and explosives rail cars, on diesel and electric
locomotives and on diesel driven mobile equipment, at all electrical equipment alcoves/niches,
at all water pumping stations, at all testing enclosures, and at all refuge chambers.
Smoke/heat detectors will be installed in the electrical equipment alcoves, providing alarm so
that fire fighting response can be performed with portable extinguishers. Heat detectors, some
of which initiate alarmed, dry chemical systems, will be installed at the conveyor head, tail,
and take-up pulleys as well as on the TBM, diesel and electric locomotives, maintenance car,
and diesel-driven mobile equipment.
A redundant fire protection system is not required. However, a supplemental water fire
suppression system is to be installed. This system is to be supplied by the water supply line
described above, and will consist of hose stations located at intervals along the tunnel.
6.18

SUBSURFACE SANITARY FACILITIES (CI: BABFAIOOO)

Subsurface sanitary facilities (portable,self-contained chemical toilets) will be located at
convenient intervals within the Topopah Spring Loop for use by personnel. One such unit
will be provided on the TBM trailing gear.
6.19

SUBSURFACE FURNISHINGS (CI: BABFAKOOO)

Subsurface furnishings include the various ESF enclosures or blockouts required to support
instrumentation and cabling and ESF utility brackets to facilitate the installation of utilities
such as electrical power, communications, compressed air, water, wastewater removal, etc.
7.0

DESIGN EVENTS

The following events and activities were considered for potential evaluations: earthquake,
rockfall, use of and inadvertent spills of oil or other fluids from construction equipment, fires,
explosions, ground water inflow, TBM operation, conveyor operation, ground support
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installation, rail haulage (including use of locomotives), invert installation, use of water and
compressed air, and drill-and-blast operations. These events and activities, which include the
use of the temporary items discussed above, are evaluated in accordance with NLP-2-0.
Simultaneous failure of the tracer delivery system and the water delivery system within the
tunnel is not considered credible; uncontrolled delivery of untraced water into the tunnel is
therefore not anticipated.
The credible results of an earthquake are the acceleration of items within the tunnel and
rockfall from the tunnel roof. Credit is taken for the inspection procedures to identify tunnel
damage from any cause and to provide opportunity to take appropriate mitigating actions
based on the as-found condition of the ESF following such an event.
Quantities of fluids (other than water) which may be released in any credible equipment or
vehicle accident or failure are relatively small, and are not expected to impact waste isolation
or site characterization testing provided that such spills are removed to the extent practical.
The requirements discussed elsewhere in this DIE for containment and clean-up of releases
and spills are judged to bound this event and be adequate, providing additional confidence
that equipment or vehicle fluids which are released or spilled cannot have a credible adverse
effect on the long-term performance of the potential repository.

8.0

AFFECTED Q-LIST ITEMS

8.1

REPOSITORY INTERFACES

The proposed Topopah Spring Loop construction progresses westward from the Starter Tunnel
(elevation -1120m), south through the Main Drift and the primary emplacement areas
(elevation -1067m), and then eastward where it will terminate at the South Portal at
approximately Station 78+60m (elevation -1160m). The ESF North Ramp and Main Drift
will provide access to the repository, should it be constructed. Any construction effects will
be incorporated into the design of the repository.
Attachment IV lists existing and planned boreholes in the vicinity of the Topopah Spring
Loop. Surface-based site characterization tests range from surface geologic mapping and
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sampling, to the drilling and instrumentation of boreholes to water table depth and greater.
Those surface-based tests judged as having potential sensitivity to the underground
construction are those' measuring parameters of the rock mass being penetrated by the TBM,
and those that may be affected by the vibrational and energy fields about the construction
equipment. These are listed in Attachment II.
Approximately 42 tests are planned underground. The Yucca Mountain ESF Test
Coordination Office (TCO) has examined the testing requirements and identified potential
construction constraints for each test in Test Planning Package 91-5 (Ref 14.34); these were
later included in the Exploratory Studies Facility Design Requirements Document (ESFDR,
Ref 14.2). The types of effects of these tests on the surrounding rock is also indicated in the
ESFDR table.
In the development of the construction schedule, the ESF TCO addressed the accessibility to
testing opportunities while the TBM is operating. Although the purpose of the tunnel is to
provide the opportunity to test the proposed repository horizon in more representative
conditions than can be provided by surface outcrops, the opening of the tunnel will introduce
surface atmospheric conditions to a volume of rock where in situ data are desired. An
anticipated temporal lag between the time of tunnel excavation and when the tunnel effect
may be transmitted into the rock mass is the window of opportunity in which certain planned
ESF tests should be staged. In these cases, the deferral of testing until construction is
complete could result in biasing the test results in an undetectable and unpredictable way (see
Section 10). Access for testing must also be provided to assure the timely collection of data
for the site suitability determination.
Attachment V identifies the ESF tests considered as non-deferrable because they measure
parameters that may be impacted or biased by the ESF construction, or require an early start
of testing to acquire sufficient data for the site suitability determination. Other categories in
Attachment V can be deferred to a time when there is less equipment and support personnel
traveling through the tunnel. TPPs and JPs will also be developed for the individual ESF
testing activities; construction support and constraints applicable to those tests will be
identified in those documents. ESF test planning and sequencing is further discussed in
Section 10.
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In developing controls specific to Topopah Spring Loop, this evaluation incorporates (1)
construction constraints identified in the ESFDR with regard to the interface between testing
and TBM operation or alcove construction, (2) overview controls in Test Planning Packages
that implement the requirements of the ESFDR. Thus, this evaluation does not include test
construction that will occur in the test support areas after the area is constructed. Specific
construction constraints applicable to the fielding of the tests, such as whether tracer gas is
required in the drilling of hydrochemistry boreholes, will be addressed in the individual Test
Planning Packages for those activities.
8.2

POTENTIALLY AFFECTED Q-LIST ITEMS

The proposed activities will affect the Timber Mountain Tuff, TCw, PTn and TSw
hydrogeologic units. Additional underlying hydrogeologic units may also be affected,
depending on the quantity and behavior of the applied construction water. The TCw, PTn
and TSw hydrogeologic units are on the Q-List (Ref 14.8). In addition, the engineered items
on the Q-List (Ref 14.8) that may be affected include the Underground Excavations, the
Waste Ramp or the Tuff Ramp, and the Seals. The planned excavation activities may affect
permanent items including ground support and underground openings.

9.0

EXPECTED CONDITIONS

The Topopah Spring (TS) Loop of the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) excavation is
entirely in the unsaturated zone, beginning at an elevation of about 1120 m (3675 ft) at the
North Portal, minimizing at an elevation of about 1067 m (3501 ft) near the transition from
the North Ramp to the Main Drift, and emerging at an elevation of about 1160 m (3806 ft) at
the South Portal (Ref 14.47). The water table under the TS Loop is nearly flat and lies at an
elevation of approximately 730 m (2395 ft) (Ref 14.48). Therefore, the water table lies
approximately 430 m (1410 ft) below the top of the South Portal, approximately 390 m (1280
ft) below the top of the North Ramp and approximately 337 m (1106 ft) below the minimum
in the TS Loop near the North Ramp/Main Drift transition.
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9.1

SIGNIFICANT GEOLOGIC FEATURES

The planned ESF TS Loop excavation is discussed in Reference 14.47 relative to the major
geologic strata in terms of both the revised lithostratigraphic nomenclature and the
thermal/mechanical nomenclature for the rock units used in the 3-D site model of the USGS.
The lithostratigraphic units along the TS Loop include three groups (in descending order):
the Timber Mountain Group; the Paintbrush Group, which includes 5 ash flow tuffs separated
by bedded tuffs; and the Crater Flat Group.
The Timber Mountain Group is comprised of the Rainier Mesa Tuff (Tmr) and preRainier Mesa Tuff bedded tuff (Tmbtl) within the TS Loop.
In order of descending stratigraphy, the Paintbrush Group includes:
Tuff Unit "X" (Tpki)
Pre-Tuff Unit "X" bedded tuff (Tpbt5)
Tiva Canyon Tuff (which is broken into three units: crystal-rich--Tpcrv;
undifferentiated, devitrified--Tpcun; and crystal-poor, vitric, nonwelded-Tpcpv)
Pre-Tiva Canyon Tuff bedded tuff (Tpbt4)
Yucca Mountain Tuff (Tpy)
Pre-Yucca Mountain Tuff bedded tuff (Tpbt3)
Pah Canyon Tuff (Tpp)
Pre-Pah Canyon Tuff bedded tuff (Tpbt2)
Topopah Spring Tuff (which is broken into eight units: crystal-rich, vitric, nonto moderately welded--Tptrv; crystal-rich, devitrified, nonlithophysalTptrn; crystal-poor, upper lithophysal--Tptpul; crystal-poor, middle
nonlithophysal--Tptpmn; crystal-poor, lower lithophysal--Tptpll; .
crystal-poor, lower nonlithophysal--Tptpln;.crystal-poor, densely-welded
subzone--Tptpv3; and crystal-poor, vitric, non-to moderately weldedTptpvl & Tptpv2),
Pre-Topopah Spring Tuff bedded tuff (Tpbtl).
In order of descending stratigraphy, the Crater Flat Group consists of the Calico Hills
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Formation (Tac) and the Prow Pass Tuff (Tcp), both of which contain basal bedded
tuffs.
The lithostratigraphic units outlined above are grouped into thermal/mechanical (TM) units by
the USGS which are summarized in Reference 14.47. Because the TM units are based on
properties which result from processes in addition to petrogenesis, the boundaries of these
units do not correspond directly to formational boundaries but do, in general, correspond to
rock unit boundaries. In order of descending stratigraphy the TM units are:
Undifferentiated overburden (UO) that includes the Tmr, Tmbtl, Tpki, Tpbt5, and
Tpcrv;
Tiva Canyon welded unit (TCw) that is equivalent to the Tpcun;
Upper Paintbrush nonwelded unit (PlTn) comprised of the Tpcpv, Tpbt4, Tpy, Tpbt3,
Tpp, Tpbt2, and Tptrv;
Topopah Spring welded, lithophysae-rich unit (TSwl) that includes the Tptrn and
Tptpul;
Topopah Spring welded, lithophysae-poor unit (TSw2) that includes the Tptpmn,
Tptpll, and Tptpln;
Topopah Spring welded, vitrophyre (TSw3) that is equivalent to the Tptpv3; and
Lower Topopah Spring non-welded unit and Calico Hills Tuff (CHn) that is
comprised of the Tptpvl, Tptpv2, Tpbtl, Tac, and Tcp.
9.2

SIGNIFICANT HYDROLOGIC FEATURES

The thermal/mechanical (T/M) units given above are closely related to the hydrogeologic
units and the designators used here to refer to the hydrogeologic units are taken to refer to the
corresponding TM units given above are: TCw--Tiva Canyon welded, PTn--Paintbrush
nonwelded, TSw (1,2,3)--Topopah Spring welded, and CHn--Calico Hills nonwelded.
Because information concerning the thickness and extent of the basal Tiva Canyon units
(Tpcpv and Tpbt4) and Topopah Spring caprock (Tptrv) zones is not available in all cases,
the PTn hydrogeologic unit in this report will be defined to consist of, at a minimum, the
Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon members of the Paintbrush Tuff (Tpy, Tpbt3, Tpp, and
Tpbt2).
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Distances to geologic and hydrologic features along the TS Loop, and their minimum offsets
from potential waste emplacement zones, are given in Table 9.1 (Ref 14.47-note that the
TCw and UO are shown as a single undifferentiated unit in the cross sections of this
reference and therefore are not explicitly differentiated in the listing below). The spatial
relation between the TS Loop and the current conceptual repository design is discussed in
Reference 14.49. The Main Drift is a minimum of 37 m (121 ft) from potential waste
emplacement zones within the primary emplacement area. Potential expansion areas (Ref
14.42) that may be used as part of the repository lie beneath the North Ramp west of the Bow
Ridge Fault and beneath the entire South Ramp, however, the current repository design does
not include these expansion areas. The closest potential waste emplacement zone within the
expansion areas under the North and South Ramp is assumed to be in the or within middle
nonlithophysal zones of the Topopah Spring Formation (Tptpmn), which constitutes the top of
the TSw2 (Ref 14.49).
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Table 9.1 Geologic and Hydrologic Features along the ESF TS Loop.

FEATURE

| DISTANCE FROM
HEADWALL m (ft)

MIN DISTANCE TO POTENTIAL

J WASTE EMPLACEMENT m (ft)

North Ramp
0 - 865 (0 - 2838)

155 (509)

200 (656)

268 (879)

PTn

865 - 1140 (2838 - 3740)

127 (417)

Imbncate Fault Zone

470 - 1115 (1542 - 3658)

132 (433)

TSwl

1140 - 2700 (3740 - 8858)

37 (121)

TSw2

2700 - 2804 (8858 - 9199)

37 (121)

2150 (7054)

37 (121)

2804 - 5935 (9199 - 19472)

37 (121)

Sundance Fault

3635 (11926)

37 (121)

Abandoned Wash Fault

5710 (18734)

37 (121)

TSw2

5935 - 6320 (19472 - 20735)

37 (121)

TSwl

6320 - 6650 (20735-21818)

37 (121)

PTn

6650 - 6760 (21818-22178)

64 (210)

6760 (22178)

64 (210)

TSw1

6760 - 7375 (22178 - 24196)

55 (180)

PTn

7375

7545 (24196-24754)

82 (269)

Imbricate Fault Zone

6980 - 7735 (22900-25377)

55 (180)

TCw/UO

7545 - 7856 (24754-25774)

109 (358)

7856 (25774)

182 (597)

TCw/UO
Bow Ridge Fault

Drill Hole Wash Fault

Main Drift
TSw2

South Ramp

Dune Wash Fault

South Portal

-
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9.3

ANTICIPATED/EXPECTED FRACTURE CONDITIONS

During excavation a number of geologic faults and fault systems are expected to be
encountered in the TS Loop of the ESF (see above). The discussion below is summarized
from Reference 14.47 and covers both these expected conditions and the features of the Ghost
Dance fault which, although not expected to be directly encountered in the TS Loop
excavations, will be studied from two planned exploration drifts to be excavated from the
Main Drift eastward to the face of the Ghost Dance fault.
9.3.1

Bow Ridge Fault

This north stiking fault occurs in a zone about 2 m (6.6 ft) thick within the North Ramp
about 200 m (656 ft) from the North Portal. This fault is a steeply westward dipping normal
fault with about 100 m (328 ft) of Tertiary displacement, which brings the Tswl in the
upthrown foot wall into contact with the TCw/UO in the hanging wall.
9.3.2 Imbricate Fault System
This is a system of steeply dipping (generally westward) normal faults which strike north to
northwest and, in general, have less than 3 m (9.8 ft) of offset. In the North Ramp this
system is expected to be encountered as a zone of about 650 m (2132 ft) wide extending from
470 - 1115 m (1542 - 3658 ft) from the North Portal along the TS Loop. In the South Ramp
this system is expected to be encountered as a zone about 750 m (2461 ft) wide extending
from 6980 - 7735 m (22900-25377 ft) from the North Portal along the TS Loop.
9.3.3 Drill Hole Wash Fault
This "fault" appears to be a complex of faults which results in a breccia zone of indeterminate
width that is mapped to occur in the North Ramp at 2150 m (7054 ft) from the North Portal
along the TS Loop. This zone may be about 180 m (591 ft) wide and, because it will be
intersected at an angle, it may be encountered from 1700 - 2400 m (5577 - 7874 ft) from the
North Portal within the TS Loop. This nearly vertical, westward dipping, N to NW striking
fault zone has an apparent vertical offset of at least 3 m (9.8 ft), but is predominantly a right
lateral fault zone with a complicated history of movement.
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9.3.4

Sundance Fault

This is the main structure occurring close to the center of the Sundance fault system that is
comprised of an approximately 274 m (899 ft) wide zone of northwest striking, nearly
vertical, strike-slip faults. The Sundance fault is expected to be encountered in the Main Drift
at 3635 m (11926 ft) from the North Portal of the TS Loop excavation, but associated faults
may be intersected from 3395 - 3875 m (11138 - 12713 ft) from the North Portal along the
TS Loop.
9.3.5

Abandoned Wash Fault

This fault is part of a system of north-northeast to northwest striking, steeply westward
dipping fractures and faults which trend to the north to intersect the Ghost Dance fault. The
main structure of the Abandoned Wash fault is expected to be intersected in the Main Drift at
5710 m (18734 ft) from the North Portal along the TS Loop excavation, but some of the
associated features may be encountered prior to this point. In this zone, local disruption of
dips causes values to increase eastward toward the Abandoned Wash fault to 20- - 40- east, in
general, and up to 70 east locally.
9.3.6

Dune Wash Fault

This is a steeply westward dipping normal fault with approximately 8 - 27 m (26 - 89 ft) of
vertical offset which brings the Tswl in the upthrown foot wall into contact with the
TCw/UO in the hanging wall. This fault is expected to be encountered in the South Ramp at
about 6760 m (22178 ft) from the North Portal along the TS Loop excavation.
9.3.7

Ghost Dance Fault

This is a zone approximately 213 to 366 m (699 to 1201 ft) wide consisting of steeply
westward dipping, north trending faults with the dominant Ghost Dance fault occurring at
about the middle of the zone. The tuff units are displaced a maximum of approximately 30
m (98 ft), lessening to the north near the end of the fault system just to the south of Drill
Hole Wash. This fault zone continues to the south toward the Abandoned Wash Fault
system.
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9.3.8

Fault Fracture Densities

It is expected that fracture densities will be higher in the vicinity of these faults and fault
systems. As such, these fault zones have potential to act as faster pathways for fluid flow,
perhaps providing direct access to the water table. Fracture densities expected for the
hydrogeologic units discussed above are given by Montazer and Wilson (Ref 14.46) as 10 20 m-3 for the TCw, I m-3 for the PTn, 8 - 40 m-3 for the TSw, and 2 - 3 m-3 for the CHn.

9.4

HYDROGEOLOGIC, GEOCHEMICAL, GEOMECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Beneath the TS Loop excavation, the water table is relatively flat, with a slight gradient to the
east, and lies primarily in the Calico Hills nonwelded hydrogeologic unit (CHn) (Ref 14.8 and
14.52). The groundwater table lies in the Topopah Spring Formation (TSw3) west of the
Bow Ridge Fault and in the Calico Hills nonwelded unit (CHn) east of the Bow Ridge Fault
(Ref 14.52). The saturated groundwater flow in this area is inferred to be in a southeasterly
direction, away from the conceptual repository (Ref 14.20).
Water entering the TCw or TSw hydrogeologic units along the TS Loop may result in water
movement through fractures, matrix, or some combination of the two paths (Ref 14.43). The
degree to which water movement in fractures is attenuated by capillary imbibition into the
matrix is poorly understood at present. The PTn and UO (particularly the Timber Mountain
Tuff portion) are believed to be relatively unfractured with matrix permeabilities that are high
in comparison with the TCw or TSw matrix. Therefore, movement of water in these
materials is believed to be dominated by matrix flow.
The Paintbrush nonwelded (PTn) unit, that underlies the first 1140 m (3740 ft) of the North
Ramp and the South Ramp from 6650 - 6760 mn (21818 - 22178 ft) and 7375 - 7545 m

(24196-24754 ft) (Ref 14.47), is believed to be a capillary barrier to fracture flow between
the highly fractured Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) Hydrogeologic Unit (Ref 14.46) and
potential waste package emplacement zones in the Topopah Spring welded (TSw)
Hydrogeologic Units (Ref 14.45). This is inferred because, relative to the Pah Canyon
Member of the Paintbrush Tuff, the Tiva Canyon Member is highly fractured and has lower
porosity and matrix permeability, but higher fracture permeability. This capillary barrier is
only effective if the capillary pressure in the PTn is greater than the water entry pressure in
the TSwl fractures. Because the water-entry capillary pressure for fractures is believed to be
lower than capillary pressures for pores at unsaturated conditions in the PTn, water is not
expected to enter fractures in the TSwl until the PTn is nearly saturated (Ref 14.46). The
PTn hydrogeologic unit dips to the east, away from the conceptual repository horizon. Flow
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along the stratigraphic dip in the PTn has been postulated as a result of the dip, capillary
barrier and an enhanced along-dip hydraulic conductivity (Ref 14.46).
The Bow Ridge Fault zone has a displacement of about 100 m (328 ft), which results in a
discontinuity in the PTn across the fault (Ref 14.47). The hydrogeologic properties of the
Bow Ridge Fault are not known. However, this discontinuity may provide continuous
fracture pathways for water movement across the PTn hydrogeologic unit to potential waste
emplacement zones in the TSw2 hydrogeologic unit. Because of the offset on the Dune Wash
Fault, a similar case occurs in this region where, although the hydrologic properties of the
fault are not known, it may provide continuous fracture pathways for fluid movement across
the postulated PTn capillary barrier to potential waste emplacement sites within the TSw2.
Although it is possible to identify qualitatively the potential impacts from perturbations to the
geochemical characteristics of the Yucca Mountain site (e.g., dissolved organic carbon may be
a food source for microbes which may then cause changes in water chemistry that may
enhance corrosion of the waste package or radionuclide solubility/transport), in many cases
the data to quantify each causal link along the path to radionuclide release are not available.
Because the quantitative data are not available for these relational links, it is not possible
currently to evaluate the potential TFM impacts at the level of consequence to radionuclide
releases. Therefore, we have adopted surrogate performance measures as the criteria for
indicating that an item/activity may impact waste isolation.
In general, such surrogate criteria are based on the idea that potential local perturbations to
ambient site conditions which are below the level of the natural system variability would be
indistinguishable from the ambient system. For cases in which site data are not available to
quantify the ambient system variations, the variability of aqueous geochemical parameters
across the site is assumed to be at least 10% of ambient conditions. One example of such a
surrogate criterion is the 10% increase in background aqueous nitrate concentrations used as
the limit for local perturbations to the nitrogen system. This type of evaluation produces
recommended limitations based on the local perturbations to the geochemistry at the closest
waste package--if changes were expected across the entire repository, then this type of
surrogate criteria would not be appropriate. As such, these evaluations produce recommended
limits to keep local geochemical perturbations within the "noise" of the ambient geochemistry,
with any farther-reaching changes kept commensurately smaller (this would not be applicable
if the 10% change occurred over the entire site).
The average concentrations and standard deviation of measurements (Ref 14.53 and 14.54) for
five constituents of unsaturated zone fluids are shown below in Table 9.2.
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Unsaturated zone dissolved ion concentrations: sample average, sample
standard deviation, and percent uncertainty.

Table 9.2.

Average

Sample

Standard Deviation

Concentration

Standard Deviation

Percent of

(ppm)

(ppm)

Average

S04

92

53

58

Cl

70

25

36

Ca2

60

30

50

Mg2+

11

4.7

43

Na

45

15

33

Ion

*

Values calculated from data given in Yang et al. (Ref 14.53 and 14.54).

Although data are limited for dissolved constituent concentrations in unsaturated zone water,
the available data indicate that a 10% perturbation of the average ambient value is limited to
about one third to one sixth of the actual sample standard deviation for the dissolved
constituents shown above in Table 1. Therefore, the assumption that using a 10%
perturbation of the average ambient value is, in general, a conservative criterion for being
within the noise of the natural system. In addition, as pointed out by Yang et al. (Ref 14.53
and 14.54), the analytical uncertainties for values of the concentrations in the unsaturated
zone waters are ±5% in general and ±10% for sulfate. Based on these data, the assumption
that local perturbations to the ambient geochemistry of 10% or less cannot be differentiated
from the natural system variation is very conservative.
10.0

IMPACT ON SITE CHARACTERIZATION TESTING

10.1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the proposed excavation, utilities installation, and operations support for the
Topopah Spring Loop and associated support areas is to provide direct access for underground
testing. The ESF is an underground facility for conducting tests and collecting scientific and
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engineering data to be used for (1) assessing the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site for
radioactive waste disposal, (2) providing design information for construction of the rest of the
ESF and the repository, if the site is found to be suitable, and (3) the characterization of the
site for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) repository licensing requirements. Site
characterization activities are planned along the Topopah Spring Loop, where most of the
long-term testing activities are confined to test support areas constructed perpendicular to the
tunnel at selected geologic features. Some geologic and geochemical sampling and mapping,
and geomechanical monitoring activities in the Topopah Spring Loop will occur directly
behind the TBM. The design specifications and drawings describe the systems, subsystems,
and components that are required to meet the needs of the underground site characterization
testing program during construction and operation of the Topopah Spring Loop of the ESF.
Simultaneously, surface-based testing (SBT) activities will be on-going in the vicinity of the
Topopah Spring Loop during its excavation.
The dual goals of (1) expedient operation of the TBM to construct the ESF and (2)
acquisition of scientific data through testing and monitoring activities require extremely close
coordination to most effectively meet the objectives of both. The coordination between
construction, ESF testing, and surface-based testing resides with the Construction
Management Organization (CMO), the ESF Test Coordination Office (ESF TCO), and the
Surface-based Testing Coordination Office (SBTCO), who respectively represent the three
interests. Specification 01501 recognizes that the ESF is a testing facility, and that the CMO
is to respond to the requests of the ESF TCO, representing the testing community. The CMO
and the ESF TCO jointly derive a working construction schedule that defines sequencing of
test support area construction during the TBM excavation of the Topopah Spring Loop. For
SBT activities, the DOE Field Test Coordinator coordinates with the CMO if a time window
is needed to conduct surface-based tests. More specific ESF access and construction support
requests from the TCO are communicated to the CMO through (I) Test Planning Packages
and Job Packages for each test activity, (2) other written correspondence, and (3) verbal field
interactions.
The ESF TCO serves as the field coordinating agency of all ESF test implementation, and
represents the interests of both the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Principal
Investigators (Pis) of the site characterization tests. The TCO plans to be continuously
represented underground when ESF construction and/or testing is occurring. If a "significant
geologic condition" (defined in procedure AP 6-14 as one that may impact construction,
design, or the ability to characterize the site) is observed by a PI or other participant during
TBM operation, and that person believes that temporary suspension of TBM operation is
warranted for access for further inspection, the request is made to the TCO. The TCO makes
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a preliminary assessment of the situation with the PI. If it is judged that the condition could
affect on-going or planned testing or construction activities, the TCO will confer with the
CMO representative about the significance of the feature, how additional data may be
gathered, and if construction should be delayed. Appropriate instructions are issued to
construction and testing personnel. Through an established chain of command (Ref 14.32)
these actions will be reviewed by DOE and appropriate construction and participant
representatives. Schedules and instructions will be modified as necessary to reflect the
consensus of this review.
10.2

EVALUATION

This evaluation recommends that the currently planned instrumentation, data analyses, and
monitoring activities continue, and that as data are collected and analyzed from the initial
monitoring sites, these data be utilized in the DIEs conducted as part of the planning for
future testing in the vicinity of the Topopah Spring Loop.
Measurement and observation of air flow into and out of boreholes on Yucca Mountain
indicate that there are diurnal, seasonal, frontal and wind-driven barometric pressure
differences between the atmosphere and the interior of the mountain. These pressure
differences induce circulation of air in the unsaturated, fractured rock. Site characterization is
concerned with understanding the role of the present-day gaseous flow and pneumatic
pathways in the unsaturated zone (UZ) of Yucca Mountain to assist in the prediction of how
such pathways affect coupled heat, water, and gas flow systems after the repository is in
operation (Ref 14.33). Evaluation of the thermal loading strategy is sensitive to
discrimination between those regions where gas-phase convection will dominate over
conduction as a heat transfer mechanism. The construction of the ESF tunnel will disrupt the
natural gaseous flow in its vicinity by creating a pneumatic pathway across the relatively
impermeable non-welded Paintbrush Tuff (PTn) unit, connecting the more permeable welded
units of the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Springs members of the Paintbrush Tuff.
The issue of the connectivity of pneumatic pathways across the PTn is addressed in the UZ
testing and monitoring program in surface-based boreholes planned throughout the site. These
data feed into a conceptual model of moisture and gas flow in the unsaturated zone. Some of
the tests involve monitoring the barometric pressure changes that occur naturally and
observing their effects at depth within the mountain. These tests, conducted in existing
boreholes, will ultimately utilize the ESF itself to provide information on rock volumes of
thousands of cubic meters. Such large scale observations are important to the extrapolation of
other test information to the scale of the mountain.
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Selected boreholes (USW NRG-7a and USW NRG-6) in the vicinity of the ESF North Ramp
alignment have been instrumented to collect baseline UZ pneumatic data prior to the passage
of the TBM. It is anticipated that data will also be available from the Nye County
instrumentation of UE-25 NRG#4 (scheduled for the first half of FY'95). Other boreholes to
be instrumented in FY'95 are at locations where the TBM will not approach for one to two
years. The greatest barometric changes generally occur during the winter months. Within the
current testing schedule, winter data are expected to be available from two (NRG-7a and
NRG-6), and possibly three (NRG#4) boreholes along the North Ramp prior to the approach
of the TBM to the first of these boreholes
The present integrated testing and construction schedule provides for the collection of preconstruction (ambient) data, which is considered to be non-critical, but of high value to the
characterization of the mountain. To ensure that the ambient information was gathered, even
if the rate of tunnel advancement was more rapid than anticipated, a hold was placed on the
TBM advance at the PTn contact, which is in the vicinity of station 09+00, until pre-ESF data
had been collected in the vicinity of the North Ramp. The hold was rescinded when:
1)

The following testing objectives of the current testing program have been met:
*

Pneumatic data have been collected from isolated intervals in the Tiva
Canyon welded unit (TCw), the Paintbrush non-welded unit (PTn), and
the Topopah Springs welded unit (TSw).

*

Data have been collected over a time period equivalent to early to later
winter (this period is anticipated to be completed by late February).

*

Data for several barometric pressure changes (weather fronts) have been
gathered.

or,
2)

An alternate testing program that meets the above objectives is developed.

Additional opportunities to utilize the TBM advance to facilitate calibration of the UZ gas
circulation model will be taken in other boreholes along subsequent sections of the ESF. In
each of these boreholes, the intent is to first forecast pressure responses, collect seasonal UZ
gaseous flow baseline data prior to the passage of the TBM past these monitoring locations,
re-calibrate the model and forecast excavation effects, and finally to monitor the subsequent
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effects of the tunnel opening on-the UZ gas circulation. These data will supplement similar
data collected from other UZ-instrumented boreholes at incremental distances from the ESF,
and smaller-scale measurements from planned cross-hole testing to be conducted in UZ
borehole clusters.
10.3

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES, EXPERIMENTS, etc.

Underground facilities required to support the TBM and testing operations will be installed as
the underground construction proceeds, and as underground experiments are planned
throughout the Topopah Spring Loop. The test interference concerns associated with these
activities are addressed in various other sections of this evaluation.
The Calico Hills Formation, which occurs stratigraphically underneath the level of the North
Ramp and the Topopah Spring drift of the ESF, is considered a primary natural geochemical
barrier to potential radionuclide migration from a repository at the Topopah Spring level.
Various in situ site characterization tests have been proposed to further assess the Calico Hills
unit, with access provided via a Calico Hills drift in the ESF. The current ESF layout
includes a Calico Hills drift that departs from the North Ramp of the Topopah Spring drift
and angles downward to enable the excavation of the main Calico Hills drift that trends
southwest from underneath the North Ramp of the Topopah Spring drift. Moisture-sensitive
tests are planned in test support areas along the Calico Hills drift, similar to the testing and
alcove construction described above for the Topopah Spring drift. Minimization of water
usage in the Topopah Spring drift and removal of this water is therefore important to
preserving in situ conditions in the underlying Calico Hills unit.
10.4

SIGNIFICANT GEOLOGIC FEATURES IMMEDIATELY IN THE AREA

The expected conditions that will be encountered in the Topopah Spring Loop excavation are
discussed in Section 9.0. Vertical seismic profiling performed in borehole USW WT-2 (to the
south of the North Ramp alignment) has preliminarily identified faults in the Topopah Springs
Member of the Paintbrush Tuff Formation that pre-date Tiva Canyon deposition (i.e., do not
continue up into the Tiva Canyon Formation). It is possible that similar faults will be
encountered in the Topopah Spring unit encountered during North Ramp construction. The
ESF TCO will assess the need for testing and alcove construction at any such features that are
encountered, and coordinate with the CMO to address testing needs. One of the major
purposes of ESF testing is the study of fault hydrologic conductivity. Testing alcoves will be
constructed where possible to allow study of these faults.
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Bedrock faults can be expected to impact two aspects of the planned construction and
operation of utilities and support for TBM construction of the North Ramp. First, lining and
ground support requirements are likely to be greater in areas where the rock is more highly
fractured, which typically occurs adjacent to and in fault zones. Secondly, the subsurface
wastewater system will be required to collect and remove any credible water inflows that may
be encountered in tunneling through faults and associated fracture zones. In both cases,
appropriate provisions have been made in the design specifications, and except for a probable
reduced rate of advance for the TBM, no interference due to faults is expected. Similarly, the
planned construction and operation of utilities and support is not expected to significantly
impact faults. It is possible, however, that vertical or horizontal fault displacement as a result
of an earthquake could potentially damage utility piping and other support systems, causing
leakage or spillage. Such leakage or spillage could cause test interference to nearby tests if
the TFMs migrated into faults or fractures.

10.5. WATER TABLE
The ESF Topopah Spring Loop will be approximately 430 m to 337 m above the water table
(see section 9.0). No interference from construction is expected for the tests planned in the
saturated zone because of this distance of separation.
10.6

SURFACE-BASED TESTS

Although construction of the Topopah Spring Loop and associated support areas, and the
accompanying support systems, is primarily a subsurface activity, some surface-based tests
may possibly be impacted. Those that were assessed to potentially be affected by TS Loop
and associated support area construction are listed in Attachment III. The test interference
concerns regarding these activities are addressed in various sections of this evaluation.
Coordination between construction and testing is required when the TBM operation may
interfere with some geophysical testing activities (such as seismic reflection studies) that
record energy input into the ground under controlled conditions. The SBTCO and the DOE
Field Test Coordinator will coordinate the scheduling of geophysical field data gathering
activities, which occur at discrete limited time periods, with underground construction to
minimize the potential test interference impact of construction on the geophysical data. Heat
flow measurements in boreholes may be affected near the tunnel excavation as the tunnel
introduces atmospheric temperatures underground. This potential impact will be taken into
consideration when the tests are fielded. Blasts for the TS Loop alcove construction activities
could be interpreted as seismic events in the seismic monitoring activity. No other
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interference with surface-based tests in the area, such as trenching activities, has been
identified.

Attachment IV lists the existing boreholes within the vicinity of the Topopah Spring Loop.
The closest set of boreholes are the NRG series (NRG#1 through NRG-7a) which were
constructed to collect geologic, rock characteristics, design, and construction information at
the North Portal and along the proposed North Ramp alignment. These boreholes are located
from 0 to 461 m (0 to 1512 ft) from the springline of the planned ESF, and were originally
intended to be single purpose boreholes. The PTH and RE boreholes were also singlepurpose boreholes, to collect geotechnical design data for the ESF surface and support
facilities. The targeted geologic and geotechnical data has been collected. Since there are no
further tests planned in these boreholes for the above purpose, there is no recognized test
interference due to the proposed tunnel and alcove construction relative to the geotechnical
data gathering activities.
Due to their proximity to the ESF alignment, some of the NRG boreholes are currently being
instrumented to monitor the effect of ESF construction. As indicated above, instrumentation
of boreholes USW NRG-7a and USW NRG-6 has been completed. Current plans are for Nye
County to instrument borehole UE-25 NRG#4 in the first half of FY'95. One of the
objectives of the instrumentation is to collect data for comparing surface and subsurface
barometric and pneumatic changes, particularly in the rock units above and below the nonwelded Paintbrush Tuff stratigraphic horizon (the PTn unit) (see additional discussion in
Section ll.A). Other UZ gas and fluid potential data will also be collected.
Of the other existing boreholes within 914 m (3000 ft) of the ESF alignment, the only
boreholes in which testing is currently on-going are the neutron (UZN or UZ-N), the water
table (WT), and the hydrology (H) boreholes. On-going testing in the WT and H boreholes is
focused on water level measurements; because ESF construction is above the water table, and
no direct impact to the water table is anticipated, no test interference due to ESF construction
is anticipated. If an impact were noted, it would be useful information in constructing the
hydrologic model for the site.
Most of the neutron holes and many of the other existing borcholes are shallow and do not
penetrate to the depth of the North Ramp excavation. The neutron boreholes are less than 30
m (100 ft) deep, with the exception of UZ-N37 (depth of 83 m [272 ft]), and are intended to
measure the depth of infiltration of precipitation below the ground surface. The greatest
depth to which infiltration has been measured to date is less than 20 m (66 ft) (Ref 14.29).
The depth of the ESF below the ground surface ranges from 0 m (ft) at the portal, to about 18
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m (60 ft) west of the Bow Ridge fault, to about 230 m (750 ft) near borehole USW SD-9, at
the southwest end of the north ramp. The closest neutron hole(s) to the shallowest part of the
ESF are UZN#13 and #14, which are approximately 480 and 460 m (1570 and 1509 ft)
respectively from the alignment. The deepest neutron borehole, UZ-N37, is minimally about
330 m (1080 ft) from the western curve of the North Ramp, where the ramp is on the order
of 190 to 230 m (623 to 755 ft) below the ground surface. Because of the distance of the
neutron boreholes from the alignment and the shallow depths of the testing zone, no test
interference from construction has been identified for the neutron holes.
The existing boreholes that do extend to the depth of the North Ramp or the repository
horizon are either (1) being instrumented to monitor the potential pneumatic effect of the ESF
opening, or (2) currently have no future planned tests that would be impacted by tunnel
construction in the unsaturated zone. The "a" and "b" boreholes were constructed between
1978 and 1981 to collect stratigraphic and hydrologic data. Borehole UE-25 a#4 contains UZ
instrumentation, and water level measuring equipment is in borehole UE-25 b#W.
Instrumentation may be installed in additional existing boreholes near the alignment, such as
borehole USW SD-9, in order to monitor construction effects.
Currently planned testing in the boreholes is focused on hydrologic testing and monitoring in
the saturated zone (in the G [geologic] and WVT [water table] boreholes) and UZ monitoring
in the UZ and selected SD boreholes. For the reasons stated above, there are no recognized
test interference concerns identified for these tests due to ESF tunnel and alcove construction.
If instrumentation is installed in these boreholes in the future, the possible effects of the
tunnel will be taken into consideration in the planning of tests and data collection in the
boreholes.
10.7

BOREHOLE CONSTRUCTION

Most of the previously planned boreholes in the vicinity of the Topopah Spring Loop are no
longer planned to be drilled. The NRG boreholes were intended to provide additional data
along the North Ramp alignment. Subsequent assessment of data acquired from other
boreholes, trenching, and geophysical data led to the conclusion that it was not necessary to
construct these boreholes. Similarly, the remaining RF (repository facility) boreholes (RF#6
and #12) and the PH boreholes (PH#la and #lb), which were intended to acquire additional
data on the depth of calcite/silica veining at the Trench 14 locality, because sufficient data
have been acquired by other means, are no longer considered necessary.
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All other planned boreholes (the SD and UZ boreholes) are at least 350 m (1150 ft) away
from the North Ramp alignment. Some of the testing that is to be conducted in the planned
boreholes will not be impacted by the construction of the North Ramp (i.e., rock properties
testing). Other tests that may detect the effect of the excavation will be planned in a manner
to measure the potential effects to maximize the information that can be obtained in this
regard. Potential test interference due to the proximity of the North Ramp will be addressed
in the evaluation prepared for the Test Planning Package (TPP) (or equivalent documentation)
for those tests.
No surface boreholes will be constructed as part of the installation and operation of utilities
and support for TBM operation for construction of the Topopah Spring Loop unless
deleterious ground conditions are encountered and it is judged necessary to inject grout from
surface boreholes. Should the option to use injected grout be activated, an additional
evaluation will be made at that time. Access needed for the construction of testing boreholes
in the TS Loop and test support areas during TS Loop construction will be coordinated
through the ESF TCO. Controls that address specific construction methods for the testing
boreholes will be included in the Test Planning Packages for those tests.
10.8

UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

The excavation of the Topopah Spring Loop by the TBM will occur concurrently with the
installation and operation of the required utilities and support for the TBM. The other
underground construction activity in the TS Loop area will be the drill-and-blast or
mechanical excavation of the operation and test support areas. Excavation effects on rock
properties will be taken into consideration when fielding tests along the TS Loop and in the
support areas. In the following paragraphs the possible test interferences caused by the tunnel
and support area excavation methods, the construction of TBM support systems, and utilities
systems are discussed.
10.8.1 Impact of TBM Excavation on Testing
The underground ESF and its access ramps represent a major data gathering facility for the
Yucca Mountain site characterization activities. Operation of the TBM provides the means by
which underground testing in the proposed test support areas and in the ramps and main drift
of the ESF will be accessed. The test interference concerns with regard to surface-based tests
and with regard to tests proposed in the Calico Hills drift of the ESF are discussed above in
Sections 10.6 and 10.3, respectively. The testing concerns with regard to the potential for
TBM operational spills and leaks are presented in Section 10.4.
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The planned tests in the ESF have been prioritized to develop an integrated construction and
testing schedule, as discussed above and shown in Attachment V. The following grouping
and sequencing of tests have been identified by the ESF TCO along the TS Loop:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tests that occur in the Starter Tunnel
Tests in Alcove #1
Test that occur within the TBM envelope
Tests in Alcove #2 at the Bow Ridge fault
Tests in Alcove #3 at the Tiva Canyon/PTn contact
Tests in Alcove #4 at the PTn/Topopah Spring contact
Tests in Alcove #5 at the Drill Hole Wash structure
Tests in Alcove #6 at the Ghost Dance fault
Tests in Alcove #7 at the Ghost Dance fault
Tests in the thermal test area

The tests in the Starter Tunnel and in Alcove #1 have been completed, or are progressing in a
manner that they are not impacted by the North Ramp construction. A hold was placed on
the start of TBM construction of the North Ramp until tests and the testing facilities in
Alcove#l were sufficiently completed so that they would not be impacted by the North Ramp
construction activities.
10.8.1.1 Tests within the TBM envelope
The tests within the TBM envelope are those that occur in the Topopah Spring Loop,
generally as soon as possible after the TBM passes. Most of the activities are not sensitive to
continued TBM operation, but do require that adequate access is provided by the construction
operations to the extent that safety concerns allow. However, if flowing (perched) water (see
below) or another significant geologic condition (see Sections 9 and 10.4) is encountered, and
the initial assessment by the ESF TCO is that it may be significant to on-going or planned
testing (e.g., the collection of otherwise irretrievable data) or construction, the ESF TCO may
request of the CMO that TBM advance be delayed. This request may be reviewed by DOE
for concurrence.
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The following tests occur within the TBM envelope in the Topopah Spring Loop. The ESF
TCO will coordinate with the CMO to address the access needs.
Perched Water Testing in the ESF
Perched water zones need to be sampled and examined as soon as possible
after they are encountered. As soon as practical, an assessment will be made
of appropriate steps to be taklen for sampling. When perched water is detected,
the ESF TCO, in conjunction with the PI and the CMO, will decide whether to
suspend excavation operations to allow for more complete testing and
sampling. Small-flow perched water zones may only require that water
samples be collected along with an estimate of the flow rate and total volume
of water produced. Access will be needed for long-term sampling and
monitoring of perched water zones, which will continue until the nature of a
perched water zone is determined and all test-related quality affecting activities
are completed (Ref 14.36).
Hvdrologic Properties of Maior Faults
When a major fault or fault zone is encountered by the TBM and identified, a
geothermal borehole may be dry drilled across the fault as soon as practical.
Such a borehole was not drilled at the Bow Ridge fault location, due to the
safety concern of suspending TBM operation while in the Rainier Mesa
material west of the fault. If a geothermal borehole is drilled at other faults,
access will be needed to allow for temperature logging soon after drilling and
at intervals of one or two days initially, and weekly thereafter, until the effects
of drilling have subsided and the effects of ventilation of the tunnel are
detected (Ref 14.41). If the fault is judged sufficiently significant, the PI may
decide that it merits longer-term testing and monitoring.
Consolidated Samplin2
Access will be needed to locations identified during geologic mapping for
deferred sample collection. Some samples, such as gels, may need to be
collected as soon as practical after they are detected in a new exposure prior to
installation of ground support and wall washing. No water or tracer, other than
the traced construction water and air-misted water used for cleaning the tunnel
wall, should be used in the immediate vicinity of a sampling location without
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the approval of the PI. At the present time, lithium bromide is the only
approved tracer to be used in construction and cleaning water in the ESF. Use
of TFMs, especially in construction, in the proximity of the sampling location
should be documented (Ref 14.39).
Hydrochemistry Sampling in the ESF
Access will be needed for short-term core storage, to drill short boreholes for
hydrochemistry sampling as soon as practical from the TBM mapping gantry
(Ref 14.31), and for subsequent periodic sample collection. The PIs may
request samples of traced water, concrete, grouts, and other liquid construction
material used in the ESF (Ref 14.37).
Construction Monitoring
Access will be needed to drill MPBX boreholes for convergence tests as close
to the advancing face as practical without slowing down the excavation
progress. In some instances access will need to be provided ahead of the
mapping platform to install extensometer anchors, tape extensometer anchors
and MPBXs (Ref 14.31). These holes do not require dry drilling, but the
amount of water used should be minimized. The tape extensometers and
MPBX heads should be maintained free of shotcrete (Ref 14.40). Periodic
access is also needed to sample entry and exit points of the exhaust ventilation
line, as well as install sampling ports at selected locations along the line (Ref
14.31).
Geologic mapping associated with TBM operations
Geologic mapping is an ESF site characterization activity that may at times be
in conflict with required rock support. The ESF roof and walls require
installation of permanent rock bolts for stability. Where necessary, straps, ring
beams with steel lagging, steel sets, wire mesh, shotcrete, or full concrete
lining may also be installed. Because geologic mapping is a photographic and
observational activity best performed as soon as possible following excavation,
immediate installation of supports could obscure geological details and should
be performed, to the extent practical, after geologic mapping has been
completed. Thus, for normal mapping operations, nothing more than pattern
bolting and, if necessary for safety concerns, approximately 15.2 cm (6 inch) or
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greater wire mesh should be present. If additional ground control (such as steel
rings, lagging, mesh less than 15.2 cm (6 inches), or shotcrete) is necessary due
to poor ground conditions, the ESF TCO and the mapping PI will confer with
the CMO to identify if the needed ground support can be installed in a manner
that allows the collection of geologic data to the extent practicable (Ref 14.31).
Water used to clean the tunnel and alcove walls for geologic mapping will
have lithium bromide tracer added to it. The use of water should be minimized
to the extent possible (such as by using an air mist blow pipe system). If
compressed air is used in the cleaning operation, it does not need to be traced
(Ref 14.35).
10.8.1.2 Tests in Alcoves #2 - #7
Alcoves #2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are located at faults or key geologic contacts. Of particular
interest is the permeability of these faults and contacts, and the role they play as pneumatic
pathways. The instrumentation planned in these alcoves both (1) collect data that would be
irretrievable if alcove construction was deferred until the entire ESF was constructed, and (2)
require installation as soon as possible to collect information significant to the site suitability
determination in 1998. Safety concerns during the drilling and blasting of the alcoves and the
vehicular removal of muck from the alcoves may preclude simultaneous operation of the
TBM. Thus, as indicated on the current construction schedule, these alcoves should be
constructed as soon as possible after the TBM crosses the fault/contact and the TBM and
trailing gear reach competent ground such that the TBM excavation can continue or halted, as
safety concerns dictate. The TBM will continue through the Rainier Mesa material west of
the Bow Ridge fault and into the Tiva Canyon unit to the west before it can be halted for
construction of Alcove #2. At Alcove #3, the ESF TCO, the PIs, and the construction
manager may jointly agree that Alcoves #3 and #4 can be constructed concurrently after the
TBM and the trailing gear clear the PTn/Topopah Spring contact, where Alcove #4 is to be
located.
The tests planned in these alcoves are similar to those in Alcove #1 and in the TBM
envelope, and the test interference and access concerns addressed above (Section 10.8.1.1) are
applicable to the test alcoves. Rockbolts in the Topopah Spring Loop test alcoves should not
be grouted without ESF TCO approval due to the distances that grout was observed to have
traveled away from rockbolts installed in the starter tunnel and in the fractured rock into
which Alcove #1 was excavated. This is a precaution to avoid altering gas sample and air
permeability data by either altering the rock gas chemistry in the vicinity of the alcove, or by
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filling fractures that were permeable pathways to gas flow (Ref. 14.31, 14.38).
10.8.1.3 Tests in the Thermal Test Area
The location of the Thermal Test Area is yet to be determined, but is anticipated to be
excavated to the east of, and near the end of the North Ramp curve, in the TSw2 unit. The
purpose of the thermal test area is to start thermo-mechanical-hydrological in-situ tests, which
require a long lead time to obtain data. Upon selecting a location for this testing area, the
ESF TCO may request that the TBM be halted to construct the test area, or, dependent on the
rate of TBM progress, the ESF TCO, the PIs, and the construction manager may jointly agree
that the TBM should continue to Alcove #6 (the Ghost Dance fault alcove off the Main Drift
of the ESF) and construct the thermal test area and Alcove #6 concurrently.
The thermal test area will be excavated at a distance judged sufficient to minimize the
excavation effects of the North Ramp or Main Drift. Water usage will need to be limited in
the vicinity of the heater tests, wherever these are fielded, in order not to change the
saturation of rock in the vicinity of the tests (Ref 14.2). No other test interference concerns
regarding construction have been identified for thermal mechanical tests to be conducted in
this area (listed in Attachment V). Additional test-specific controls will be included in the
TPPs and JPs for these studies.
10.8.2 Operation and Test Support Area Excavation
The test and operation support areas will be constructed using controlled drill-and-blast
techniques developed and modified as work progresses or by mechanical excavation. The
effects of the alcove construction, using drill-and-blast techniques, may extend farther from
the excavated alcove opening than the effects due to TBM excavation. These factors will be
taken into consideration during fielding of tests planned in the test support areas and the TS
Loop.
Blast vibration, blast damage assessment, and residual blast product collection is monitored as
part of the construction monitoring and hydrochemistry testing activities (Ref 14.37, 14.40).
Accurate records should be maintained of the time, location, and size of each blast, and the
records submitted to the appropriate project records system. These data may be of interest to
Principal Investigators, such as the Pt in charge of seismic monitoring, who may need to
address the blasting in the tunnel during analyses of their own data. Use of the blasting
materials is planned to follow the approach known as smooth wall blasting. This technique
will minimize the seismic disturbance effects associated with the blasting.
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Diesel-fueled equipment is planned to be used to remove broken rock from alcove
excavations. Use of hydrocarbons, such as lubricants, engine oil, and coolants for this
equipment should be controlled to the extent practical to prevent and mitigate releases to the
subsurface environment. No test interference potential is expected from the use of operating
fluids as long as they are not spilled or spills are cleaned up. Refueling, routine maintenance
that involves lubricants, engine oil, or coolants, and repair should be done according to
standard industry practices to ensure no spills occur. Any spills should be reported to the
TFM manager in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
The planned blasting materials (emulsion blasting products or equivalent) are not expected to
chemically affect the construction monitoring, consolidated sampling, or geologic mapping
tests performed in the TS Loop or its support areas. Drilling and blasting methods shall be
controlled to minimize effects on site characterization testing. Alternative blasting material
should be evaluated and recorded in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
Moisture-sensitive tests are planned in the Calico Hills ramp and those in the core test area.
In the current design, the sump is to be lined with concrete and a waterproof seal applied to
prevent water from entering the rock mass. The sump, if installed, is expected to remain dry
most of the time. Any water collected in the sump will be pumped out. This design
mninimizes potential test interference concerns regarding seepage into the rock mass of water
collected in the sump.
Grouted rockbolts and shotcrete should not be used in the test support areas to avoid altering
gas sample and air permeability data and obscuring lithology and structures of interest to
mapping activities, except as necessary to meet safety standards or as approved by the ESF
TCO. Split sets, other mechanical bolts, wire mesh, steel sets, or other materials, if approved
by the ESF TCO, are acceptable for ground support. Prior to placing any shotcrete or other
cementitious material in the alcoves for personnel safety, rock support, or other purposes, the
constructor will coordinate through the ESF TCO to acquire PI concurrence and special
instructions to minimize testing impacts.;
The final dimensions of the alcoves will be determined as the excavation proceeds and
geologic and safety conditions are observed. When the PIs assess that the alcove is of
sufficient dimensions (particularly depth) such that construction effects (i.e., rock bolt grout
and construction water) from the Topopah Spring Loop (see Section 10.8.10) or adjacent
alcoves are minimal and are not expected to interfere with air permeability testing planned in
the alcove, the TCO will coordinate the completion of alcove construction and start of testing
construction with the CMO (Ref 14.38).
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Other potential test interference concerns are in regard to access for testing. It is assumed
that the coordination between the CMO and the ESF TCO will be sufficient to address access
needs such as the following:
Short boreholes for hydrochemistry samples need to be drilled within one day
after excavation of selected rounds of alcove construction, to the extent that
safety concerns allow access (Ref 14.31).
Clear access needs to be provided to the alcoves, the testing boreholes, and
testing equipment in the alcoves.
Additional access requirements, and alcove testing support will be addressed by the TPPs and
JPs for the specific tests.
10.8.3 Compressed Air Distribution System
Provision should be made to prevent the introduction of liquid water from the compressed air
supply into tests that are sensitive to water, such as the radial borehole test. No other test
interference concerns are expected as long as accumulated oil and water from the air
treatment process are properly disposed of in accordance with the TFM Management Plan.
Compressed air used in the collection of core and in the conduct of experiments and testing
for site characterization should be tagged with a chemical tracer which will be addressed by
the applicable TPP or JP for the specific test.
10.8.4 Fire Protection System
Water used as the fire suppressing agent should be treated as a significant spill and dealt with
accordingly. Fire suppressing dry chemicals proposed for the fire extinguishing system have
been considered in terms of Tracers, Fluids and Materials parameters by this evaluation
(Attachment H). Quantities of all materials used should be reported in accordance with the
TFM Management Procedure. If additional fire suppression agents are selected for use, their
potential impact on site characterization activities should be evaluated in accordance with the
TFM Management Procedure.
10.8.5 Subsurface Conveyor System
The subsurface conveyor system will employ operating fluids such as lubricating oils,
hydraulic fluids, grease, dust suppression water, and other potential contaminants. The
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potential for leakage and spillage from causes including failure, damage, wear, repair,
servicing, and accidents have been evaluated, and reasonable methods for precluding and
mitigating the leakage and spillage of fluids have been incorporated in the system design.
Routine visual monitoring should be performed to the extent practical. Accidental spills
should be reported immediately in accordance with the TFM Management Plan.
The subsurface conveyor system will be equipped with a dust control and suppression system
to contain the dust generated by the handling and conveying of muck. As part of this system,
water spray headers will be installed at each loading and transfer point. Lithium bromide will
be added as a tracer to water to be used for dust control, as for other underground
construction, except as exempted (Ref 14.18). Water volumes used for dust control should be
measured (e.g., totalizing flow meters) and records should be maintained and recorded
routinely (preferably daily) identifying the quantities.
It is expected that almost all of the water used for conveyor system dust control will be
applied directly to the muck and so will also be carried out with the muck. The amounts of
water applied at each transfer point should be minimized to avoid excessive water application
that could result in spillage of water off the conveyor belt onto the tunnel invert. No
construction-to-test or operation-to-test interference is anticipated as a result of this activity,
given routine visual monitoring of water quantities applied for dust suppression during
operation, to the extent practical. In addition, the amount of water applied will also be
monitored. Spills of muck should be avoided to the extent practical, and cleaned up as soon
as practical when they do occur to avoid and/or limit, introduction of dust control water onto
in situ rock.
10.8.6 Power Distribution System and Lighting
Conveyor and ventilation system components will be electrically grounded at intervals of not
more than 300 m. Potential test interference exists if the ground enhancing material contains
chloride. The ground enhancing material to be used should be one that is sodium chloridefree, such as the coal-derivative GEM.
No test interference is expected to occur from installation and operation of the lighting,
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), and emergency lighting systems as long as spills (e.g.,
battery acid) are avoided. If spills occur, they should be cleaned up as soon as practical. The
volumes and locations of any spills should be documented and reported in accordance with
the TFM Management Procedure.
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10.8.7 Subsurface Wastewater Handling System
No test interference due to the subsurface wastewater handling system is anticipated, provided
components such as pumps and motors incorporate methods for minimizing potential for
leakage to the extent practical and there is periodic visual or electronic monitoring for leakage
of the wastewater handling system, to the extent practical. Any leakage and spillage of fluids
should be mitigated as soon as practical.
10.8.8 Subsurface Ventilation System
Topopah Spring Loop ventilation fans will be located (subject to ground conditions, tunnel
construction and safety considerations) as required at stations along the TS Loop. Sealed
bearings on these fans reduce the potential for interference due to leakage of lubricating
fluids. No interference due to the operation of the ventilation system is anticipated as long as
leakage and spillage is avoided to the extent practical, periodic inspections are made to detect
leaks and spills, and spills are cleaned up as soon as practical. Site characterization tests
monitoring the ventilation system require access to the entry and exit point for the exhaust
ventilation line for periodic sampling or instrumentation. In addition, sampling ports need to
be installed at selected locations along the vent line (Ref 14.31). Access for these testing
needs will be coordinated through the ESF TCO.
The ventilation system will be circulating large volumes of atmospheric air through the ESF
tunnel, which will be at a slight negative pressure relative to the atmosphere. Under static
barometric conditions, there will be no advective flow of the tunnel air into the wall rock, and
the only mixture with in situ gases will be due to diffusion. Under these conditions, the
likelihood of test interference with hydrochemical tests of the gaseous system in the
unsaturated zone is considered to be small. However, as atmospheric pressure increases
following passage of low-pressure fronts, the tunnel air, drawn from the outside atmosphere,
may actually be at higher pressures than the gaseous pressures in the wall rock, which has not
yet equilibrated to the increasing air pressure in the tunnel. Under these circumstances, there
could be advective flow of the tunnel air into the wall rock.
The mixing of atmospheric air (of modern age), which contains diesel combustion products
(having an age too old to determine), with the in situ gases may constitute a test interference
in regard to radiocarbon age analyses of the UZ gases collected in the vicinity of the ESF.
Assessing the extent (distance) to which this impact will be detectable from the ESF opening
is one application of hydrochemistry tests planned in the ESF. These data will be used to
resolve questions of geochemical sample representativeness; therefore, no test interference
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controls have been identified.
10.8.9 Underground Water Distribution System
The water distribution system is planned to carry nonpotable water underground. Spill and
leak control measures have been incorporated into the design to minimize, or avoid test
interference potential due to possible spills and/or leaks which could impact in situ rock
moisture conditions and potentially bias any nearby hydrologic tests. No interference due to
the operation of the underground water distribution system is anticipated as long as leakage
and spillage is avoided to the extent practical, periodic inspections are made to detect leaks
and spills, and spills are cleaned up as soon as practical.
10.8.10 Lining and Ground Support
Steel sets, lagging, concrete, grout, shotcrete and ground support bolts will be used for lining
and ground support. Boreholes for rock bolts, anchor-bolts, and other ground support bolts
will be drilled up to 3.5 m (11.5 ft) deep into the tunnel walls and lining utilizing
electrohydraulic or pneumatic drills either mounted on the TBM trailing gear, or mounted on
utility support equipment. Compressed air utilized for general construction drilling and
construction will not contain tracer (Ref 14.18). It is preferred that these boreholes be drilled
dry, although it is not required. If water usage is necessary, the amount of water should be
kept to a minimum and the water should be traced.
Rockbolts may be cement grouted. Potential test interference exists due to possible alteration
of the in situ pH of water/moisture in contact with the grout. Additionally, there may be
potential for large volumes of grout to migrate significant distances away from the Topopah
Spring Loop alignment if it is emplaced under pressure. Cement grouting pressures and.
quantities should be limited to the extent practical for that grouting associated with rockbolt
installation. The potential distances to which cement grout will penetrate into and through
rock fractures and fault systems is directly related to the grouting pressures and grout
quantities used. Accordingly, rockbolts should not be grouted in a test alcove, to the extent
that safety concerns allow, without ESF TCO approval. Because testing alcoves can be
lengthened, as necessary, to further remove the testing location from grout injected along the
main alignment, no additional controls have been identified. No additional test impact is
anticipated if resin grout is used instead of cement grout; resin grout sets faster than the
cement grout and therefore will travel shorter distances into fractures than the cement grout.
Mixing water for concrete, grout, and pre-mixed (wet) shotcrete does not need to contain
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tracer (Ref 14.18). Grout additives should not contain chloride to the extent practical.
Tunnel lining and ground support should be installed after planned geologic mapping and
sampling has been completed, to the extent practical. If the encountered ground conditions
require ground support in excess of the existing design (Section 6.5), the impact of suggested
remedial activities (i.e., chemical grout injection) should be addressed in a separate
evaluation.
ESF testing includes monitoring of ground support systems in both the Topopah Spring Loop
and the test support areas. Access to selected rockbolts will be provided for installation of
load cells. This is being coordinated between the ESF TCO and the CMO.
10.8.11 Precast Concrete Invert Segments
Potential interference could occur due to possible accumulation of fluids beneath the precast
concrete invert segments. Although the edges of the precast concrete invert segments are to
be sealed, these seals would essentially function simply to slow down the movement of large
spills or water inflows under the precast invert segments. Perched water or moist zones (near
highly fractured zones or faults) may be encountered during Topopah Spring Loop
construction that could introduce water into the Ramp that would initially accumulate at the
tunnel face where it would be captured by the wastewater removal system of the TBM as per
design. As the TBM continues to advance, any continued inflow in the lower portion of the
tunnel could accumulate under the invert segments and/or travel along the tunnel bottom and
potentially infiltrate other fractures which could alter in situ moisture conditions. Given that
this could impact testing in the underlying Calico Hills level of the ESF where some planned
tests require pristine rock (the field scale test of radionuclide transport, for example), or
planned hydrologic testing in the Topopah Spring Loop, the ESF TCO may request that the
CMO provide inspection access at selected locations to ascertain possible water accumulation
under precast invert segments. This could be provided, for example, by the installation of
invert segments having inspection ports, or the drilling of inspection ports into placed invert
segments (see Section 6.9). No interference is anticipated due to the presence of the precast
invert segments themselves.
10.8.12 Use of Diesel-Powered Equipment
Diesel-powered equipment is currently planned to be used underground for muck haulage,
alcove excavation, and material and personnel transportation. The diesel exhaust will mix
with outside air circulated through the tunnel by exhaust fans that create a negative pressure
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at the tunnel face. The gaseous oxides of carbon and diesel particulate matter (DPM)
contained in the diesel exhaust could potentially impact site characterization testing that (1)
can be affected by microorganisms that feed on carbon compounds, or (2) is based on
chemical analyses of carbon compounds if the diesel products penetrate into the wall rock and
contaminate the in situ gases collected for-site characterization. The potential enhancement of
microorganism growth due to the introduction of diesel particulate matter will not have a test
interference impact on some proposed tests, and will actually enhance the conduct of other
planned tests because effects of introduced materials can be measured more quickly. No test
interference due to the generation of diesel particulate matter was identified for the planned
site characterization tests.
Because the ventilation system will maintain the tunnel atmosphere at slightly less than
atmospheric pressure, it is hypothesized that the diesel-contaminated tunnel atmosphere will
be exhausted from the tunnel, without advective inflow into the fractures and rock matrix, for
much of the time while the ventilation system is operating. However, since expected
variability of atmospheric pressure is an order of magnitude greater than the ventilation
induced pressure difference, there could be advective air flow from the tunnel into the
fractures and rock matrix as barometric pressure rises after an interval of low pressure, e.g., a
winter storm.
Presently, there are insufficient data on the permeability of the rock mass, fracture flow, the
interconnectivity of fractures, and the magnitude of this pneumatic pressure difference to
assess this impact. Diesel usage in the ESF can provide an opportunity to collect test and
monitoring data to better define the above parameters. It is recommended that a testing
program be implemented by the scientific testing participants to utilize this opportunity to
collect data in parallel with the use of diesel-powered equipment in the excavation of the
North Ramp. Analysis and monitoring/testing of diesel emissions should consider emissions
of carbon gases. Testing should occur prior to use of diesel in potential waste emplacement
areas (as defined in ESF/GROA interface Drawing, Ref 14.26). These data will be compared
against the assumptions used to address the diesel impact, and used to assess the impact of
the use of diesel equipment in the remainder of the ESF tunnel.
Construction support required to support these tests include the maintenance of records of
diesel use in order to be able to estimate the total pollutants released in the ramp. At a
minimum, the records should record the type of engine or equipment that consumed the diesel
fuel, the volume of fuel used, and the number of hours that the equipment was operated.
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10.8.13 Muck Haulage using Cars
Muck haulage using cars will be employed during TBM operations until the muck conveyor
system can be installed and during periods after installation when the conveyor is not
operational. The muck haulage cars will be moved by use of locomotives, either diesel or
electric-powered, on the rail installed in the Topopah Spring Loop for the TBM trailing
support cars and utility support. The test interference concerns of using diesel underground is
discussed in Section 10.8.12.
Muck excavated by the TBM will be loaded into the muck haulage cars within the rear
trailing support cars off of the TBM internal conveyor. No interference due to muck haulage
is anticipated as long as muck spillage is avoided to the extent practical and muck spills are
cleaned up as soon as practical. The muck is expected to be saturated. In addition,
observable spills or leaks of fuel, battery acid, coolant, lubricant, etc. from the locomotives,
are to be avoided to the extent practical, reported if such occurs, and cleaned up as soon as
practical in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
10.8.14 Materials and Personnel Transportation
Roiling stock is described in Section 6.9. The following are the identified potential test
interference concerns. The electric hydraulic scissor lift cars, along with the maintenance/lube
car, will have the potential for leaks or spills from the car mechanisms. No interference due
to rail car use is anticipated as long as leakage and spillage is avoided to the extent practical,
periodic inspections are made to detect leaks and spills, and spills are cleaned up as soon as
practical. The volumes and locations of any spills shall be documented and reported in
accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
10.8.15 Subsurface Sanitary Facilities
Portable self-contained chemical toilets will be provided at appropriate locations underground.
As long as spills are avoided and cleaned up to the extent practical, should they occur, no test
interference is anticipated. The volumes and locations of any spills should be documented
and reported in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
10.8.16 Communications Systems
No test interference concerns have been identified with regard to these systems at the present
time. Should the principal investigators (Pls) determine that the communications systems
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may be causing test interference with the IDCS data acquisition system after both systems are
in place, further electromagnetic shielding may be installed to one or both of these systems.
No test controls are recommended at this time.
10.9

EXPECTED CONDITIONS

10.9.1 Surface and Subsurface Geology
Section 9 discusses Topopah Spring Loop with respect to local geologic structure. The
following geologic units are expected to be encountered during construction of the Topopah
Spring Loop (beginning with uppermost):
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Rainier Mesa member of the Timber Mountain Tuff
Pre-Rainier Mesa bedded tuff
Tuff unit "X"
Pre-Tuff Unit "X" bedded tuff
Tiva Canyon tuff member (TCw) of the Paintbrush Tuff
Pre-Tiva Canyon Tuff bedded tuff
Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon non-welded tuff members (PTn) of the
Paintbrush Tuff
Pre-Pah Canyon Tuff bedded tuff
Topopah Spring members: TSwl (lithophysal-rich) and TSw2 Qithophysalpoor) of the Paintbrush Tuff

The Rainier Mesa member and the Pre-Rainier Mesa bedded tuff units include some nonlithified, soil-like material. Bearing capacities of these units, as well as other units, were
considered in design of the precast concrete tunnel invert segments. If the geologic
conditions that are encountered are consistent with design assumptions, none of these
conditions are expected to impact the subsurface installation and operation of utilities and
support for TBM construction of the Topopah Spring Loop. The contingency specification
for chemical grouting of the Rainier Mesa material provides a last resort ground support
technique to insure structural stability of the Ramp tunnel walls through this interval. While
chemical grouting is discussed in this evaluation, additional evaluation is required prior to its
use.
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10.9.2 Anticipated Faults Construction will/may Encounter
Faults that the Topopah Spring Loop construction are likely to encounter are described in
Section 9.3. The Bow Ridge fault, the Drill Hole Wash structure, a group of minor faults,
and the Ghost Dance fault are all expected to be crossed or be near to the North Ramp
alignment. Other faults that do not extend to the ground surface, e.g., those that formed in
pre-Tiva time, may also be encountered.
Ground support requirements and subsurface wastewater handling requirements may increase
in all fault-affected areas. These concerns are expected to be particularly significant at the
Drill Hole Wash structure, because of the oblique angle of crossing. The planned
construction, and operation of utilities and support, including planned water use, is not
anticipated to significantly impact faults, including their in situ moisture conditions.
10.9.3 Expected Fracture Conditions, Rock Quality
Variations in rock quality have been anticipated, to the extent possible, in design analyses and
specifications. Ground support requirements have been grouped into five categories,
depending on rock quality and fracture conditions. The subsurface wastewater system is
designed to handle a maximum likely inflow of groundwater that may be encountered, in
fractured rock (Section 6.15). Except for a decreased rate of advance and increased rock
support requirements, no interference with installation and operation of utilities and support in
the Topopah Spring Loop is anticipated due to fractured rock, poor quality rock, or abrupt
changes in rock quality/rock conditions.
10.10 HANDLING OF IN SITU WATER
The Topopah Spring Loop will be approximately 430 m (1410 ft) to 337 m (1110 ft) above
the water table. No test interference with the water table is expected. Although no perched
water was encountered during initial excavation of the North Ramp starter tunnel, it is
possible that perched water may be encountered in fault zones or along formation boundaries
during construction of the remainder of the Topopah Spring Loop. The maximum flow of in
situ water that was assumed for design of the subsurface wastewater handling system appears
reasonable (Section 6.15). Although the occurrence of perched water may require the
temporary halt of TBM advance in order to collect otherwise irretrievable data (see Section
10.8.1), perched water is not expected to cause interference with the installation and operation
of utilities, support for TBM operation, or for construction of the Topopah Spring Loop.
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10.11 EXPERIMENTS AND OPERATIONS
10.11.1 Tracers, Fluids and Materials
A large variety of tracers, fluids and materials (TFM) are expected to be used for TBM
operation, installation and operation of utilities, support for TBM operation, and for
construction of the Topopah Spring Loop and support areas. All construction materials or
substances to be used underground should first be reviewed for potential effects on engineered
barriers, waste isolation, and on-site characterization or other testing. The presence of
combustible materials underground should be controlled and limited such that testing in the
ESF is not adversely affected. Attachment II lists those TFMs that were reviewed for this
evaluation and indicates identified special handling or storage requirements from a test
interference perspective. Potential causes of test interference due to TFMs are discussed
below.
Use of all materials should be documented in detail and reported in accordance with the TFM
Management Plan. Samples of tracers, fluids and materials used in alcove construction and
testing construction are available for examination by ESF Principal Investigators upon request.
10.1 1.1.1 Tracers
The addition of a universal tracer (lithium bromide is currently the selected tracer) is required
for water applied underground in dust suppression, wall cleaning prior to mapping, and other
construction applications. It is not required in water used in concrete, grout, or shotcrete
mixtures, except when grout is required in the vicinity of perched water testing identified by
the ESF TCO. The concentration of lithium bromide tracer in the construction and mapping
water should be within a maximum range of 10 ppm to 30 ppm. The low end of the required
concentration range, 10 ppm, is the near the limit of detection of bromide; the upper limit of
the range, 30 ppm, is based on a state permitting requirement.
Compressed air used in blast hole drilling, short hydrochermistry boreholes, pneumatic tool
usage, and in blowdown operation prior to geologic mapping does not require tagging with a
chemical tracer. However, compressed air used to drill core holes and for field experiments
and testing in the Topopah Spring Loop and associated alcoves should be tagged with a
tracer, such as SF6. These and any additional tracer needs for ESF testing will be identified
in the TPPs and JPs for the tests.
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10.11.1.2 Water
It is expected that water containing chemical tracer will be necessary for dust suppression
during TBM operation. The cutter and conveyor heads are designed to use a maximum of 30
gpm, most of which is expected to be transported out with the muck. This amount of water
use should have a negligible effect on testing activities as long as water removal by muck
conveyance, wastewater removal, and ventilation is successful.
Additional water may be required for rock bolt installation drilling, and cleaning of the tunnel
wails for geologic mapping. A chemical tracer should also be added to this water to allow
assessment of any effects on subsequent planned testing. The contractor should operate under
a plan approved by DOE to minimize the use of water in construction-related activities. The
total volume of water used during TBM operations for dust suppression, alcove construction,
shotcrete make-up, blasthole and rockbolt drilling, and wall cleaning purposes to facilitate
geologic mapping should be measured, recorded, and reported by application type. The
constructor will provide, at the request of a PI, samples for chemical analyses of all traced
water used in the ESF.
10.11.1.3 Fluids used in Operation of the TBM
Numerous spill and leak control measures have been incorporated into the design of the TBM.
Four types of fluids are required for TBM operation (in addition to water, which is discussed
above): hydraulic oil, lubrication oil, seal grease, and lubrication grease, as discussed below.
No interference due to TBM operational fluids is anticipated as long as leakage and spillage
is avoided to the extent practical, periodic inspections are made to detect leaks and spills, and
spills are cleaned up as soon as practical. The volumes, locations, and results of mitigation of
any spills shall be documented and reported in accordance with the TFM Management
Procedure.
*

Hydraulic Oil.

The operating parameters of hydraulic fluid for the TBM should have a negligible
effect on testing activities. Numerous spill and leakage minimization parameters have
been incorporated into the TBM design. Some minor losses must be assumed,
however, and containment of these losses will be by drip pans and other means. No
hydraulic fluid is expected to contact the tunnel walls or to be introduced into the
muck as a result of normal operation of the TBM (Ref 14.10). The maximum
reasonable spill from hoses, except for the main hose, is estimated to be 50 gallons.
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Two spill cleanup kits, each designed to clean and contain a potential 50-gallon spill,
will be located on the TBM. Interference due to catastrophic rupture in the hydraulic
system is considered unlikely. The hydraulic reservoir on the TBM has a 1200-gallon
capacity. This tank is located such that the flow from a broken main hose will be
contained in the bottom of the TBM shield. A catastrophic rupture of the tank at this
location has been assessed to not be significantly credible (Ref 14.21). During
maintenance of hydraulic system components, appropriate precautionary procedures
should be followed to contain any oil loss due to removal of hydraulic lines or
components.
*

Lubrication Oil.

No lubricating oil is expected to contact the tunnel walls or to be introduced into the
muck as a result of normal TBM operation. Emergency loss is possible, however, and
a collection system similar to that for hydraulic oil has been incorporated into the
TBM design (Ref 14.10). Precautions during maintenance operations should be
similar to those taken for hydraulic system oil.
*

Seal Grease.

Grease must be purged to protect the main bearing seals. This grease will be
discharged from the main seals by water at a rate of 2.4 to 9.6 cubic inches per minute
to purge the bearings when the TBM is running. The design provides for mechanisms
to trap the grease from both sides of the front bearing. The water used to purge the
main seals will be released into the muck and be removed on the conveyor system.
The grease to be used is a standard API 0 grease.
*

Lubrication Grease.

The TBM system contains approximately 150 cubic inches of lubrication grease at 58
grease points. Given a dry tunnel where grease is not washed away into the
environment, a replenishment rate of 10% per week is considered a maximum. This
grease will be purged at discrete points where it can be wiped off the equipment
during a normal maintenance operation. No grease is expected to contact the tunnel
walls or muck, and no test interference is anticipated (Ref 14.10).
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10.11.1.4 Chloride-based Materials
The use of chloride-based materials (e.g., NaCi, KCI, MgCI) should be limited to the extent
practical. A non-chloride-based grounding enhancement material should be used, and the use
of chloride-based concrete and grout accelerators (or retarders) avoided to the extent practical.
10.1 1.2 Duration
It is anticipated that TBM operations for excavating the Topopah Spring Loop will require
less than two years maximum, and construction activities requiring Topopah Spring Loop
utilities and support will last about three years. Following this time, utilities and support will
continue to be in use for a period of about 15 years during ESF testing access construction
and testing.
10.11.3 Materials/Objects Permanently Left Behind
Those items not identified in the ESFDR as permanent shall be removed. Those items
identified as permanent (i.e., ground support) are not anticipated to cause test interference.

11.0

IMPACT TO WASTE ISOLATION CHARACTERISTICS

In the sections below, the evaluations of potential hydrologic, geochemical, and
thermal/mechanical perturbations which could lead to impacts to waste isolation are discussed
based on the analyses in previous Waste Isolation Evaluations covering: (1) the Starter
Tunnel and Alcove #1 (Ref 14.50); (2) water usage in the North Ramp (Ref 14.3); and (3)
Tracers, Fluids, and Materials Usage and Excavation Methods (Ref 14.4). In addition, the
results of those previous analyses are generalized to the greater extent of excavation
represented by consideration of the entire ESF TS Loop in order to provide recommended
controls that can be implemented throughout the TS Loop excavation and operation.
In the specific geochemical evaluations discussed in Section 11.3, the conclusions were based
on scenarios that should bound conservatively the potential perturbations to the ambient
conditions. If such conservative calculations indicate that the items/activities are not likely to
impact the ambient conditions above the level of the chosen surrogate criterion (as discussed
above in Section 9.4), then it can be concluded reasonably that the items/activities can be
used/performed with negligible risk for potential impact to waste isolation from any
reasonable scenario (with only those controls that are assumed/recommended in the
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evaluation). Because the specific evaluations discussed in Section 11.3 are conservative
bounding scenarios based on surrogate criteria, it cannot be concluded that impacts to
waste isolation are assured for cases where results exceed the surrogate criterion for
negligible perturbations to ambient conditions. However, it can be assumed reasonably
that the potential impacts to the surrogate performance parameters resulting from the
geochemical changes in these scenarios represent upper bounds for impact for any plausible
scenario.
To provide a consistent approach to evaluating the potential impacts in all cases, an effort is
made to choose a reasonable bounding scenario. The bounding scenario is not taken from a
subjective consideration of the "most probable" case, nor is it assigned from identification of
the "worst case". In many cases, the "most probable" scenario cannot be identified quantitatively because lack of appropriate information precludes quantifying such probabilities. In
addition, uncertainties in identification of the "worst case", and quantification of resulting
effects, preclude using the "worst case" to constrain these evaluations in most cases. The
bounding case is chosen, in part, because it can be quantified in a straightforward manner and
includes conservative assumptions in order to ensure that it encompasses the potential impacts
from virtually all reasonable scenarios. In all cases, it will be necessary for a future evaluation of the consequences to radionuclide release resulting from the committed items and
actual configuration of any final constructed facility.
11.1

HYDROLOGIC EVALUATIONS

11.1.. Water Usage Above the TCw/PTn Contact
Previous evaluation of water usage in the North Ramp Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1
excavations (Ref 14.50) indicated that potential impacts were bounded by analyses showing
that water absorbed by the PTn will not impact potential waste emplacement zones over a
10,000 year time period, provided the quantity of water entering the PTn is not sufficient to
saturate the unit (Ref 14.50). Because in that evaluation the PTn was assumed conservatively
to have a thickness of 6 m (20 ft) (Ref 14.50), and the PTn is at least that thick everywhere
below the relevant regions of the North and South Ramps (Ref 14.47), the constraints from
these previous analyses developed for water use in the North Ramp Starter Tunnel and
Alcove #1 apply to all segments of the ESF TS Loop excavation that are above the PTn (see
Section 9.2). These relevant segments are those in the UO and TCw zones in the North
Ramp from 0 - 865 m (0 - 2838 ft) and in the South Ramp from 7545 m (24754 ft) to the
South Portal at 7856 m (25774 ft).
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In the previous Package IA evaluation (Ref 14.50), the maximum quantity of water
discharged that can be absorbed by the PTn on a "per unit tunnel area" basis was found to be
I m3 /m 2 (24.5 gal/ft2 ). Limiting values for application to a specific area can be computed on
a "per unit length" basis simply by multiplying the areal limit (I m3 /m 2 or 24.5 gal/ft2 ) by the
projected width of the area. Because the analyses used the projected tunnel width of 7.6 m
(25 ft) as the cross-sectional distance, the areal limiting value given above can be expressed
on a "per unit tunnel length" basis as 7.6 m3 /m (610 gallft) (i.e., a volume discharged per unit
length of tunnel). It must be noted that if applied in these terms, the limiting value must
be scaled by the ratio of the projected width of the relevant area to that corresponding
to the tunnel excavation (7.6 m or 25 ft). Also, it should be noted that these constraints are
for the amount of water retained, not the amount applied. In the previous evaluation (Ref
14.50), an areal water usage limit of 100 m3 /m 2 (26,400 gal/215 ft2 ) was provided for the
Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1 based on an assumed water removal efficiency.
Because the analyses assume uniform application of water, water usage should not be
averaged over enormous tunnel lengths. If water application is highly nonuniform, averaging
should be performed for excavation segments in the range of about 10 m (33 ft) of tunnel
length. This tunnel length is provided as a general guideline to indicate the length scale for
which highly nonuniform water application may violate the assumptions of the bounding
analysis. The value is based upon the "averaging length" being at least the projected tunnel
width of 7.6 m (25 ft which is implicitly averaged over) and rounded up to 10 m (33 ft) in
order to account for the uncertainty in the analysis. If water application is expected to be
relatively uniform over excavation segments of 10 m or more, then the acceptable averaging
length could be much larger.
11.1.2 Water Usage Below the TCw/PTn Contact
Previous evaluation of the water usage in the North Ramp beyond the Starter Tunnel (Ref
14.3) indicated that potential impacts were bounded by analyses showing that water absorbed
into the potential repository horizon unit (TSw2) will not impact potential radionuclide release
and transport over a 10,000 year time period, provided the local perturbations to the nearfield saturations at the closest waste package are no larger than a value of 0.25. This
previous evaluation is dependent upon a minimum offset from the closest potential waste
package of 37 m (121 ft) but is not dependent upon assumptions of the thickness of the TSw2
unit. Because offsets are at least 37 m (121 ft) throughout the ESF TS Loop, and the
repository horizon is present (by definition) everywhere that potential emplacement zones are
designated, the constraints from this previous analysis (Ref 14.3) can be applied to all
portions of the ESF TS Loop below the TCw/PTn contact. In addition, because it was shown
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that the potential impacts from near-field perturbations bounded those from far-field
perturbations, the fault zones encountered within the TS Loop can also have this bound
applied to them.
In these previous Package 2C analyses, the maximum quantity of water discharged that can be
absorbed by the TSw2 to change its saturation at the closest potential waste package on a "per
unit tunnel area" basis was found to be 0.97 m3/m 2 (24 gal/ft2 ). Limidting values applied to a
specific area can be computed on a "per unit length" basis simply by multiplying the areal
limit (0.97 m3/m 2 or 24 galft2 ) by the projected width of the area. Because the analyses used
the projected tunnel width of 7.6 m (25 ft) as the cross sectional distance, this limiting areal
value can be expressed on a "per unit tunnel length" basis as 7.4 m3/m (600 gal/ft) (i.e., a
volume discharged per unit length of tunnel). It must be noted that if used in these terms,
the limiting value must be scaled by the ratio of the relevant area to that corresponding
to the projected width of the tunnel excavation (7.6 m or 25 ft). Also, it should be noted
that these constraints are for the amount of water retained, not the amount applied.
Because the analyses assume uniform application of water, water usage should not be
averaged over enormous tunnel lengths. If water application is highly nonuniform, averaging
should be performed for excavation segments in the range of about 10 m (33 ft) of tunnel
length. This tunnel length is provided as a general guideline to indicate the length scale for
which highly nonuniform water application may violate the assumptions of the bounding
analysis. The value is based upon the "averaging length" being at least the projected tunnel
width of 7.6 m (25 ft which is implicitly averaged over) and rounded up to 10 m (33 ft) in
order to account for the uncertainty in the analysis. If water application is expected to be
relatively uniform over excavation segments of 10 m or more, then the acceptable averaging
length could be much larger.
It has been shown that perturbations to saturated-zone ground-water flow are bounded by the
scenarios which address perturbations in the unsaturated zone (Ref 14.3 and 14.44). Because
the limits for water retention both above and below the TCw/PTn contact are almost identical,
a single limiting value of 0.97 m3/m2 (24 gal/ft2 ) could be used as a consistent water retention
limit throughout the entire ESF TS Loop. This corresponds to 7.4 m3 per linear meter (600
gal per linear foot) of excavation in the 7.6 m (25 ft) diameter tunnel. Given the above limits
on underground water usage, no impacts on the saturated-zone flow regime are expected. If
the above limits are followed, the planned activities/items are not expected to have significant
effect on water flow or aqueous radionuclide movement near potential waste emplacement
sites or along potential aqueous radionuclide pathways, and are not expected to have
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significant effect on gas-phase flow or gaseous radionuclide movement along potential
gaseous radionuclide pathways.
11.2

CLASSIFICATION OF TRACERS, FLUIDS, AND MATERIALS (TFMs)

The following discussion of potentially retained constituents from various fluids and materials
was taken largely from the Package 2C evaluation covering the North Ramp (Ref 14.4) and
portions of the Package IA evaluation covering the Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1 (Ref 14.50)
because of the similarity of substances to be considered for the entire ESF TS Loop.
Additional discussion and detailed references can be found in the corresponding sections of
those documents. Tracers are viewed entirely as retained substances and so are not discussed
further here but are evaluated below in Section 11.3. The specific TFM listed in Attachment
II have been reviewed to ensure that they all fall into the groups defined below and are
therefore covered by any applicable controls.
11.2.1 Fluids and Materials
The only ESF items that are planned to be incorporated into the potential repository (i.e.,
planned permanent items) are (Ref 14.2, Sec. 3.2.1 H): (1) underground openings; (2) ramp
and shaft linings; (3) ground support; and (4) operational seals. Items which are left
(intentionally or unintentionally) at the site post-closure (above and below ground) are defined
as committed items in an evaluation of surface-based fluids and materials usage (Ref 14.51).
Non-committed substances are only those fluids and materials that are not being emplaced
into the environment in such a way as to become a committed part of that environment. Such
non-committed substances are those which are planned to be removed from the site at or
before the time of closure, and are not expected to leave behind noticeable, non-removable
residues. Because of the condition of removal prior to closure, some solid materials are
excluded from this evaluation designation of non-committed (e.g., salt) because they are
soluble to the extent that they have the potential to dissolve into the environment over a
relatively short time period (i.e., days to a few months). Based on the reasoning given in the
evaluations of the Package IA TFM (Ref 14.50), the surface-based non-committed fluids and
materials (Ref 14.51), and the Package 2C TFM (Ref 14.4), non-committed items are assumed
to have negligible impact on waste isolation and are not further evaluated.
Substances considered committed items and evaluated here for the ESF TS Loop are: steel
sets, lagging (wood and steel), wood blocking, lubricating oil retained (from cutting) on steel
sets, rock bolts, wire mesh, shotcrete and/or fibercrete, cementitious grout, oil mist from
compressed-air system, rockbolt resin/epoxy, steel, concrete, concrete admixtures, and
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galvanized steel. In addition, because diesel equipment may be employed during construction
of the North Ramp (and perhaps the entire TS Loop), and some of the exhaust constituents
(both inorganic and organic) will become committed to the underground, the potential impacts
of these constituents were explicitly analyzed in the Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4) to
develop recommended controls on the quantities of materials committed as discussed below in
Section 11.3. Furthermore, in the event of a fire, fire-suppression substances may become
committed items. Therefore the potential impacts to waste isolation from the proposed firesuppression substances were also explicitly evaluated using a bounding scenario in the
Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4). In the event of an actual fire, the specific materials that
are combusted should be evaluated for potential impacts to waste isolation. In the Package
2C evaluation (Ref 14.4), substances produced from fires were assumed to be close enough to
the constituents produced in diesel exhaust that evaluation of exhaust constituents bounds the
potential impacts to waste isolation of fire products. Because fire products are not planned to
be incorporated into a potential repository, a more general waste isolation evaluation should
be performed if there is a need to further evaluate such potential impacts.
As discussed in detail in the Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4), explosives are not considered
committed items because it is assumed that most of their residues will be removed either as
volatiles or within the excavated materials.
It was concluded in the Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4) that fluids which are not planned to
be dispersed into the environment (e.g., diesel fuel, lubricants, coolants, battery acid, cleaning
solvents, etc.) are expected to have negligible impact provided that a plan for spill
containment and clean-up exists. In accordance with the YMP quality assurance procedures
for recording TFM use at the site, any planned non-committed fluids or materials that become
retained intentionally or unintentionally as part of the committed environment require
documentation of the amounts of substance retained in the environment and evaluation of the
potential waste isolation impacts of that specific retention.
11.2.1.1 Committed Inorganic Substances
Items such as steel sets, rebar, lagging (steel), rock bolts, wire mesh, shotcrete and/or
fibercrete, cementitious grout, and galvanized steel (in general steel, concrete, and shotcrete)
are expected to have negligible impact on waste isolation resulting from perturbations to the
near-field geochemistry because their use near potential waste emplacement sites (i.e., within
potential repository drifts) is expected to overshadow any effects resulting from their use in
the ESF TS Loop. These near-field effects include raising the pH to 11-13 and the potential
for generation of colloids from the cementitious material. The former may enhance some
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dissolved radionuclide concentrations whereas the latter may provide an additional mobile
component for some radionuclides. In addition, potential effects on far-field geochemistry
caused by dissolved Ca+2 introduced from cementitious material are expected to be negligible
because mineralogic controls exerted through fluid-rock reaction should constrain large
deviations in Ca+ concentrations to close proximity to cementitious materials via calcite
precipitation. A more detailed analysis of these qualitative issues would be required if there
was to be a large increase in the amount of committed cementitious materials in the TS Loop
(i.e., more than an order-of-magnitude increase over the current plans for shotcrete and
grouting).
Because of the numerous qualitative issues regarding conmmitted organic materials (e.g.,
dissolved organic enhanced solubility and transport of radionuclides, and microbial effects),
use of such materials in potential repository drifts is unknown. Therefore the above reasoning
on committed inorganic substances does not apply to any organic materials which might be
contained within cementitious materials as a result of the addition of admixtures--these
organic substances are considered in the next section. In addition, a discussion below covers
the previous specific evaluations of discrete sources of aqueous NO3 , S04-, and H 2 P04
addressed in the Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4) of diesel exhaust constituents and firesuppression materials. These materials are potential sources of nutrients for microbes and
H 2 PO4- has potential for readily complexing radionuclides (specifically actinide elements). If
retained in large quantities, these constituents may be a concern also for generating low pH
(i.e., acid) conditions. Constraints based upon the other concerns, however, should
conservatively bound any potential pH perturbations because of the large pH-buffering
capacity of the geologic system.
11.2.1.2 Committed Organic Substances
As pointed out in the Package 2C evaluation, organic compounds may accelerate waste
package corrosion through enhanced microbial activity and/or facilitate radionuclide transport
in the geosphere via complexing of cations (Ref 14.4). This previous evaluation indicated
these effects are constrained by the ability of deposited organic materials to migrate to either
waste package locations or radionuclide pathways in sufficient concentration to have a
significant impact.
A previous bounding calculation (discussed below in Section 11.3) was performed to
determine the potential influence of retained organic substances in the Starter Tunnel and
Alcove #1 (Ref 14.50) and to generate recommended controls that should result in negligible
impact to waste isolation from use of committed organic materials in these areas of the TS
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Loop. In that general analysis, the retained organic materials were assumed to be a point
source that completely dissolves as organic carbon and migrates toward potential waste
package emplacement sites. All committed organic fluids and materials were considered as
indistinguishable.
A second previous bounding calculation (discussed below in Section 11.3) was performed to
determine the potential influence of retained organic substances within the North Ramp (Ref
14.4) and to generate recommended controls that should result in negligible impact to waste
isolation from use of committed organic materials throughout this region of the TS Loop. In
that analysis, the retained organic materials were assumed to convert completely to dissolved
organic carbon, and to migrate toward potential waste package emplacement sites within the
TSw2 horizon. All committed organic fluids and materials were considered as behaving
identically.
The recommended usage and retention controls given below in Section 11.3 should be applied
to the total organic budget from all sources of committed organics in the ESF TS Loop.
Examples of such sources are wood blocking/lagging for steel sets, oil mist from the
compressed air system, lubricating oil (for cutting) retained on steel sets, resin/epoxy, organic
diesel exhaust components, and concrete admixtures used in shotcrete. In addition to these
introduced sources of organic, opening the mountain to the external environment allows the
introduction of potentially committed organic materials in the form of airborne particles in the
ventilation air and in the form of rodents and pests that may inhabit, and deposit organic
residue in, portions of the tunnel.
Accidental loss of any organic fluid such as fuels, lubricants, or coolants used in equipment
necessitates documentation and evaluation of the specific unintentional releases, and
incorporation of the retained amounts of committed organic fluids into the evaluation of the
final configuration of the potential repository.
11.3

GEOCHEMICAL EVALUATIONS

11.3.1 Tracers
As discussed in References 14.50 and 14.4, lithium bromide (LiBr), proposed as a tracer for
construction water, will be added at a maximum concentration of 30 ppm with a target
concentration of 20 ppm (±10 %). In addition, sulfur hexafluoride (SF 6 ) will be added at
concentrations not to exceed 20 parts per million to air used for drilling three hydrochemistry
test boreholes at the end of an alcove. It was concluded in both these previous evaluations
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that because of the low concentrations and limited quantities used, these tracers are expected
to have only negligible effects on the geochemistry near potential waste emplacement sites, or
along potential gaseous and aqueous radionuclide pathways.
11.3.2 Committed Organics in the Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1
A previous analysis (Ref 14.50) was performed to evaluate a large mass of potentially
committed wood blocking for use in ground support in the Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1.
That evaluation placed limits for negligible impacts to waste isolation both for potential waste
emplacement in the expansion area boundary (top of the TSw2) and for waste emplacement
solely in the potential repository footprint. The negligible impact level for dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) was defined as local perturbations of 0.1 ppm (Ref 14.50). In that evaluation
it was assumed that
1.
2.
3.
4.

the retained organic material represents a point source at the end of the Starter
Tunnel,
the dissolution of the organic points source is complete and instantaneous,
dispersion of the organic source occurs via saturated flow toward potential
waste emplacement zones, and
no reactions to degrade the concentration of total dissolved organic carbon
occur.

It was concluded in the previous evaluation (Ref 14.50) that: 1) if the total retained organic
materials in the Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1 is less than 420 kg, it is expected that there
should be negligible impact to the geochemistry of ground water within the Potential
Expansion Areas Boundary (i.e., perturbations to fluid compositions should be less than 0.1
ppm DOC); and 2) if the total retained organic materials in the Starter Tunnel and Alcove #1
is less than 2500 kg, it is expected that the impact to the geochemistry of ground water within
the Conceptual Repository footprint should be negligible, although there is some potential for
impact to the ground water geochemistry within the Potential Expansion Areas 2, 3, and 6.
Given adherence to the 420 kg limit for total organic retained in the Starter Tunnel and
Alcove #1, the organic substances are not expected to have significant effects on the
geochemistry near potential waste emplacement sites, and along potential gaseous and
aqueous radionuclide pathways. However, for total amounts of organic retained in the Starter
Tunnel and Alcove #1 between 420 kg and 2500 kg, the organic substances are not expected
to have significant effects on the geochemistry near potential waste emplacement sites within
the Conceptual Repository footprint, nor along potential gaseous and aqueous radionuclide
pathways directly below the potential repository, but may affect the geochemistry near
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potential waste emplacement sites within the Potential Expansion Areas 2, 3, and 6, and along
potential gaseous and aqueous radionuclide pathways above or below them.
It should be reiterated here that this analysis does not indicate that an impact to waste
isolation will occur if these limits are exceeded, but only that the potential for impacts to
waste isolation exist. However, controls developed from constraints on potential impacts
from this case are expected to minimize impacts from any reasonable flow scenario (this
excludes the worst-case of disequilibrium fracture-flow).
Because the result of this previous evaluation is dependent upon the spatial relation of the
source term to potential waste emplacement areas, it is not possible to generalize it to other
areas of the ESF TS Loop (e.g., the South Ramp is located entirely above potential waste
emplacement zones). Therefore, this previous evaluation is only applicable to the Starter
Tunnel and Alcove #1 portion of the TS Loop. More general constraints on retained organic
and inorganic constituents are discussed in the next section as derived from a previous
evaluation for committed substances in the North Ramp (Ref 14.4).
11.3.3 Committed Organic and Inorganic Substances in the TS Loop
11.3.3.1 Diesel Exhaust
In a previous evaluation of committed components from diesel exhaust (sulfur oxide gases,
nitrogen oxide gases, and diesel particulate matter) in the North Ramp (Ref 14.4), it was
indicated that potential impacts were bounded by an analysis showing that retention of these
materials within the North Ramp for the planned usage of diesel equipment will not impact
potential radionuclide release and transport over a 10,000 year time period, provided that the
local perturbations to the near-field water compositions at the closest waste package were kept
at or below a value of 10% of ambient concentrations of their corresponding dissolved
constituents (SO4 , NO;, and dissolved organic carbon--DOC, respectively). This previous
analysis was based on the estimated distribution of diesel usage throughout the North Ramp
and assumed that relatively insoluble constituents that remain in the gas phase would be
removed via the planned ventilation system. In this previous evaluation, it was concluded
that although carbon monoxide and dioxide may be retained, the natural aqueous and gas
phases have concentrations of carbon dioxide which are high enough that these constituents
would produce negligible perturbation to the natural system. In the Package 2C evaluation
(Ref 14.4), negligible-impact-limit constraints on the exhaust emission rates of the explicitly
evaluated components were derived as
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Aqueous
Constituent

Total Exhaust
Constituents As

DOC
NO3 -

DPM
NO

S04=

SO 2

Limiting emission rates of
Exhaust Constituent
O/hr (Ibs/hr)
24
120
590

(0.053)
(0.26)
(1.30)

Because these constraints were derived for a specific distribution of diesel usage throughout
the North Ramp, these emission rates for diesel exhaust constituents cannot be applied in a
general way to the entire ESF TS Loop. However, general constraints for each of these
constituents for the entire ESF TS Loop can be derived from the more general analysis of
perturbations to these components from all sources that was done in the previous Package 2C
evaluation (Ref 14.4) and discussed in the next section.
11.3.3.2 Other Source Constraints
The same approach used above for diesel exhaust constituents was applied to evaluate the
limits on DOC, NO 3 -, and S0 4 ' from all sources in the North Ramp (Ref 14.4), where it was
indicated that potential impacts were bounded by an analysis showing that retention of these
materials within the North Ramp from all sources will not impact potential radionuclide
release and transport over a 10,000 year time period, provided that the local perturbations to
the near-field water compositions at the closest waste package were kept at or below a value
of 10% of ambient concentrations of these dissolved constituents. Because other materials
may be used in different distributions (i.e., not necessarily in the proportions assumed for
diesel emissions in the Package 2C evaluation), along the North Ramp (and throughout the TS
Loop), this additional previous analysis assumed that the major impact for peak concentration
perturbation at any point is due to the source density associated with the closest portion of the
tunnel. Based on this analysis the previous evaluation provided general constraints for the
total source constraints on DOC, N0 3 , and S0 4= in each of the 4 North Ramp segments as:
North Ramp Recommended limits, (glm) (Ref 14.4)
Segment
1
2
3
4

DOC
95.
28.
13.
10.

NO;- 504
950. 3500.
280. 1100.
480.
130.
96.
350.
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These limits are spatially dependent, however the limits provided for Segment 4 constrain
impacts in a portion of the North Ramp for which potential waste emplacement zones are at
the minimum 37 m (121 ft) offset from the tunnel. Therefore these Segment 4 limits are also
appropriate and applicable directly to the Main Drift and lower portion of the South Ramp
(throughout the bend) in addition to that Segment of the North Ramp. Because they are the
bounding values, it is recommended conservatively that these North Ramp Segment 4 limits
also be applied throughout the South Ramp which is expected to have much less input to
source terms of these constituents because of much lower integrated planned diesel usage
within that portion of the TS Loop. Therefore, the recommended limits for negligible impacts
on committed quantities for these constituents in the Main Drift and South Ramp are:
Main Drift and South Ramp Recommended limits. (/m)

DOC NO,. SO;
10.
96.
350.
11.3.3.3 Fire-Suppression Materials
The specific material designed for use as the primary fire-suppressant material is the dry
chemical trade named Ansul Foray, which represents a potential source of aqueous N0 3 ,
SO;, and H 2 PO;, was specifically analyzed in the previous Package 2C evaluation (Ref 14.4).
In this previous evaluation, it was indicated that potential impacts were bounded by an
analysis showing that retention of fire-suppression materials within the North Ramp will not
impact potential radionuclide release and transport over a 10,000 year time period in any case
for H 2 P0 4 , and also for NO, and SO: provided that reasonable clean-up of the material can
be achieved following a fire which necessitated the simultaneous discharge of the two
automated systems protecting the hydraulic oil tank and the lubrication system on the TBM.
In the previous analysis (Ref 14.4), it was estimated that the 90 % of the dry chemical can be
removed by simple vacuuniing and that half of the remainder of the material will be adhered
to equipment and could be removed in the cleanup of that equipment. Therefore, it was noted
that if water is used in conjunction with the dry-chemical, clean-up may be much reduced as
the water could wash the dry chemical into fractures, and most of the material would
therefore become potentially committed to the environment. It was recommended, therefore,
that water be used in conjunction with this fire-suppression material only if necessary for
safety.
Because the previous evaluation of the fire-suppression material analyzed its impacts
throughout the North Ramp based on the minimum 37 m (121 ft) offset to the closest
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potential waste package and the bounding fire scenario is a TBM fire, the previous
recommendations for negligible impact from this material in the North Ramp can be applied
throughout the ESF TS Loop.
If the committed fluids and materials evaluated above are constrained according to the
recommendations given in this section, they are expected to have only negligible effects on
the geochemistry near potential waste emplacement sites, or along potential gaseous and
aqueous radionuclide pathways. Therefore, the use of committed fluids and materials, subject
to these constraints, for construction and operations conducted throughout the entire ESF TS
Loop, are expected to have negligible impact to waste isolation capabilities of the site due to
construction and operations conducted throughout the entire ESF TS Loop.
11.4

THERMAL/MECHANICAL EVALUATIONS

The previous evaluation of potential impacts to waste isolation caused by thermal-mechanical
perturbations resulting from retained TFM and from excavation methods in the North Ramp
(Ref 14.4) indicated that:
1) the potential effects of committed substances on thermal/mechanical characteristics
of natural barriers or engineered items in the North Ramp tunnel are expected to be
negligible if the substances do not interfere with the emplacement and performance of
North Ramp tunnel seals (at the time when sealing plans for the tunnel are prepared,
further analysis of potential impacts to waste isolation should be performed);
2) there is a negligible impact on the overall waste isolation capability of the entire
potential repository due to the generation of preferential aqueous pathways through the
mechanically disturbed zone;
3) movement of underground fluids along the sealed ramp (and its surrounding
mechanically disturbed zone) should have a negligible impact on the waste isolation
capability of the potential repository;
4) to minimize the potential impact of the mechanically disturbed zone induced by the
excavation, the tunnel boring machine method, which results in a smaller disturbed
zone compared to the drill-and-blast method, is recommended for the primary
excavation method for ESF construction; and
5) regardless of the excavation method used for North Ramp, no potential impacts to
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waste isolation resulting from the lack of a specified stand-off distance for boreholes
were identified, because boreholes will be sealed above and below the potential
repository horizon.
Because sealing issues are identical for the North Ramp and the South Ramp and the previous
evaluation analyzed the potential impacts from excavation methods in a general and spatially
independent manner, the recommendations for negligible impact limits from the Package 2C
evaluation summarized above can be applied directly to the entire ESF TS Loop. If these
recommendations are followed, then it is expected that there will be negligible impact to
waste isolation capabilities of the site due to construction and operations conducted
throughout the entire ESF TS Loop.
12.0

IMPACT TO OTHER Q-LIST ITEMS

Any potential impacts to other Q-List items (e.g., ground support, underground openings, etc.)
are bounded by limiting potential adverse impacts to site characterization testing (Section 10)
and/or limiting potential impact to the waste isolation capabilities to the site (Section 11) such
that additional requirements are not necessary.
13.0

ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTROLS

13.1

DISCUSSION/BASIS FOR CONTROLS

13.1.1 10CFR60.72 Records
Construction records shall be maintained to preserve the future usability of the site. These
records shall include as a minimum: documentation of work methods, anomalous conditions
encountered, locations and descriptions of structural support systems (Requirement 1) and
TFMs lost or emplaced (Requirement 10).
13.1.2 Starter Tunnel Slope
The first 10 meters (33 ft) of the Starter Tunnel floor is designed to provide a downgrade
slope of 2.0% or greater (i.e., minimum of 2% within standard engineering tolerances; there is
no maximum slope requirement) towards the North Portal Pad. This feature is provided,
along with other surface design features, to prevent surface stormwater runoff from flowing
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into the Starter Tunnel. The slope of the Starter Tunnel floor is sufficient to ensure that the
PMF will not result in water flowing down towards the repository horizon. Though there is
no credible mechanism for altering the slope of the tunnel floor, failure through inadequate
controls to properly establish the prescribed slope is a credible failure that is conservatively
assumed to result in changes to the repository's hydrological characteristics. An as-built
verification of the slope will be required to provide adequate assurance of this design
requirement (Requirement 18). Use of conventional quality materials is judged to be
sufficient to provide this function.
13.1.3 Stormwater Intrusion into the Tunnel
There is the potential for the ventilation system discharge/intake evase to act as a pathway for
Stormwater intrusion into the tunnel. Since there is little potential of significant introduction
of rainfall (total introduction = rainfall total x duct cross section area) or stormwater intrusion,
it is judged QA requirements are not necessary.
13.1.4 Tracer
Section 10 indicates that release of untagged water into the tunnel represents a potential test
interference item. The delivery of properly traced water is the significant consideration to
provide assurance of the ability to differentiate such water from naturally occurring sources.
The only approved tracer for water is lithium bromide. As a measure applied to support
appropriate interpretation of potential site characterization results, this requirement is
conservatively judged to be QA requirement. It is judged that conventional quality equipment
is appropriate for use in the tracer injection system, provided that surveillance, as accepted by
the A/E, is performed on the system's ability to deliver water traced at the proper tracer
concentration. For the interim system, a QA procedure to verify tracer concentration in the
tank prior to water transport into the tunnel or connection to a water supply system, and
periodically thereafter, will fulfill this requirement. Alarms on the tracer delivery system and
fluid reservoirs will provide additional assurance that any failure of the system to provide
appropriately tagged water can be mitigated. Alarm response procedures (for spill mitigation)
and routine surveillance of these alarm systems will also provide reasonable assurance of their
appropriate use and operability. In the absence of alarm systems, continuous monitoring of
the system by a qualified operator using approved procedures will provide this additional
assurance. Operation, surveillance, testing, and maintenance of the water tracer injection
system are conservatively determined to be QA requirements, since these activities provide
reasonable assurance of the commercial-grade system's ability to deliver properly traced water
into the tunnel and test alcove. Testing includes routine sampling of the traced water to
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ensure proper tracer concentration (Requirement 3).
Alarm systems on the water tracer delivery system and water and tracer reservoir levels
provide additional assurance that any failure of the system will not result in release of
untraced water into the tunnel or test alcove (in order to minimize the potential for unknown
test interferences). Alarm response procedures for water tracer delivery systems are
conservatively determined to be QA requirements. Operating procedures for a continuouslymanned system since they provide this assurance in the absence of alarmed automatic systems
(Requirement 3).
The delivery of properly traced water is required to provide assurance of the ability to
differentiate such water from naturally occurring sources. The concentration of the lithium
bromide tracer shall be verified to be 20 ppm + 10 ppm (Requirement 3). Tracer is not
required in water outside the Topopah Spring Loop used in mixing concrete, grout, and
shotcrete (Ref 14.18).
13.1.5 Starter Tunnel Water
It is conservatively judged that water use in the Starter Tunnel and the test alcove shall be
minimized for excavation subsequent to this evaluation. The use of construction water (for
blast hole drilling, washing for mapping, and miscellaneous purposes not including shotcrete
mixing, or grouting) shall be limited to the extent practical. For Starter Tunnel excavation
and operation, construction water used shall be limited to 7.4 m3 per meter of excavation (600
gal per foot of excavation), not including water used for mixing shotcrete, grout, or concrete
(Requirement 7).
13.1.6 TBM Excavation of Topopah Spring Loop
Conventional commercial TBM excavation techniques in the Topopah Spring Loop Ramp are
not expected to compromise the ability to provide either adequate ground support systems or
the roadbed for a potential waste transport roadway. The minimum QA-2 criteria established
for Main Access Openings (CI: BABEADOOO, Ref. 14.14) sufficiently bounds DIE concerns
with respect to the TBM excavation of the Topopah Spring Loop such that additional QA
requirements are not necessary.
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13.1.7 Drill-and-Blast for Support Areas
Conventional drill-and-blast excavation techniques in the alcoves, refuge chambers and sump
excavations will also be controlled and are not expected to compromise the ability to provide
adequate ground support systems. To provide evidence of the appropriate application of
controlled techniques, work must be performed by trained personnel in accordance with
approved A/E specifications with selected witnessing. Constructor blast plans are approved
by the A/E as prescribed by A/E specifications. Inspections are documented for compliance
with the A/E specifications. Provisions also include training and qualification documentation,
receipt verification of materials, and processing of construction records and changes. These
provisions are judged sufficient for these purposes. Training records, procedures, and
inspection records associated with drill and blast operations must be retained as QA records.
As a minimum the time, location, type of explosive and size (i.e., pounds explosive per delay)
of each blast shall be reported. As long as conventional techniques are employed, consistent
with these controls, this activity is not expected to significantly impact radiological safety.
To provide assurance that appropriate practices have been employed and are in conformance
with IOCFR60.72, use and retention of drill-and-blast records and procedures (including blast
plans) as quality records will be required (Requirements 4, 5).
13.1.9 Excavation Methods and Ground Support
Controlled drill-and-blast, TBM excavation or other mechanical excavation methods are not
expected to significantly impact the integrity of existing ground support in the Topopah
Spring Loop or its associated alcoves and refuge chambers. It is recognized that prior to
completion of formal thermal and seismic analyses, and the Performance Assessment
evaluation of the hydrologic effects of these analyses, the impact of these excavations cannot
be quantified. The Total System Performance Assessment (TSPA) will assess the possible
impacts of thermal and seismic effects. As a result of the above pending analyses and the
TSPA, it may be necessary to revise the design of a potential repository.
13.1.10 Linings, Roadway, Seals Impact
Neither seal, lining, nor roadway repository design criteria have been established. No
evaluation of the likelihood of disturbing a potential seal mount, lining surface, or roadway
can be made at this time. It is judged, however, that commercial-grade equipment and
standard design and construction practices, including the controlled use of the TBM for
excavation (Ref 14.14) and QA control requirements on installation of ESF-function linings
(Ref 14.13), provide sufficient assurance against such an event (i.e., significant disturbance),
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and that future design criteria will need to consider as-found conditions. The use of
commercial grade ground support for stabilization, as controlled by considerations needed to
limit potential impacts to radiological safety, is judged sufficient to limit impacts to the
potential repository to the extent practical.
13.1.11 Rockbolts & Preferential Pathways
The potential creation of preferential pathways by use of rockbolts is not considered
significant. The length and diameter of the hole required for bolt placement are insignificant
relative to the size of the tunnel excavation itself. The majority of the bolts are placed in
such a way that any preferential path would drain into the tunnel (or alcove), and the bolt
itself, along with accompanying materials, act to significantly block the hole that is created.
It is judged, therefore, that rockbolt placement has no significant impact to waste isolation.
13.1.12 Damage to Rock from Excavation
Damage to the rock from TBM operation or mechanical excavation is not expected to be
significant enough to create preferential pathways during Topopah Spring Loop construction.
Section 11.4 indicates that controlled blasting techniques utilized in standard excavation are
unlikely to result in significant geomechanical damage for greater than a few meters, and not
far enough to result in significant waste isolation impacts. Section 11.4 further states that
TBM excavation is expected to result in even less damage. The comparison of excavation
techniques is not intended to bound the hydrologic impact of underground excavation. The
comparison of relative impacts of different excavation techniques indicates that TBM
excavation is expected to provide relatively low impact to the site and provides confidence
that such techniques, as controlled per the discussion above, are consistent with limiting
adverse impacts to the potential repository to the extent practical.
13.1.13 Boreholes and Standoff Distances
Sections 10 and 11 indicate that in consideration of existing and planned boreholes, no
minimum standoff distance applies to the Topopah Spring Loop. Any standoff for future
boreholes or associated excavations will be defined by DIEs prepared for those activities.
13.1.14 Pneumatic Pathways
As a conservative measure to ensure that adequate controls are in place to preclude the loss of
the pneumatic pathways data (see Section 10.8), it was judged that QA control on TBM
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advance beyond the Tiva Canyon welded/Paintbrush Tuff non-welded geologic contact (at
approximately station 09+00m) was required. Therefore, a QA requirement was necessary to
prevent the TBM from excavating beyond the identified geologic contact until after collection
of sufficient pneumatic data from monitored boreholes (as approved by the manager of
Scientific Investigations), or until an alternate testing program is developed that meets site
characterization pneumatic test requirements (as approved by the manager of Scientific
Investigations). This requirement has since been satisfied and is no longer necessary.
13.1.15 Geologic Mapping
Additional test interference in the ESF Topopah Spring Loop and associated alcoves can
occur if obscuring ground support is installed prior to the completion of geologic mapping
since the mapping is a photographic and observational activity. As such, the installation of
supports which can obscure geologic information should be performed after geologic mapping
is complete. In the current design, the immediate installation of ground support which
significantly obscures geologic information prior to the passage of the mapping gantry in the
existing ground support design will only occur when personnel safety is of concern. Since
changes to ground support procedures and materials require A/E review and approval (Ref
14.13), it is judged that no specific QA controls on geologic mapping are required.
13.1.16 Timing of Test Support Area Construction
The timing of the construction of the test alcoves is important to site characterization
activities since the test alcoves are located at or near faults or key geologic contacts. The
instrumentation planned for the test alcoves will collect data that may be irretrievable if
alcove construction were delayed until the entire ESF was constructed. Also, the
instrumentation is required to collect information significant for site suitability determination
in 1998. In order to assure the test alcoves are excavated in a timely manner after the TBM
and trailing gear have safely passed the test alcove location, the field determined location and
timing of test alcove construction shall be subject to ESF TCO approval. This requirement is
conservatively imposed as a QA control to limit potential impact on site characterization
activities (Requirement 17). TBM excavation and alcove construction may occur concurrently
if the ESF TCO and the CMO ascertain that continued alcove construction will not endanger
the TBM trailing gear and support systems, and that adequate access can be provided to the
test alcove to enable test preparations and testing to continue.
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13.1.17 Water Controls
As discussed in Section 11.1 and reference 14.4, it is recommended that accidental spills of
water are to be minimized to the extent practical, and that any spills that do occur be cleaned
up as soon as practical to prevent loss to the environment (Requirement 7). It is also
recommended that water lost not exceed 7.4 mr per linear meter (600 gal per linear foot) of
tunnel excavated. Verification that this limit has not been exceeded shall be performed a
minimum of once per shift. For constant ground conditions (which is a reasonable basis for a
given shift), water lost at the front the TBM and water used in the installation of ground
support should be relatively uniform over the tunnel excavation for that shift, which is
consistent with discussions in section 11. This limit does not include water used for
cementitious materials, such as shotcrete or grout, above the lower limit of the PTn
(Paintbrush Tuff nonwelded) member. It does, however, include water used for such purposes
beyond this point (i.e., beyond PTn-TSwI contact) due to the possibility of thermal dryout
resulting from repository heating, causing substantial movement of the cementitious water to
the surrounding rock. The limit for water used in excavations off the Topopah Spring Loop
(alcoves, etc.) is to be proportionate to the width of the excavation; i.e., width of excavation
divided by tunnel diameter (7.62 m) times the tunnel water limit (7.4 m3 per meter of
excavation) (Requirement 7). The A/E has identified the potential capability to remove
water from the Swellex type rock bolts with a Swellex water recovery system. The use of the
Swellex water recovery system was required in Revision 02 of this DIE. Further evaluation
has concluded, however, that the amount of water either remaining in the Swellex bolts or
recovered by such a system is not significant compared to the overall water loss limits, such
that the specific use of the Swellex water recovery system does not warrant QA control.
Because the water used for the Swellex type rockbolts is reported as construction water lost,
any water recovered using a water recovery system can be used to meet the water limits in
the Topopah Springs Loop.
13.1.18 Water TFM Report
Most of the water used for dust control during TBM excavation or mechanical excavation and
for drilling blast holes for drill-and-blast excavation is expected to be removed in the muck,
but water used for geologic mapping (as well as that used in mixing cementitious materials
beyond the PTn unit) is assumed to be lost to the environment. Any water not removed shall
be reported as a consumed quantity per the TFM Management Procedure (Requirement 7).
QA controls applied per the discussion above are judged sufficient to limit impacts to waste
isolation to the extent practical.
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13.1.19 Testing Compressed Air
Section 10.0 indicates that compressed air used for testing needs to be free of condensate.
This input also discusses the fact that drying, filtering and tracing will be done with portable
units local to such tests. Testing activities are not evaluated in this DIE, and no QA controls
are required in this regard.
13.1.20 Water Balance
The ESFDR requires the maintenance of a water balance (ESFDR 3.2.2.4 S 6). Although no
specific impacts are identified, total water lost is a potentially important TFM input to
understanding the site's performance. The requirement to maintain a balance is therefore
conservatively judged to be a QA requirement in order to provide an accurate estimate in the
event of water loss (Requirement 7). The accuracy required to provide an appropriate
estimate, however, is sufficiently broad such that monitoring water into and out of the tunnel
and reporting such quantities in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure is
considered adequate to provide data to fulfill this requirement. Because dust suppression
water applied on the conveyor is assumed to be removed (i.e., not included as part of "lost"
water), the water balance must account for water used on the conveyor versus that used for
other purposes. Controls applied on minimizing and mitigating spills, including spills of
muck and/or water, are judged adequate to limit the potential for leakage from the conveyor
to significantly impact the accuracy of the TFM reporting. Conventional quality instruments
can be used to obtain the flow values. Reporting the above values (especially total water not
removed from the tunnel) in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure is also
sufficient (Requirement 7). Data that are anticipated to be made available as a result of
planned in situ moisture and ventilation tests are judged to be sufficient for providing any
additional data to TSPA for modification of total water use or validation of impact
assumptions as necessary.
13.1.21 Ponding of Water
Significant ponding will lead to further limitation of the amount of water available for use,
and should therefore be prevented. Any ponded water will be removed to the extent practical
with standard pumping equipment, and any water not removed will be reported as a consumed
quantity per the TFM Management Plan. Contractor spill control procedures must reflect a
requirement to limit unrecovered spills, and any record generated as a result of the use of a
spill control procedure, as well as the procedure itself, must be processed as a QA record
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(Requirement 7). These controls are conservatively imposed as QA controls to limit impacts
to waste isolation.
13.1.22 Organics
Section 11 indicates that if the total retained organic constituents do not exceed specified
limits, it is expected that no more than 10% change in ambient aqueous organics
concentration will occur. Therefore, there should be negligible geochemical impact in the
Topopah Spring Loop to waste isolation. It is recognized that the "negligible-impact"
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) limits given in Section 11 would be impractical if applied as
construction/operation limits. Further, there is no indication that the potential impact from
exceeding these conservative limits through normal, controlled operation is not mitigable.
Following TBM excavation, most spills should be largely mitigated by the concrete inverts
and seals. The following controls are therefore applied to limit potential impacts: the use of
permanently retained organics during construction and operation of the Topopah Spring Loop
(including the Starter Tunnel) and associated excavations shall be avoided when practical
alternative materials and methods exist, leakage of organics from construction/operational
equipment shall be mitigated and repaired as soon as practical, spills of organics in excess of
drips (e.g., ruptured hoses, spills from reservoirs, etc.) shall be removed to the extent, and as
soon as, practical (Requirement 8).
13.1.23 Invert Spills
Liquid spills on the invert segments that are absorbed by the invert segment need not be
removed. If the spilled material is not likely to penetrate to the tunnel floor or past the invert
segment seals, further inspection is unnecessary. It is judged that since the likely source of
spills is from equipment and operations in areas without invert segments or on top of invert
segments, visual inspection from the top of the invert segment will provide sufficient
indication of leakage past the seals such that cleanup/mitigation controls discussed above can
be applied. As discussed in Section 10, accumulation of fluids under the invert segment can
be adequately controlled to limit test interference impacts by the fact that the invert segments
may be removed or inspection ports drilled after a spill if necessary to facilitate further
inspection and/or cleanup. Note that invert segment seals are a practical mechanism for
limiting impacts of large spills. No specific credit is taken for these seals in mitigating a
particular event. Therefore, routine surveillance or maintenance when impractical is not
necessary; normal visual indications of failure and subsequent repair are judged sufficient to
limit impacts to the extent practical. In order to limit adverse effects on the long-term
potential repository to the extent practical, as required by IOCFR60.15(c)(1), the amount of
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organic material which is to be permanently retained in these excavations shall be minimized.
Any organics which are spilled (subject to the criteria above) or which are permanently
retained in Topopah Spring Loop excavations shall be reported in accordance with the TFM
Management Procedure (Requirement 10). Any possible effects on waste isolation of the total
amount of organics retained in the Topopah Spring Loop and associated excavations will be
evaluated following construction per TSPA. The above controls are determined to be
sufficient to limit impacts to waste isolation.
13.1.24 Perched Water & Inverts
As discussed above, invert segment removal, or the drilling of inspection ports as necessary,
are acceptable mechanisms for limiting potential test interference impacts from accumulation
of fluids under the inverts. In accordance with Section 10 and ESFDR requirement B.2.9.3.D,
encountering perched water, as indicated by flowing water from excavated surfaces, requires
ESF TCO notification in order to give the ESF TCO or PI the opportunity to determine if
such measures are necessary (Requirement 13). Following tests or collection of water as
mandated by the PIs/ESF TCO, remaining perched water is to be removed in accordance with
above requirements.
13.1.25 Diesel Usage and Waste Isolation
Preliminary analyses indicated that expected diesel usage (based on estimates for 2C
excavation) was not likely to result in emissions which would exceed the negligible-impact
limit discussed in Section 11.3 for dissolved organic carbon, nitrates, and sulfates. This
preliminary conclusion was based on diesel emission rates which subsequent testing and
additional manufacturers' information have proven to be optimistic. McKenzie's analysis
(Ref 14.12) of existing (surplus NTS) diesel equipment indicated that the actual emission
rates may exceed the negligible impact limits. Very conservative assumptions are made on
the amount of exhaust material that is retained in the tunnel. Furthermore, the overall
organics limits discussed in Section 11.3 are those limits below which negligible impact is
expected, not those limits above which an impact is anticipated. Finally, there is no
indication that controlled use of diesel would result in unmitigable impact to the site's ability
to isolate waste. McKenzie's analysis (Ref 14.12) has indicated that (for the equipment
evaluated therein) diesel operation in Segment 1 is well within the range of acceptable results.
However, since it can not be demonstrated by analysis that the diesel operation beyond
Segment 1 will be below the neglible impact waste isolation limits, diesel equipment shall be
subject to periodic testing for diesel particulate matter (DPM), sulphur dioxide, oxides of
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nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. Additionally, diesel equipment shall not be
used beyond Segment 4 without additional A/E evaluation (Requirement 9).
13.1.26 Diesel Usage and Test Interference
Section 10 also identifies potential test interference impact on in situ gas testing activities due
to the carbon content of diesel exhaust in the potential repository emplacement areas. As a
result, the diesel testing discussed above is also required to evaluate carbon gaseous
discharges prior to use in the potential repository emplacement areas.
13.1.27 Diesel Requirement
As a conservative measure to limit the potential for waste isolation and test interference
impact, the following requirements are indicated: any use of diesel equipment shall be subject
to periodic testing as described above. Further evaluation is required prior to the use of
diesel equipment beyond approximately Station 28+20m. It is not expected that the sulfate
exhaust constituents will be significant. However, to ensure that the sulfate limits are not
exceeded, low sulfur (5 0.5 %) diesel fuel shall be used (Requirement 9). These requirements
provide for QA control of standard practices and are judged to be adequate to limit the
potential for adverse impact to the extent practical. Obviously, use of non-diesel (i.e., battery
or electric) locomotives would provide the least potential for impact.
In general, diesel exhaust is to be rminimized to the extent practical. Controls which may
ensure that these limits are met may include limitations on diesel idle time in the tunnel,
regularly scheduled maintenance, and periodic sampling and testing of diesel exhaust. Diesel
use records shall include as a minimum the type of engine or equipment, the volume of fuel
used, and the number of hours the equipment was operated (Requirement 9).
13.1.28 TFM Control
As a conservative measure, it has been determined that the recording of consumed quantities
of tracers, fluids, and materials (TFMs) as QA records shall be implemented, since these
reports provide additional bases for Total System Performnance Assessment (TSPA) and allow
verification of consumed quantities. As a result, any TFM not removed from the Topopah
Spring Loop or associated alcoves and refuge chambers, including water, hydraulic fluid, fuel,
wood, etc. must be reported in accordance with the TFM Management Plan. These reports
must be controlled as QA records (Requirement 10). This control is conservatively imposed
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as a QA requirement to limit potential impacts to waste isolation and site characterization
activities.
13.1.29 TBM Requirement
Review of Reference 14.10 indicates that five fluids are to be used to operate the TBM:
hydraulic oil (in onboard reservoirs), lubrication oil-also in onboard reservoirs (used to
lubricate the main bearing, bull gear and speed reducers), seal grease, lubrication grease (at
wear points on the TBM), and water (sufficient for dust control at the conveyor dump points
and at the face, a small amount for bearing purge, and recirculated cooling water (also in
onboard reservoirs) to cool the main drive motors and hydraulic oil and an onboard reservoir).
The TBM fluid systems are closed systems, with the exception of the water spray and seal
purge discharges which are expected to be carried out with the excavated muck. Reference
14.10 also indicates that numerous leak mitigation features will be incorporated into the TBM
design such as hydraulic manifold blocks, a contained hydraulic power unit with a full drip
pan, wire braided hoses, single-piece barrels for the gripper cylinders, positioning of the
power pack and actuators so as to eliminate the exposure of hose runs to rock fall, provision
of isolating shut off valves and secondary drip pans at standard maintenance points, use of an
inner seal main bearing labyrinth with water as the outer seal purge fluid, etc.
Reference 14.10 also discusses operating and maintenance practices which can further limit
and/or mitigate fluid spills including:
*

use of a maintenance procedure which requires that a circuit be tested for
residual pressure prior to servicing, to prevent oil loss due to inadvertent depressurization of a circuit when a component is removed,

*

use of proper maintenance procedures to contain oil loss due to removal of
hydraulic lines or components,

*

the use of spill response kits for larger oil spills,

*

maintenance/change-out and testing of components on the surface (i.e., in a
cleaner environment) where practical (e.g., use of spare grease pump, and a self
contained hydraulic test stand when replacing a pressure controlling valve to
set valve actuation pressure),
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*

periodic sampling of hydraulic and lube oils for contaminants as part of
preventative maintenance,

*

use of replacement hydraulic and lube oil hoses compatible with the TBM,

*

use of cutter maintenance procedures which detail proper seal installation and
testing procedures to minimize seal failures,

*

periodic maintenance based on manufacturers' recommended
maintenance/surveillance frequencies, including, for example cutter inspection,
leak inspection, oil sampling, lubrication point inspection, belt tensioning, belt
inspection, scrubber cleaning, parts replacement, belt replacement, etc,

*

and use of check sheets for routine inspections or maintenance.

The types of design features and practices discussed above are conventional quality features
which are judged adequate to limit potential impacts associated with spills from TBM
operations. Consistent with previous discussions concerning QA control of conventional
practices, TBM maintenance practices are to be controlled in QA procedures in the interest of
limiting potential waste isolation and test interference impacts. In particular, QA controls will
apply specifically to the conduct of maintenance to ensure that conventional practices which
contribute to minimizing/mitigating spills are applied (examples are given above). Spills are
to be minimized to the extent practical by controlling these practices in accordance with QA
procedures which are to address, as a minimum, the items in list of the practices above. In
addition, other practices or procedures which the A/E or constructor believes to be significant
in minirnizing/mitigating spills should be considered for application of similar controls. The
practices/procedures discussed above do not require application of special or extraordinary
processes. They are controlled in accordance with a QA program to ensure that conventional
maintenance/mitigation takes place. Temporary loss of mitigating features, for instance,
would likely lead to actions under other QA cleanup/reporting requirements. In summary, as
long as the maintenance of the TBM is in accordance with AlE accepted QA procedures, no
test interference or waste isolation impact is anticipated (Requirement 2). The TBM
excavation data (as discussed in Reference 14.14) and any other records generated as a result
of the above controls are QA records (Requirement 1). Normal operating practices such as
exchange of information on anomalous indications or problems during shift turnover,
information on TBM progress, response to alarms, etc. do not require additional QA control,
except where this information requires recording as a QA record under IOCFR60.72, or as a
result of QA maintenance/operation procedure.
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13.1.30 Rolling Stock
The areas of concern with rolling stock (exclusive of locomotives) are the potential for
incidental spills (both of fluids included in the rolling stock and of fluids being transported to
the surface) and accidental explosions (from explosives being transported). The rolling stock
constructor and/or supplier is required to incorporate in the design and manufacture of rolling
stock cars all reasonable methods for preventing and mitigating the leakage and spillage of
fluids. In addition, the rolling stock constructor and/or supplier is required to describe a
program addressing design features, maintenance, operation and administrative programs for
preventing and mitigating leaks and spills. The following features are incorporated into all
rail cars: sealed wheel bearings to prevent hydrocarbon releases, fail safe airbrakes, and tiedowns and/or guards to prevent supplies and equipment from shifting during transit. Rail
grippers are provided on both the scissor lift ventilation car and the scissor lift platform car
for stability during lifting operations. A spill board encloses the deck of the maintenance/lube
car to contain any spilled fluids, and drain plugs will be welded on each end for draining any
spilled fluids. The maintenance/lube car utilizes rings welded onto the deck for transporting
the two grease barrels. Tanks on this car (described above) will be fitted with quick
disconnect couplers and caps, sight glasses and ball type shutoff valves for connections (to
prevent overflow). Included in the rolling stock is a tank containing water to be used for
storage for subsurface operations. This tank is secured on a standard flat car. The
constructor will ensure the operational readiness (with respect to leak prevention/mitigation)
of rolling stock before using it in the ESF tunnel. This control applies to ensuring adequate
procedures for leak mitigation and maintenance are in place. Along with spill controls
discussed above, this requirement is sufficient to limit impacts to waste isolation
(Requirement 15).
13.1.31 Underground Storage Vessels
It is conservatively judged that additional storage vessels (i.e., beyond the size of on-board
vehicle tanks) for fluids must be placed outside the underground opening in order to limit the
potential for underground leakage. This does not include the sump storage tanks, or on-board
tanks, such as those on the rolling stock, TBM, or on the TBM trailing gear (Requirement
11).
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13.1.32 Subsurface Conveyor Operation
Conveyor operation introduces a potential for the release of contaminants that may adversely
impact site characterization data, or the capability of the site to isolate waste. Operating
fluids of concern are lubricating oils, hydraulic fluid, grease, and dust suppression water. The
design of the subsurface conveyor incorporates several features which will limit spills to the
extent practical: full wind covers to enclose loaded belts on the surface portion of the
conveyor, utilization of labyrinth seals on pulley and idler bearings to limit grease from
leaking out, emergency stop switches operated by pull cords located along the full length of
the conveyor, use of fully enclosed chutes with a dust suppression water spray system at all
transfer points, a solenoid shutoff valve interlock to prevent water usage when the conveyor is
empty or not running, and use of a flow meter on each spray header to indicate the amount of
water being used. These conventional quality features are adequate when combined with spill
containment/mitigation limits described above, to limit waste isolation impacts. In addition,
conformance to conventional conveyor maintenance procedures as well to alarm response
procedures associated with conveyor operation, is controlled under the QA program to further
limit potential impacts to waste isolation (Requirement 15). As per discussions above, no
specific processes are mandated; QA procedures will be used to ensure the conduct of
conveyor maintenance and operations in accordance with conventional practice. Section 10
discusses the need to clean up muck spills to the extent practical to limit exposure of in situ
rock to water or other contaminants. Controls in place to limit/mitigate spills of water,
hydrocarbons, and other materials, are adequate to provide this control.
13.1.33 Fires
The primary means of extinguishing fires during construction will be a dry chemical fire
protection system. As discussed above, organics retained in the Topopah Spring Loop and
associated alcoves and refuge chambers must be limited to prevent effects on a potential
repository. It is judged, however, that chemical releases as a result of fires, or extinguishing
thereof, are insignificant relative to this limit (and therefore do not impact waste isolation)
since dry chemical residue will be removed following discharge. Section 11 indicates that
dry chemical and water should not be combined for fire protection unless if required for
safety reasons. The design of the system provides for water hose stations that will be
installed as a supplemental system.' It is judged that the backup use of water in the amount
required to extinguish a fire is not likely to impact waste isolation, and that any impact as a
result of this event can be adequately evaluated when specific details of the event are
available. Any actuation of dry chemical fire protection systems or the backup use of water
will be evaluated following removal of the powder and/or water to the extent practical. The
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requirements associated with mitigation and reporting of spills are adequate to control this
activity (Requirements 7, 8).
13.1.34 Inadvertent Explosions
Inadvertent explosions could occur in the Topopah Spring Loop, associated alcoves, and
refuge chambers during construction and transport of explosives for excavation in the ESF.
The explosives box is a properly constructed explosives transportation container for
subsurface use. It will be properly grounded and labeled, lined with non-sparking material,
and covered. The box will have two, separated compartments; one for explosives, and one
for detonators. The car transporting the explosives is to be posted with proper warning signs
during transportation, and appropriate multipurpose (ABC) fire extinguisher(s) will be
mounted on the car. The potential for accidental detonation is considered remote enough not
to warrant the need for QA controls since the utmost care will be exercised during the course
of ensuring personnel safety. In the event that a significant uncontrolled explosion does
occur, an evaluation of potential impacts to the surrounding rock mass will have to be made
at that time based on as found conditions.
13.1.35 Underground Storage of TFMs
Section 10 recommends that the storage underground of TFMs which have decomposition
and/or combustion products potentially adverse to site characterization be minimized. As
discussed above, conventional practices including compliance with normal industrial hygiene
requirements and personnel safety will be used in the construction of the Topopah Spring
Loop. Leak and spill mitigation programs are also required as a result of this DIE, and
tracers, fluids and materials are controlled per the TFM management plan. Because of these
requirements and practices, the intent of minimizing storage underground is met since any use
or uncontrolled releases of these fluids would be reported via the TFM management program
and evaluated appropriately. Therefore, no additional QA controls are required.
13.1.36 Traced Water & Perched Water
Section 10 recommends that grout used in the vicinity of perched water testing be required to
contain a tracer. Since the only available supply of nonpotable water in the Topopah Spring
Loop is traced water (see discussion above) and grout is mixed at or near the use location, it
is judged that no additional QA controls are required.
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13.1.37 Rock Drills
Rock drill hydraulic system features include a system design pressure which is two times the
maximum hydraulic system operating pressure, hydraulic fittings and hoses with operating
pressure of twice the hydraulic system operating pressure, and full-flow filtering of pressure
lines between components and in return lines. All filters are located to provide for ease of
servicing. Subsequent to purchase, the supplier will submit to the constructor a description of
a program addressing design features, maintenance, operation, and administrative programs
for preventing and mitigating leaks and spills. These conventional features are adequate to
limit potential impacts. Maintenance of this and similar conventional quality equipment in
accordance with QA procedures will further limit potential impacts to waste isolation
(Requirement 15). Pneumatic drills may be necessary, where access with TBM-mounted
electro-hydraulic drills is restricted, to install ground support for personnel safety. The use of
pneumatic drills is bounded by the controls discussed above limiting organics and the TFM
reporting of fluids lost or consumed such that additional QA controls are not required.
13.1.38 Drinking Water
Drinking water within the tunnel, alcoves and refuge chambers is expected to be provided in
small (on the order of a few gallons) temporary coolers or canteens. For health reasons,
drinking water will not be traced. Because of the conservatism associated with hydrological
impact evaluations and conclusions, and because of the small quantities involved, incidental
spills of drinking water are not considered to require additional QA controls to limit impacts
to waste isolation.
13.1.39 Compressed Air
ESFDR 3.2.5.2.6D indicates that compressed air used underground during construction and
operation shall not be provided with chemical tracer unless requested by the ESF Test
Coordinator. As discussed in Section 10, however, the ESF TCO has requested that traced
compressed air used in the collection of core and in the conduct of experiments and testing
for site characterization. Since the scope of this DIE does not encompass testing, the request
for tracer should be addressed in the preparation of the individual test and job planning
packages.
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13.1.40 Chlorides
The use of chloride is to be limited to avoid potential test interference impact (see Section 10)
as follows: only non-chloride based ground enhancing material (GEM) is to be used, and use
of chloride-based concrete and grout accelerators is be limited to the extent practical. ESF
TCO concurrence prior to such use is judged sufficient to provide this control. The amount
used shall be recorded in accordance with other TFM reporting requirements (Requirement
14). This control is conservatively applied as a QA requirement to limit test interference
impacts.
13.1.41 Construction Water & Sampling
Section 10 recommends that no water or tracers, except for the traced water used in
construction and in the air-mist used to clean the tunnel walls, are to be used in the vicinity
of sampling locations. Since all nonpotable water piped or transported underground is
required to be traced (Requirement 3) with the only approved tracer (lithium bromide), no
additional QA controls are required.
13.1.42 Cement Grouting
Section 10 indicates that cementitious grouting pressures and quantities are to be limited to
the extent practical for rockbolt installation in order to limit impacts to the ability to properly
characterize the site. The grout material to be used in the Topopah Spring Loop is
thixotropic in nature and the design specifications associated with this material calls for it to
be controlled (in accordance with other QA requirements discussed in this DIE) to provide for
viscous flow with minimal potential for migration. The material is to be applied using
relatively low discharge pressure (i.e., only pressure required to establish viscous flow).
Changes to ground support procedures and materials require AlE review and approval (Ref
14.13), including consideration of the above criteria. It is therefore judged that no specific
QA controls on pressure/quantity is necessary.
Cement grouted rockbolts are not to be used in test support areas, except as approved by the
ESF TCO. It is conservatively judged that this requirement shall be implemented as a QA
control in order to avoid altering gas sample and air permeability data (Requirement 6).
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13.1.43 Shotcrete
The constructor must coordinate with the ESF TCO prior to application of shotcrete in the
test alcoves and in the Topopah Spring Loop, to assure access for testing (Requirement 12).
As conservative measures applied to limit potential unidentified test interference impacts,
these requirements are imposed as QA controls. As discussed in Section 10, it is
recommended the tape extensometers and MPBX heads installed for convergence testing be
maintained free of shotcrete. Since the constructor must coordinate the application of
shotcrete with the ESF TCO, specific QA controls with respect to tape extensometers or
MPBX heads are not required.
13.1.44 Alternative Excavation
Alternative excavation methods are being evaluated as a contingency in the event extremely
poor ground conditions are encountered. It is judged that the specific conditions encountered
will require evaluation based on as-found conditions. There are potential impacts associated
with certain contingencies, especially the use of chemical grout for stabilization in advance of
the TBM. For instance, certain injected grout materials violate negligible waste isolation
limits by orders of magnitude. An evaluation of the practicality of controls associated with
such contingencies cannot be made in the absence of as-found information and resultant
evaluations of ground support alternatives. Therefore, chemical grout injection can not be
used unless no other practical method can be developed, and in any event, may not be used
until an evaluation (including re-evaluation of potential waste isolation/test interference
impact, which can be part of a specification 01501 3.01X evaluation for a limited area of use)
of the application has been performed (Requirement 16).
13.1.45 Surface Controls
Refer to the applicable surface DIE regarding controls which are applicable to the
construction and operation of surface equipment which is part of the subsurface
power/grounding distribution system, communication system, and surface conveyor system.
13.1.46 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
Electrical equipment, transformers, cabling, etc. installed underground have the potential to
influence test equipment as a result of EMI. It has been agreed by the ESF TCO that during
the development of each test planning package, the organization responsible for the test will
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coordinate with the A/E to survey the specific site where test equipment will be located and
determine if additional electromagnetic protection is required. The constructor may be
required to install EMI shielding or other mitigation as part of the implementation of the test
planning package. Therefore, no additional QA controls are required.
13.1.47 Construction Utilities
Prior to the installation of the A/E designed support systems, temporary construction systems
may be installed to support construction and operations activities. These temporary systems
may include muck handling, electric power, lighting, compressed air, ventilation, water,
wastewater, fire protection, communications, and monitoring systems. For the construction
supplied monitoring system, it is evaluated as part of the system it supports. No additional
QA controls are required. These constructor supplied systems are subject to the same
applicable DIE requirements as the A/E designed systems.

13.2

QA CONTROLS

The following QA requirements have been identified as a result of this evaluation. These
requirements are to be applied in addition to other conventional design practices.
Requirement 1: Construction records that preserve the future usability of the site (i.e.,
documentation of work methods, anomalous conditions encountered, locations and
descriptions of structural support systems) shall be maintained as QA records.
[ESFDR 3.2.1.25.6.B]
Requirement 2: The maintenance of the TBM shall be performed in accordance with
QA procedures. The maintenance procedure shall be accepted by the A/E.
[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.l.(a), 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 3: Nonpotable water transported into the Topopah Spring Loop shall be
traced (except for water used outside the tunnel for mixing concrete, grout, and
shotcrete which is then used in the Topopah Spring Loop).
a.

A QA surveillance procedure is required to verify the lithium bromide
concentration in water delivered by the tracer injection system,
regardless of whether the system is manual or automatic. The
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frequency of surveillance should be accepted by the A/E.
b.

The lithium bromide sample concentration shall be 20 ppm + 10 ppm
(i.e., 10 to 30 ppm).

c.

Surveillance of an automatic tracer injection system's alarm capability
shall be performed at a frequency accepted by the A/E. The routine
surveillance shall check the alarms associated with failure of the tracer
delivery portion of the tracer injection (e.g. failure of a tracer delivery
pump or inadvertent closing of a delivery valve) and low level of either
the water or tracer fluid reservoirs.

d.

Maintenance, operation, and testing of the tracer injection system shall
be controlled by QA procedure.

e.

If the tracer injection system is not automatic or alarmed, the system
will be continuously manned while in operation by an operator qualified
to an operating procedure for that system.

[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.L.(b), 3.2.1.4.B.4, 3.2.1.4.17, 3.2.1.5.A, 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.9.4.Al

3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 4: Controlled drilling-and-blasting of the Topopah Spring Loop
operation and test support areas shall be performed in accordance with the following
minimum QA requirements:
a. qualification of those performing the operations,
b. use of material from a qualified supplier per 27CFR55,
c. receipt inspection and verification of representative samples of materials,
d. performance to required tolerances (post-blast), and
e. A/E approval of blasting plans.
[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B. I(a), 3.2.1 .AA. 1, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1 .M, 3.2.1 .M. 1, 3.2.2.4.D]
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Requirement 5: Work shall be documented in accordance with drill and blast
specifications in the Topopah Spring Loop operation and test support areas. These
records shall document work processes in conformance with IOCFR60.72. Records
associated with documentation of training and qualifications for drill and blast
operations shall be treated as QA records. Receipt verification, blast records and
procedural documentation, including changes to blast plans, shall also to be treated as
QA records. As a minimum, the type of explosive, size (i.e., pounds explosive per
delay), time, and location of the blast shall be reported as a QA record. [ESFDR
3.2.1.4 B.l(a), 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 6: Cement grouting in the test support areas is prohibited without ESF
TCO concurrence.
[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.2, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1,
3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 7: Water use and purposeful or accidental loss of water to the
environment in the Topopah Spring Loop and associated support areas shall be
minimized to the extent practical by imposing the following controls:
a.

Any spilled or ponded water shall be minimized and removed from the
Topopah Spring Loop and associated support areas to the extent
practical with standard pumping equipment.

b.

Any water not removed shall be reported as a consumed quantity per
the TFM Management Procedure.

c.

A water balance shall be maintained and may be used to adjust reports
of water use in accordance with the TFM Management Procedure.
Metering or otherwise monitoring subsurface wastewater out of the
tunnel along with metering water into the tunnel are judged sufficient to
provide data to fulfill this requirement. (Conventional quality
instruments can be used to obtain this data.) Note: It is not the intent of
this requirement to provide information to determine the extent and
amount of drying of the rock surrounding the ramps/drifts.

d.

The amount of construction water lost in the Topopah Spring Loop
excavation (including the Starter Tunnel) shall not exceed 7.4 rn3 per
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linear meter of tunnel excavated (600 gal pedr linear feet of tunnel
excavated). Verification that the water limit has not been exceeded
shall be performed each shift. The water loss limit does not include the
subsurface conveyor muck spray values reported for the water balance
since that water is assumed to be removed with the muck. Any water
recovered that is metered or otherwise measured is also not included in
the limit. This limit does not include water used for cementitious
materials, such as shotcrete or grout, above the lower limit of the PTn
member; however, it does include water used for-such purposes beyond
this point (i.e., beyond the PTn-TSwl contact).
e.

For excavations associated with the Topopah Spring Loop, such as
alcoves, the water lost limit is proportional to the width of the
excavation, (i.e., diameter of alcove in meters/7.62 meter tunnel
diameter x 7.4 m3 per linear meter).

[ESFDR 3.2.2.4.S.4, 3.2.1.4.B.1(a), 3.2.1.5.A, 3.2.1.4.F, 3.2.2.4.S.6, 3.2.1.AA.2,
3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.1.4.B.3, 3.2.2.4.D.5, 3.2.1.4, 3.3.1.6, 3.3.1.5.6, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M,
3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Rejuirement 8: The amount of organic material which is to be permanently retained
in these excavations shall be minimized to the extent practical as follows:
a.

The use of permanently retained organics during construction and
operation of the Topopah Spring Loop and associated excavations shall
be avoided when practical alternative materials and methods exist.

b.

Leakage of organics from construction/operational equipment shall be
-mitigated and repaired as soon as practical.

c.

Spills or releases of organics, powders, solvents, etc. in excess of drips
(as in from ruptured hoses, spills from reservoirs, etc.) shall be removed
to the extent, and as soon as, practical.

d.

Any materials which are spilled (subject to the criteria above) or which
are permanently retained in excavations shall be reported in accordance
with the TFM Management Procedure.
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Note: Spills which are absorbed by the invert segment need not be removed. If the
spilled material is not likely to have penetrated to the tunnel floor or past the invert
segment seals further inspection is unnecessary. (Invert segments may be removed or
inspection ports drilled after a spill if necessary to facilitate further inspection.)
[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.l.(a), 3.2.1.5.A, 3.2.1.4.F, 3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.1.M.5, 3.2.1.AA.2,
3.2.1.4.B.3, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 9: The following minimum requirements apply to the use of diesel
equipment underground:
a.

Diesel equipment shall be subject to periodic testing for diesel
particulate matter (DPM), sulphur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, carbon
monoxide, and carbon dioxide. Diesel equipment shall be tested prior
initial use underground and at a frequency accepted by the A/E
thereafter.

b.

Diesel equipment shall not be used beyond Segment 4 (approximately
Station 28+20 m) without additional A/E evaluation.

c.

Diesel exhaust shall be minimized to the extent practical. Controls
which may ensure that these limits are met may include limitations on
diesel idle time in the tunnel, regularly scheduled maintenance, and
periodic sampling and testing of diesel exhaust.

d.

Low sulphur (S 0.5 %) diesel fuel shall be used.

e.

Diesel use records shall include as a minimum the type of engine that
consumed the diesel fuel, the volume of fuel used, and the number of
hours of diesel operation.

[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.1(a), 3.2.1.4.F, 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.1.4.B.3, 3.2.9.4.A,
3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 10: QA records shall be made and provided in accordance with the TFM
Management Procedure of all tracers, fluids, and materials consumed within the
Topopah Spring Loop and associated operation and test support areas, including water,
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unrecovered wood, hydraulic fluids, fuels, oils, etc., and unrecovered spills. [ESFDR
3.2.1.4.B.L.(b), 3.2.1.4.B.1(a), 3.2.1.4.F, 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.3, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M,
3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 1 1: Large fluid storage systems shall not be placed underground. Large
systems are defined as storage tanks or vessels that exceed the volume of normal onboard vehicle fluid reservoirs, not including the sump storage tank, or those volumes
within tanks or systems mounted on the TBM, TBM trailing gear, conveyor drives and
belt storage units or rolling stock. [ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.1(a), 3.2.1.4.F, 3.2.1.5.A,
3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 12: The constructor shall coordinate with the ESF TCO, prior to
application of shotcrete in any of the test support areas or Topopah Spring Loop, to
assure access for testing. [ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.I(b), 3.2.1.4.B.2, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M,
3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 13: Provisions shall be made for immediate ESF TCO notification if
perched water is encountered, as indicated by water flowing from excavated surfaces.
[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.L.(a), 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 14: The use of chloride shall be limited as follows:
a.

Only non-chloride-based ground enhancing material shall be used.

b.

Use of chloride-based concrete and grout accelerators shall be limited to
the extent practical. Their use shall require ESF TCO concurrence and
shall be recorded as TFM.

c.

Any other use of chlorides in the Topopah Spring Loop shall -also
require ESF TCO concurrence.

[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.L.(b), 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.3, 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1,
3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 15: Conventional quality equipment involving fluids of concern in the
tunnel (such as hydraulic fluid, oil, etc.) shall be controlled to limit impacts to the
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extent practical as follows:
a.

The maintenance of equipment utilizing fluids of concern shall be
performed in accordance with QA procedures.

b.

Response to dust control water spill conveyor alarms shall be provided
for in a QA procedure.

c.

The constructor shall ensure the operational readiness of rolling stock
(with respect to leaks) before using it in the ESF tunnel by ensuring QA
procedures for limiting/mnitigating spills or leakage are in place.

[ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.1(a), 3.2.1.4.E, 3.2.1.AA.2, 3.2.1.4.B.1(b), 3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M,
3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 16: Evaluation of the use of chemical grout injection to stabilize weak
ground (including re-evaluation of potential waste isolation and test interference
impact) shall be performed prior to its implementation. [ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.1.(a),
3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 17: The field determined location and timing of construction of test
support areas shall be subject to ESF TCO approval. [ESFDR 3.2.1.4.B.L.(a),
3.2.9.4.A, 3.2.1.M, 3.2.1.M.1, 3.2.2.4.D]
Requirement 18: Maintain an as-built minimum 2 % slope (i.e., 2% slope within
standard engineering tolerances; there is no maximum slope requirement) of the Starter
Tunnel floor from Station 0+OOm to approximately Station 0+lOm following any
maintenance or reconstruction of the floor of this section of the tunnel. [ESFDR
3.2.1.4.B la]
These requirements shall be distributed in accordance with QAP-6-1 and documented, as
appropriate, in design analyses, specifications and/or drawings to the requirements are
adequately translated to implementing documents. Any required procedures shall be QA
procedures, and work, training, and qualification records shall be maintained as QA records.
Records generated as a result of QA requirements shall also be maintained as QA records.
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13.3

REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS

Non-permanent SSCs shall be removed to the extent practical, prior to the licensed operation
phase of a potential repository. The basis for this DIE includes that temporary SSCs will be
removed prior to repository operation. Any incorporation of these items or their constituents
into the permanent repository will require a new evaluation as part of the design of permanent
SSCs.

13.4

RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTS

A recommendation will be made to amend the ESFDR and any other applicable requirements
documents to reflect the requirement found in 13.3.
Several recommended additions to the ESFDR are made that are intended to supplement
existing requirements based on recurring requirements from this and past evaluations. These
are:
*

chloride shall not be used as a grounding medium, or for any testing or
construction within the TWIEZ It is recommended that this requirement be added
to a level, that would ensure it applies appropriately to all electrical subsystems.

*

It is recommended that quantities and sources of water used be measured and
recorded daily be added to ESFDR 3.2.1.

*

ESFDR 3.2.2.5.8 should be modified to require that properties of dry chemicals be
evaluated with respect to test interference.

*

Identification and quantities of all TFMs used should be reported to the TFM data
base, recorded in the appropriate job package, and samples made available as
practical for examination by ESF PIs. This change should be added to ESFDR
3.2.1.

* Precautions should be taken to avoid and/or control spills to the extent practical,
should also be added to ESFDR 3.2.1.
*

Hydrocarbons, solvents, and chemicals should be controlled and added to ESFDR
3.2.1.
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*

Changes should be made to the underground tracer requirement (ESFDR 3.2.2.5.5
B). The ESFDR change should acknowledge that water used (including water used
in grout) in the vicinity of samples or perched water testing is required to contain a
tracer.

These recommendations have been previously transmitted to the appropriate document author.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
A/E

Architect/Engineer

CI

Configuration Item

CMO

Construction Management Office

DIE

Determination of Importance Evaluation

DOC

Dissolved Organic Carbon

DPM

Diesel Particulate Matter

ESF

Exploratory Studies Facility

ESFDR

Exploratory Studies Facility Design Requirements

GROA

Geologic Repository Operations Area

IDCS

Integrated Data and Control System

IRS

Important to Radiological Safety

ITWI

Important to Waste Isolation

JP

Job Package

M&O

Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System Management and Operating
Contractor

MC

Management Control

MPBX

Multi-point Borehole Extensometer
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MSDS

Material Safety Data Sheet

NLP

Nevada Line Procedure

NRG

North Ramp Geologic

PI

Principal Investigator

QA

Quality Assurance

QAP

M&O Quality Assurance Procedure(s)

QARD

Quality Assurance Requirements and Description

RDR

Repository Design Requirements

RF

Repository Facility

SBT

Surface Based Testing

SBTCO

Surface Based Testing Coordination Office

SD

Systematic Drilling

SSC

Structure, System, or Component

TBM

Tunnel Boring Machine

TCO

Test Coordination Office

TFM

Tracers, Fluids, and Materials

TIE

Test Interference Evaluation

TM

Thermal/Mechanical

TPP

Test Planning Package
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TS

Topopah Springs

TSPA

Total System Performance Assessment

TWIEZ

Test and Waste Isolation Evaluation Zone

UE

Underground Exploratory

UO

Undifferentiated Overburden

USGS

United Stated Geologic Society

USW

Underground-Southern Nevada-Waste

UZ

Unsaturated Zone

YMP

Yucca Mountain Project

1OCFR60

Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Chapter 60
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Tracers, Fluids, and Materials Approved for Use in the Topopah Spring Loop
General Note:

Group I

Any TFMs containing organics that will be Permanently retained are subject
to DIE Requirement 8.
Approved for use in accordance with the manufacturer's directions and
precautions relative to application, storage, disposal, etc.

1. Carlon Standard Clear PVC Solvent Cement
2. White & Wib Hi Perf. Acry. Paint
3. Tremproof waterproofing
4. Sulfur Hexafluoride
5. MB-QSL 100, liquid shotcrete accelerators
6. HPS Shotcrete Accelerator'
7. Rheobuild 1000, cement dispersing agent
8. Rheobuild 2500, cement dispersing agent
9. MB-SF, accelerator, silica-fume mineral admixture for concrete
10. Delvo Stabilizer, set retarder admixture for concrete
11. SikaTard 902/908/914, set retarder admixture for concrete
12. Polyheed, cement dispersing agent
13. Sikacrete 950, silica-fume admixture for concrete
14. Sikacrete 950DP, densified dry powder microsilica admixture for concrete
15. Sigunit Powder, shotcrete set accelerator'
16. Sigunit NC Liquid, shotcrete set accelerators
17. Sigunit L20, liquid shotcrete set accelerator'
18. SikaTell 100, liquid shotcrete admixture3
19. SilcaTell 200, liquid shotcrete admixture'
20. Sikament 300, water-reducing liquid admixture for concrete
21. Flowcable, powder admixture for cement grout
22. Meyco Rockbolt and Anchor Grout, cement grout6
23. Kit 82-A2 (Scotchcast 4)
24. Kit 82-Al (Scotchcast 4)
25. Super Filter Coat No. 412
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26. Citra Scrub Cleaner
27. Crosslinked Polyethylene Backer Rod
28. I1? Standard Backer Rod
29. Non-Ferrous Shrink Grout No. CM-0010.
30. Firedam 150 Caulk
31. Ansul "Foray" dry chemical fire suppression agent'.
32. Monoammonium phosphate dry chemical fire suppression agent.
33. Lithium Bromide
34. CRC Extreme Duty Silicon
35. Sanford "Mean Streak" Waterproof Marking Sticks
36. Aervoe-Pacific Marking Paint
37. MARKAL Paintstik "B" and "B 3/8" markers
38. Wil-X Cement
39. Stay-Silv 400023 brazing flux
40. Weld-Aid Tip Dip - 006 Nozzle Gel

41. M28R metal magnetic particle weld-testing powder (iron)
42. Windex glass cleaner - blue

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Burnell Fibercrete
007 - Chemical Sharpener (torch tip cleaner)
DB-Series Oils
ICI Explosives EXEL Lead-In Line instantaneous detonator
ICI Explosives CORDTEX Detonating Cord
ICI Explosives EXEL MS Short Delay detonator
ICI Explosives EXEL LP Long Delay Detonator
ICI Explosives GELDYNE Semi-Gelatin Dynamite (cartridges)
ICI Explosives XACTEX Semi-Gelatin Dynamite (cartridges)
POWERCORD 60-, 100-, 150-, 200-grain Detonating cords
ICI Explosives EXEL Flexible Plastic Shock Tubes
DYNO-Nobel IRESPLIT Semi-Gelatin Dynamite
DYNO-Nobel UNIGEL Semi-Gelatin Dynamite
Ensign-Bickford Shock Tube
Ensign-Bickford PRIMADET Non-Electric Delay Detonators (MS) Series
Ensign-Bickford PRIMADET Non-Electric Delay Detonators (LP) Series
Ensign-Bickford PRIMADET Non-Electric Delay Detonator Noiseless Lead-In-Line
(NLIL)

60. Ensign-Bickford PRIMACORD Detonating Cords
61. American Polywater SpliceMaster Cable Cleaner Type GX
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62. Burke/EDOCO Acrylic Bondcrete CM-0170
63. FX-250 rapid-setting mortar (powder & liquid)
64. S5Z Wil-X Cement Grout (B)
65. Burke Non-Ferrous, Non-Shrink Grout
Group 2

Approved for use subject to special requirements and in accordance with
the manufacturer's directions and precautions relative to application,
storage, disposal, etc.

1. GEM
Every effort should be made to not scatter this material due to its carbon content'
2. Citgo C-500 Motor Oil, SAE 30'
3. Drive Train Fluid HD SAE 30'
4. Drive Train Fluid HD SAE 50'
5. Scotch Brand 1602 Insulating Sealer (red)'
6. Scotchcast Brand Flame Retardant Compound'
7. 3M 1606 Cable Cleaner and Degreaser'
8. Type HP Cleaner/Degreaser'
9. Scotchkote Brand Electrical Coating'
10. CC-2 Preparation Kit (Cable Cleaner)'
11. 1607 Contact Cleaner' 2
12. Citra Spray Paint Numbers 2124, 2125, 2133, 2137, 2143, 2148, 2155, 2156, 2163, 2169,
2171, 2175, 2178, 2182, 2183, 2187, 2190, and 2192'.
13. Pot-Pouri solution, in portable toilet units'
14. Hydraulic Oil AW ISO 46'
15. Dura-Lith Grease EP NLGI 2'
16. Gear Compound EP ISO 220'
17. Gear Compound EP ISO 320'
18. RPM Universal Gear Lube SAE 80W-90'
19. RPM Universal Gear Lube SAE 85W-140'
20. RPM Heavy Duty Motor Oil SAE 15W-40'
21. ATF Dextron (automatic transmission fluid)'
22. Chlorides 5
23. Rawlplug Co. Chem-stud Anchor Capsules'
24. ITW-Philadelphia Resins Corp. Ramset EPCON System Resin Ceramic 6 formula'
25. ITW-Philadelphia Resins Corp. Ramset EPCON System Hardener Ceramic 6 formula'
26. Para-Chem Southern, Inc. Kraloy PVC Pipe Cement'
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27. CRC Molylub'
28. CRC Quick Clean'
29. Stay-Clean 40028 (Lead Free) soldering flux',2
30. Aqua Resin Clear with dye'
31. Shelizone (R) All Season Antifreeze (ethylene and diethylene glycol)'
32. Foster 36-10, Weatherite Mastic (roof sealant)'
33. Litton/Kester flux-cored solder wire'
34. Bortz Paint Thinner T1'
35. 605 Almason Vari-purpose Gear Lubricant'
36. 607 Almason Vari-purpose Gear Lubricant'
37. 3752 Almagard Van-purpose Lubricant'
38. 1275 Alkaplex Industrial Lubricants'
39. 2001 Monolec Wire Rope Lubricant'
40. CITRIKLEEN (parts cleaner/degreaser)'
41. Seymore Marking Paint, 16-657'
42. 3M Super 77 Spray Adhesive'
43. Option I (Relton) (water based metal working fluid)'
44. United Duct Sealer'
45. ICI Explosives POWERsplit Detonator Sensitive Slurry Explosive (cartridges) 5
46. Ensign-Bickford PRIMiADET non-electric detonators and lead-in lines 5
47. Greenlee-Textron Blue Gel Cable Pulling Compound'
48. Lubrication Engineers 9200 Almasol Dry Film Lubricant'
Group 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Materials: no identified constraints

Steel Sets
Rolled channel arches (steel)
Steel lagging
Rock Bolts
Wire mesh
Steel
Concrete
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NOTES
1. These materials have decomposition or combustion products that have the potential to interfere with site
characterization testing (i.e., Chlorine and Carbon). Limiting storage underground or storing in fireproof cabinets
are conventional practices which can be used to address this concern. Refer to DEE Requirement 8 for QA
controls.
2. These materials react with water to form products such as hydrochloric acid and acetic acid. Hydrochloric
acid could bias chlorine-36 measurements. Limiting storage underground or storing in such a way as to limit
contact with water are conventional practices which can be used to address this concern. Refer to DE
Requirement 8 for QA controls.
3. Refer to DIE Requirement 12 for limits or constraints.
4. Refer to DIE Requirement 8 for limits or constraints
5. The use of any materials containing chloride in the TS North Ramp shall require TCO concurrence. (See
DIE requirement 14)
6. Refer to DIE Requirement 6 for limits or constraints.
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SURFACE-BASED TESTING ACTIVITIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE
TOPOPAH SPRING LOOP OF THE EXPLORATORY STUDIES FACILITY
SCP No.

Study

Scope Applicable to TIE

8.3.1.2.2.1

Characterization of Unsaturated Zone
Infiltration

Evaluate natural infiltration, artificial
infiltration.

8.3.1.2.2.2

Water Movement Test

Measure chloride and chlorine-36 to
assess percolation of precipitation into
the unsaturated zone (UZ).

8.3.1.2.2.3.1

Percolation in the Unsaturated Zone Surface-based Study

Measure in situ hydrologic properties of
UZ matrix, assess vertical and lateral
flux in UZ, conduct air permeability
tests, install and instrument UZ
boreholes, conduct vertical seismic
profiling studies.

8.3.1.2.2.6

Gaseous-phase Movement in the
Unsaturated Zone

Measure gas flow and pressure in
boreholes, determine effective porosities
and dispersivities of fracture system.

83.1.2.2.7

Hydrochemical Characterization of the
Unsaturated Zone

Analyze chemistry and age of pore
fluids for UZ; assess transport
mechanism, direction, flux, and travel
time in the UZ

8.3.1.2.3.2

Site Saturated-Zone (SZ) Ground-water
Flow System

Analyze perched water encountered;
install, test, and monitor water table
wells

83.1.4.2.2

Structural Features in the Site Area

Map the geology and structure in the
ESF, conduct seismic tomography/
vertical seismic profiling

8.3.1.4.3.1

Systematic Drilling Program

Sample and analyze rock and
hydrologic characteristics from SD
boreholes

8.3.1.5.2.1

Quaternary Regional Hydrology

Analyze calcite/silica deposits in
fractures in UZ

8.3.1.8.5.2

Igneous Intrusive Features

Collect heat flow data from drill holes

8.3.1.17.4.1

Historical and Current Seismicity

Monitor current seismicity
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Boreholes in the Vicinity in the ESF

Borehole

Northing

Easting

Ground Elevation

Depth

UE-25 NRG-1

233282

173676

1144

46

UE-25 NRG-2

233421

173490

1157

90

UE-25 NRG-2A

233386

173432

1152

81

UE-25 NRG-2B

233406

173497

1159

100

UE-25 NRG-2C

233408

173489

1159

46

UE-25 NRG-2D

233424

173472

1156

52

UE-25 NRG-3

233554

173223

1165

101

UE-25 NRG-4

233807

172767

1250

221

UE-25 NRG-5

234053

172142

1252

411

UE-25 NRG-6

233699

171965

1247

335

UE-25 NRG-7A

234355

171598

1282

461

UE-25 RF#8

233365

173368

1155

39

USW SD-7

231328

171066

1363

710

USW SD-9

234086

171242

1302

678

USW SD-12

232245

171178

1324

610

USW G-1

234849

170993

1325

1829

USW G-4

233418

171628

1270

915

USW H-1

234774

171416

1303

1829

USW H-3

230594

170216

1483

1219

USW H-4

232149

171880

1249

1219

USW H-5

233671

170356

1479

1219

-
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Borehole

Northing

Easting

Ground Elevation

Depth

USW UZ-I

235085

170756

1349

387

USW UZ-4

234305

172560

1200

112

USW UZ-5

234267

172558

1204

III

USW UZ-6

231566

170178

1501

575

USW UZ-14

235096

170731

1349

678

UE-25 UZ-16

231812

172169

1219

514

USW WT-1

229802

171828

1202

515

USWWT-2

231850

171275

1301

628

UE-25 WT-4

234243

173139

1167

482

UE-25 WT-18

235052

172168

1336

623

UE-25 A #1

233142

172624

1199

762

UE-25 A #4

234078

172051

1250

152

UE-25 A #5

233769

172138

1236

148

UE-25 A #6

233447

172060

1235

152

UE-25 A #7

233553

172355

1221

305

UE-25 B #1

233247

172644

1201

1220

UE-25 ONC#1

231422

173155

1163

450

(Ref ESF Layout Calculation, BABEADOOO-01717-2200-00003)
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IN SITU TEST LOCATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION LOGISTICS FOR ESF
TESTS/PROGRAMS
(Source: Site Program Annual Plan 1994 & 1995, OMB 5-year Plan)
YEAR IN PARENTHESES INDICATES INITIAL START (PLANNED OR ACTUAL) OF TESTS OR FIRST PROGRAM COMPONENT

I.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE (NON-DEFERABLE) TESTS CONDUCTED IN TBM
ENVELOPE
*
*
*
*
*
*

II.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE (NON-DEFERABLE) TESTS IN ALCOVES
*
*
*
*
*
*

HI.

(1993)
(1993)
(1995)
(1993)
(1993)
(1995)

Consolidated Sampling
Perched Water Testing in the ESF (Contingency)
Hydrochemistry tests in the ESF
Underground Geological Mapping
Construction Monitoring
Air Quality and Ventilation Experiment

Consolidated Sampling
Radial Borehole Tests in the ESF
Hydrochemistry Tests in the ESF
Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Encountered in the ESF
Underground Geological Mapping.
Construction Monitoring

(1994)
.(1994)
(1994)
(1995)
(1994)
(1994)

IN SITU ALCOVE TESTS IN THE THERMAL TEST ALCOVE (TSw2)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Consolidated Sampling
Radial Borehole Tests in the ESF
Hydrochemistry Tests in the ESF
Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults Encountered in the ESF
Underground Geologic Mapping
Construction Monitoring
Percolation Tests
Thermal/Mechanical Properties
Heater Experiment in TSwl
Canister-Scale Heater Experiment
Yucca Mountain Heated Block
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*

IV.

(1997)

PLANNED TESTS IN CALICO HILLS NONWELDED UNIT
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

V.

Thermal Stress Measurements
Sequential Drift Mining
Heated Room Experiment
Plate Loading Tested Block
Rock-Mass Strength Experiment
Overcore Stress Experiment in the ESF
Near-field HydrologicJGeomechanical Properties

(All Tests TBD)

Underground Geologic Mapping
Consolidated Sampling
Field Scale Experiments to Study Radionuclide Transport at YM
Intact-Fracture Test
Percolation Tests in the ESF
Radial Borehole Tests in the ESF/Bulk Permeability Tests in the ESF
Hydrochemistry Tests in the ESF
Diffusion Test in the ESF
In Situ Testing of Seal Components

/

DEFERRED (POST "INITIAL LOOP") TESTS IN THE ESF RAMP/MAIN DRIFT
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Consolidated Sampling
Excavation Effects Test
Intact-Fracture Test in the ESF
Seismic Tomography/Vertical Seismic Profiling at the ESF
Construction Monitoring
Air Quality and Ventilation Experiment
In Situ Testing of Seal Components
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